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ABSTRACT 

The phenomenological approach employed in this comparative study of ancient 

Egyptian and ancient Hebrew religions cosmogonies , takes care of the gaps 

between the various cosmogonies . This is also true of the gaps in time between the 

ancient Egyptian cosmogonies and those of the Hebrew Bible. The study indicated 

that Ancient Egypt and the ancient lsraelit:;s did not exist in isolation, although each 

community was unique in its own context. Myth as one of the most central concepts 

in the study of cosmogonies , ha_s fundamental value both in ancient Egyptian 

understanding as well as that of the ancient Israelites. 

Examples of ancient Egyptian cosmogonies as well as different versions of ancient 

Hebrew cosmogonies were discussed. Three types of ancient Egyptian cosmogonies 

(Heliopolitan, Theban and Hermopolis) explained in this paper were shown to be 

complementary to each other; the same idea (i .e. complementary) was not foreign in 

the ancient Hebrew cosmogonies (Genesis 1 and 2) . God and the gods played a 

very significant role with regard to human beings, being either a servant of or owing 

his or her allegiance to God/the gods as his or her creator. 

There are significant similarities in the way these two communities understood the 

notion of cosmogony, but in the same breath, remarkable differences were also 

witnessed throughout the discussion of these various cosmogonies , hence the use 

of the term "distinctive and common ground in the ancient Near East" with special 

reference to ancient Egypt and the Hebrew Bible. 
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OPSOMMING 

Die fenomenologiese benadering wat in hierdie vergelykende studie van die ou 

Egiptiese en ou Hebreeuse religieuse kosmogoniee gevolg is, oorkom die gapings 

tussen die verskillende kosmogoniee. Dit is oak waar van die gapings in tyd tussen 

die au Egiptiese kosmogoniee en die van die Hebreeuse Bybel. Die studie toon aan 

dat au Egipte en die ou lsraeliete nie in isolasie bestaan het nie, alhoewel elke 

gemeenskap uniek was in sy eie konteks. Mite, as een van die mees sentrale 

konsepte in die studie van kosmogoniee, was van fundamentele betekenis in sowel 

die ou Egiptiese denke as in die van die ou lsraeliete. 

Voorbeelde van ou Egiptiese kosmogoniee sowel as verskillende weergawes van ou 

Hebreeuse kosmogoniee is bespreek. Orie Egiptiese tipes (Heliopolis , Thebe en 

Hermopolis) is verduidelik en daar is aangetoon dat hulle mekaar aangevul het; 'n 

idee wat oak nie vreemd is aan die ou Hebreeuse kosmogoniee van Gen 1 en 2 nie. 

God en die gode het 'n baie belangrike rol met betrekking tot menslike wesens 

gespeel , die mens was of 'n dienaar, of het sy onderdanigheid aan God/die gode as 

sy skepper erken. 

Daar is groat ooreenkomste in die maniere waarop hierdie twee gemeenskappe die 

gedagte van kosmogonie verstaan het, maar in dieselfde asem moet erken word dat 

groat verskille in die bespreking van die verskillende kosmogoniee gevind is , 

vandaar die gebruik van die term "distinctive and common ground" in die ou Nabye 

Ooste met besondere verwysing na ou Egipte en die Hebreeuse Bybel. 
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ISISHWANKATHELO 

lndlela yokuzithabatha izinto ngale ndlela zihamba ngayo esetyenziswe 

kwizifundo zokuthelekisa indlela ama - Yiphutha amandulo ayeyiqiqa ngayo 

indalo kunye naleyo yama - Hebhere ilungiselela izikhewu ezikhoyo phakathi 

kwezi ndalo. Le ndela iphinda kwakhona ilungiselele izikhewu ngokwamaxesha 

phakathi kwendalo yase - Yiphutha yamandulo kunye naleyo yesiBhalo sama -

Hebhere. I - Yiphutha yamndulo kunye nesiBhalo sama - Hebhere zibonisa 

ukuba zaihlali kwiziqithi ezahlukeneyo nangona indawo nganye inezinto 

ezizezayo kuphela. lntsomi (myth) ilelinye lamagama abalulekileyo, kwaye 

ifumana ukubaluleka kakhulu kwingqiqo yama-Yiphutha kunye naleyo yama -

Hebhere amandulo. 

lmizekelo yendalo yam - Yiphutha amandulo kunye ne zonguqulelo zohlukeneyo 

zendalo yama - hebhere amandulo zixoxwe kakhulu. lindidi ezintathu sendalo 

yase - Yiphutha yamandulo (eyama - Heliopolitan, eyama - Theban kunye 

naleyo yam Hermopolis) ezixoxiweyo kweli phepha zibonise ukuba 

ziyancedisana, oko kukuthi enye incedisa enye; le ngcamango yokuncedisana 

iqhelekile kwindalo yam - Hebhere amandulo (Genesisi I Kunye No 2). 

U-Thixo kunye nexithixo badlale indima · enkulu, umntu yena esisicaka sezithixo 

okaye umntu enothuku lokunqula u-Thixo njengomdali wakhe. 

Kukho ukufana okuphawulekayo kwindlela ezi ndawo zombini eziqiqa ngayo 

imeko ye-ndalo, kodwa kwangalo ndlela inye, iyantlukwano ezicacileyo nazo 

ziyangqineka kuyo yonke ingxoxo ngentlobo ezininzi zendalo, yilonto 

kusetyenziswe amazwi athi, "lndawo ezahlukeneyo kunye 

Mpuma engaNeno yamandulo (ancient Near East) 

kwi-Yiphutha yamndulo kunye nesiBhale sama - Hebhere. 

nezifanayo kwi -

ngokubhekiselele 
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CHAPTER 1 

1 .1 INTRODUCTION: 

Cosmogony, which is currently one of the basic issues in ancient Near 

Eastern Studies, is also one of the most debated topics. The study of 

cosmogony has proved itself to be one of the most fascinating as well as 

interesting issues in the ancient Near East. In order to come to a clearer 

understanding of this aspect, the phenomenological method has been chosen 

as an effective approach that will give equal meaning and sense to ancient 

Egyptian as well as Hebrew cosmogony. As one comes to a deeper 

understanding of cosmogony, one gradually puts aside the prejudice of one 

society being superior to that of the other community. One should realize 

that each community has its own strengths and weaknesses, each 

community is unique in its context. 

This study is divided into four parts. The first section deals with the 

approach. The approach of the Phenomenology of Religion, which has been 

chosen, is a dynamic approach and includes both non-philosophical as well 

as philosophical phenomenologies. The factors that distinguish this 

approach from the other approach will be discussed. Other matters to be 

discussed are, statement of the problem, purpose of study and 

methodological approach, significance, limitations and finally definition of 

terms. 
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The second section deals with the worldviews of both ancient Egypt and the 

Hebrew Bible. The aim of this part is to familiarize the reader with these two 

communities and their peculiarities. In highlighting the worldview of these 

two communities, the following issues will have to be discussed: the 

religious nature of the worldview, cosmological understanding of the ancient 

Egyptians and ancient Hebrews (Hebrew Bible), Cultic practices and 

institutions, sacred time and space, conceptions of God, conceptions of man 

and finally the significance of myth. 

The third section forms the main part of this study i.e. the religious 

cosmogonies as understood by the ancient Egyptians as well as the ancient 

Hebrews in the Hebrew Bible. In this section a general overview of 

cosmogony in the ancient Near East will be given. The idea of cosmogony 

as it was understood by the ancient Egyptians as well as the Hebrews will 

be dealt with. 

The last section outlines the findings and compares these cosmogonies from 

two different societies. Some recommendations for future research on the 

topic will be given. 

1.2 PHENOMENOLOGY OF RELIGION: 

The approach of the Phenomenology of Religion as a major field of study has 

had an extremely influential effect on the study of religion . In this study, a 

better branch, i.e. an extremely influential approach to religion (Allen 1987: 

272 and 273) has been adopted. In order for one to understand the 

phenomenological approach, one must first understand the etymological 

development of the term phenomenology. 
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The term, "phenomenology" has become very popular and it has at the same 

time, been utilized by numerous scholars, who seem to share little if 

anything common (see Allen 1987:273). The term, "phenomenology" 

comes from a Greek word phainomenon which means that "which shows 

itself" or "that which appears". One must realize that this term has both 

philosophical and non-philosophical roots. 

There are also major contributors to the phenomenology of religion, but only 

a few will be mentioned. W. Brede Kristensen was a specialist in Egyptian 

and ancient histories ' religions, he illustrated an extreme formulation of the 

descriptive approach within phenomenology (Allen 1987:276). Rudolf Otto 

put his emphasis on the experiential approach which involves the 

phenomenological description of the universal, essential structure of religious 

experience, and also on antireductionism which respects the unique, 

irreducible, numinous quality of all religious experience (Allen 1987:277). 

Gerardus van der Leeuw defined the assumptions, concept and stages of his 

phenomenological approach in his book entitled Religion in Essence and 

Manifestation ( 1963). He also proposed a subtle and complex 

phenomenological method with which the phenomenologist goes far beyond 

a descriptive phenomenology (Allen 1987:277). C Jouco Bleeker mentioned 

three schools of phenomenology of religion i.e. the descriptive, the 

typological and the phenomenological and he concluded that phenomenology 

of religion has a double meaning: it is an independent science that creates 

, monographs and handbooks, but it is also a scholarly method that utilizes 

such principles as the phenomenological epoche and eidetic vision 

(Allen 1987:278). 
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Mircea Eliade understood religion as the experience of the sacred, although 

he has been heavily criticized because of his socalled uncritical methodology, 

he still has many supporters (Allen 1987:279). 

1.2.1 NON-PHILOSOPHICAL PHENOMENOLOGIES: 

This type of phenomenology is best understood when one deals with the 

Natural Sciences especially the field of Physics. It is also applicable to the 

comparison employed in this study because it emphasizes the descriptive 

approach to phenomenological events. Natural scientists emphasize the 

descriptive part as contrasted with the explanatory one. One should also 

keep in mind that the phenomenologists of religion admit that their approach 

describes, but that it does not explain the nature of the religious phenomena. 

It is indeed evident that this type of phenomenology as well as the 

comparative religion approach have roots independent of philosophical 

phenomenology. 

1.2.2 PHILOSOPHICAL PHENOMENOLOGIES: 

A German philosopher by the name of Johann Lambert, defined 

phenomenology as "the theory of illusion" (Allen 1987:273). Just on the 

opposite note, Kant describes the phenomenology as the data of experience, 

things that appear to and are constructed by one's mind, i.e. the study of 

such a phenomenology must be national, scientific as well as objective. In 

the eighteenth century, Hegel defined phenomenology as the science by 

which the mind becomes aware of the development of Spirit and comes to 

know its essence, i.e. Spirit as it is in itself - this is done through a study of 

its appearances and manifestations. In the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, philosophers like William Hamilton and others indicated that 

phenomenology is a mere descriptive study of a subject matter. This clearly 

indicates that this type of phenomenology is not static but is dynamic. 
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1.2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH: 

When one deals with the concept of phenomenology, whether philosophical 

or non-philosophical, one realizes that it is distinguished from all other 

methodologies in different disciplines. In distinguishing it, five factors show 

the uniqueness of this approach. Some of these distinguishing factors are: 

(a) DESCRIPTIVE NATURE: 

This is an attempt of the phenomenological approac~ to describe the 

nature of the phenomena, i.e. the way appearan,ces manifest themselves, 

and the essential structures at the foundation of human experience (Allen 

1987:274) . 

(b) OPPOSITION TO REDUCTIONISM : 

Reductionism is a principle that prevents people from becoming aware of 

the specificity and diversity of phenomena. The idea of approaching 

your study with an objective mind is almost impossible hence an idea of 

a descriptive approach . 

(c) INTENTIONALITY: 

This is a way of describing how consciousness constitutes phenomena. 

Any study that has been pursued without any intention is a futile 

exercise. 

(d) BRACKETING: 

This characteristic does not advocate for a presuppositionless position, 

but it does suggest a goal of freeing phenomenologists from unexamined 

presuppositions or rather of rendering explicit and clarifying our 

presuppositions rather than completely denying their existence. 

(e) EIDETIC VISION: 

In describing this characteristic, Allen ( 1987:275) says, the central aim 

of the phenomenological method is to disclose the essential "whatness" 

or "structure" embodied in the particular data. 
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1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

The ancient Egyptians and the ancient Hebrews are two different groups of 

people. They differ in their languages and also have different value systems. 

These two communities differ in basic · concepts and even in their world 

views. It is therefore very difficult for one to understand one community in 

the light of the other. It is important that these communities be treated 

equally, this simply means that each community is unique, distinct and 

perculiar. It is therefore of utmost importance to deal with the cross cultural 

understanding of these communities with a special reference to their 

cosmogonies. These communities are not an exception, because even in 

South Africa there are different cultures that differ in many respects. The 

idea of a cross cultural understanding should not end with the ancient 

Egyptians and ancient Hebrews, but it should also be a concept that is also 

applicable even in the South African situation. 

1.4 PURPOSE OF STUDY AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH: 

The purpose of this study is to describe and try to grasp something of the 

meaning of the ancient Egyptians as well as the ancient Hebrew's 

understanding of the notion of cosmogony. In dealing with the ancient 

Hebrew cosmogonies, one is able to discern that it is a problematic exercise 

to start dating the creation stories of Gen 1 and 2 since the two stories 

themselves may be from different sources, and therefore it may be presumed 

that these stories belong to two different time periods. One will also notice 

that the difference in time between the ancient Egyptian and the ancient 

Hebrew cosmogonies may be thousands of years. Therefore, in order to 

avoid the problem of dating, the phenomenological approach has been 

chosen as the best approach to this study. 
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1 . 5 SIGNIFICANCE: 

This study is probably the greatest opportunity to understand more clearly 

the world views of the ancient Egyptians and the ancient Hebrews with 

special reference to cosmogony. Understanding the cultural perspectives as 

well as the different worldviews of the ancient Near East is a tremendous 

work. 

1.6 LIMITATIONS: 

The above statement, a comparison of ancient Egyptian as well as the 

ancient Hebrew religious cosmogonies, is a limitation as well as a definition 

of terms. It will be constantly necessary in this research to define the sense 

in which the various authorities are using the term. It is not anticipated that 

this will be an unmanageable problem, but due to time constraints, it is a 

limitation one must keep in mind. There are also gaps in terms of time 

periods in the communities that are being compared, therefore that is a 

limitation as well as a problem that should be presupposed. 

1 . 7 DEFINITION OF TERMS: 

COSMOGONY: 

This term simply refers to the record of origins. 

MYTH: 

It is a story about deities. 

WORLDVIEW: 

In defining the worldview, the clear understanding of a worldview presented 

by Deist is adopted where he says it is a way which a person or a group 

interprets the world, makes sense of the events of history, and conceives of 

man's nature and destiny (Deist 1984: 279). 
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COSMOLOGY: 

It defines how the basic orders and principles are understood. This concept 

may also deal with the theological treatment of creation in the light of 

biblical and other religious teachings on this, but which does not form part of 

this study. 

EGYPT: 

It refers to the ancient North-Eastern African Kingdom - i.e. the time of the 

pharaohs, c.3000 - 300 B.C. Cosmogonic texts fr~m different periods and 

sites will be discussed, including the Nubian dynasty. 

HEBREW BIBLE: 

It refers to the Masoretic Text published in the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia 

which differs in respect of the number and order of books from, for instance, 

the Greek Septuagint or the Vulgate Old Testament. Special attention will be 

given to the cosmogonic ideas in Gen. 1 and 2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE WORLD VIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCTION: 

This chapter deals with the entire idea of the world view. The reader will 

recall that in the . previous chapter the phenomenological methodological 

approach has been discussed. The term world view here is used 

interchangeable with the term cosmology. Before one could delve into the 

minute details of cosmology, it is wise to first have a general view of how 

things came and developed as time went by. In this chapter issues like the 

religious nature of the world view and a general view of cosmological 

understanding perceived by both ancient Egyptians and ancient Hebrews are 

discussed. The cultic idea is also looked at, sacred time as well as sacred 

space and the conceptions of both man and God have been briefly 

discussed. Since the following chapter hangs heavily on the idea of myth, 

myth in this chapter has been discussed as a gateway that leads to chapter 

three. We start with the religious nature of the world view. 

2.2 THE RELIGIOUS NATURE OF THE WORLD VIEW: 

In religious ideology, cultural and social activities are · permeated with 

religious ideas. There is no contrast between the divine and the world. The 

basic feature of the religious feeling is optimism. In the ancient Near Eastern 

world view, gods could become mortal and men could become gods e.g. the 

deification of Utnapishtim. According to the ancient Near Eastern point of 

view (with special reference to the Enuma Elish and Atrakhasis epics), man 

was created to serve the gods. 

II . 
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It was believed that the national policy went hand in palm with theology, and 

the divinity of kings evoked certain functions. Safety was always found 

among the God fearing men, that was the understanding of all nations. 

Myths, seemingly, were developed to account for the cosmos. It is believed 

that primeval man was one creature, subsequently divided into two parts i.e. 

male and female, and these are attracted to each other to retain their pristine 

unity. In Genesis we also find a text similar to that. Myths are also invoked 

in magic. There were five levels of religion i.e. personal, familial, local, 

national and international. 

According to Eliade ( 1959: 10) the first and easy definition of the sacred is 

the opposite of the profane. In describing the manifestation of the sacred, a 

term hierophany has been adopted. This term etymologically simply means 

something sacred shows itself to man. Sacred realities have been 

manifested in different ways, but the climax of this manifestation for a 

christian is the incarnation of God in Christ Jesus. In the pre-modern 

historical societies, sacred, power and reality were used synonymously. 

2.2.1 ISRAEL: 

The central concern for the history of religion generally and certainly the 

religion of Israel in its environment, is God. Schmidt ( 1983: 13) advocates 

that the name of the deity reveals his true nature. The God of Israel Is 

characterized by his relationship to man, while Canaanite deities bear the 

name of the place where they appeared. It is believed that the God of the 

fathers was worshipped without image or statue. 
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The two contradictory ideas that express an important theological or 

religious reality, should be discussed at this moment. These contradictory 

ideas are: 

( 1) God has a beginning, and at the same time; 

(2) God has no beginning. 

These two contradictory ideas express what is meant by the phrase: 

"Yahweh out of the gods" (Miller 1973:48). It is generally accepted by 

scholars that the God Yahweh worshipped by lsrae_I as Lord and Creator of 

heaven and earth has His roots and origins deep in the polytheistic world of 

Canaanite religion. This is a hypothetical reconstruction, but it builds on a 

broad base of data and in a holistic way makes the best sense of both 

biblical and extra-biblical material. According to Frank Cross (Miller 

1973:48) in the patriarchal traditions in the Pentateuch, the God worshipped 

by a patriarch is identified by the patriarchs e.g. the God of Abraham. This 

idea is clearly portrayed in Exo. 3: 15 and 6:2-3. Cross understands that 

Yahweh was originally a cultic name of El. The Bible has always mentioned 

that beginning is only a stage in a historical development and it is fully 

continuous with religious expressions and developments even in the 

non-Israelite history before it. 

According to Cross (Miller 1973:50) understanding of his hypothesis, 

Yahweh is a split from El and therefore El now is a Yahweh although there 

are dimensions and functions of El that are carried over into the character of 

Yahweh. The sanctuary in Israel reflected old Canaanite models, and more 

specifically the Tent of El and his cherubim throne. 
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It is indeed evident that a growing discontinuity with Baal is a task for the 

history of the religion of · Israel. There are some basic fundamental 

dimensions that are also applicable to Yahweh i.e.: 

(i) the patterns and motifs of Baal as storm god who rides the clouds and 

whose theophany has such powerful effects on the natural world are all 

present in the numerous hymnic and traditions of the theophany of 

Yahweh. 

(ii) the imagery of Yahweh as the divine warrior character of El, other gods 

and goddesses, but most particularly of Baal. 

The God of Israel stands over against all other gods, claiming a unity and 

exclusiveness that rules them out (Ps 82). It carries with it a theological 

perspective on the nature of the divine reality that is of far-reaching 

significance in the history of Israelite religion. Deut. 6:4-5 states that "the 

Lord our God is one Lord". This term "one" may signify inclusiveness, 

comprehensiveness and all in one. 

It is believed that the worship of Yahweh began in the course of the Sinai 

event with the revelation to Moses. The origin of the first commandment 

cannot clearly be established, but the self-revelation of God is a basic 

characteristic of the biblical understanding of God. The identity of God is 

shown by his actions. The idea of self-introduction as well as the giving of 

commandments appears to be unknown to Israel's neighbours. One will 

recall that only the king can prefix his "I" to the proclamation of the law, just 

as Hammurabi introduces his collection of laws (Pritchard 1969: 164 ff.). 

The name betrays something of the essential character of the deity and 

declares his characteristics or the place of his appearance. 
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The root of the word Yahweh (YHWH) is in the third person singular 

imperfect meaning either existence or development (Harris: 1980:210), this 

idea is also understood in this way by the Bible itself. It looks like the name 

of Yahweh is probably earlier than the Israelites and taken over by them, 

most probably coming from the Midianites (cite the following references, 

Exo.2:1,2:18,3:1,18:1,4:18, Judg 4:11,1:16, etc). 

There was a link between the Israelites and the Midianites, because before 

the Sinai pericope one finds an account of a common sacrifice of these two 

nations, Exo.18. Exo.24: 11 clearly states the sacrificial ceremony where 

both the elders of Israel as well as the Midianites took part in that ceremony. 

The Kenites too seem to have been worshippers of Yahweh. 

Yahwistic faith become historically significant in Israel. 

Nevertheless, 

The nation of Israel is distinctly separated from its environment by the first 

and the second commandments . In contrast, the ancient Near East can 

show no comparable prohibition which excludes the worship of foreign gods 

and allows no· image of God . There seems however, to be one exception -

during the time of Akhenaten, Egypt moved from polytheism to a solar 

"monotheism". The first two commandments show the exclusiveness of 

creed and is a phenomenon unique only to Israel. Hosea does not put the 

first commandment as a demand, but as an assurance. If one needs the 

subject matter of the first commandment, one will find that it is not primarily 

God Himself, but man's relationship to God. The history of Israel could be 

written as a history of the first commandment and the effective element in it 

is its character as a demand, this idea is also portrayed by Schmidt ( 1983: 

83 and 84). 
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The essence of the second commandment is that man may not portray God 

in an image, because man is the image of God, God creates an image of 

Himself in man, but man may not create an image of God. The exclusive 

worship of Yahweh was not a reality everywhere and at all times, but 

remained a demand upon Israel, and the same was true with the absence of 

images from the cult of Yahweh. God has never been visible in His 

appearances but always audible. Linguistic images do not fall under the 

prohibition, for the Bible permits to hearing what it forbids to seeing 

(Schmidt 1983:84). 

The demand for exclusiveness and the relationship to history should indeed 

be closely connected, because by contrast with mythological thought, which 

tells of a relationship of the gods among themselves. Because of the striking 

close connection of faith and history in Israel the view might be put forward 

with J .L. Seeligmann (Schmidt 1983:84-86) that for man in the Bible, history 

is the mode of thought of faith. There is absolutely no evidence that the 

Sabbath commandment was borrowed from any of the neighbouring nations 

of Israel. The essential characteristic of the Sabbath is the rest and is also 

characterized as a form of worship of Yahweh the God of Israel. After exile, 

the Sabbath had a tremendous meaning to Israel, for it was a confessional 

indicator of an eternal covenant. 

2.2.2 EGYPT: 

In determining what the early Egyptians understood as divine is not a simple 

task. The funerary inscriptions from the Pyramid Texts contain enough 

descriptive, narrative, and conversational data which allow scholars to form 

some idea of the concepts of divinity during the pharaonic times. It is 

interesting to note that during the dynastic times, the Egyptians composed 

and recorded many theologies detacting the origin of their universe and the 

origin of duties, and recently these theologies have attracted much 

commentary and interpretation. 
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According to Shafer ( 1991 : 12), Egyptian beliefs were fluid even during the 

historic period, and they were never consolidated into a · single source that 

remain constant throughout history. In Egypt there is no book called, "the 

sacred book". It seems appropriate to speculate that the divine was 

originally conceived of as amorphous and it gradually come to be envisioned 

in its relation to the world i.e. in relation to natural phenomeria. It is evident 

that most duties in Egyptian pantheon are represented in a combination of 

animal and human forms. The religious and literary texts describe the gods 

as possessing mainly human characteristics. During the historic period 

duties associated with cosmic elements attested to the importance of this 

period. Divine names can sometimes be useful in identification since they 

are usually descriptive. The designation of Horus clearly reflects his 

association with the sky. In the Egyptian context the gods had their 

birthdays which were celebrated on a yearly basis. It is noted that 

references to the death of the gods are not always constant. 

The Egyptians worshipped numerous gods for thousands of years. Some 

gods were associated with the cosmic function and yet others were 

associated with the elements of the ancient Egyptian 's environmnent. 

According to the Egyptian understanding, three powers have to be present 

which represent the energy necessary for the creation i.e. Hu (divine 

utterance), Heka (magic or divine energy) and Sia (divine knowledge) . 

If one pictures ancient Egypt, one would discover that it was a composite of 

many local areas, each area having its own particular traditions and customs. 

During the early pharaonic period these administrative units were called 

nomes. It is also noticeable that these local deities from time to time, 

transcended their original provincialism and gained national prominence e.g. 

Montu was a Theban nome deity, but during the eleventh Dynasty, he 

became pre-eminent throughout Egypt. 
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Amun-Re was considered as King of the Gods throughout Egyptian history. 

In Egyptian religion, the local deity was not the only deity worshipped in that 

particular area. 

The gods of the mortuary religion are the most recognizable groupings of 

deities nowadays. As far as the earliest beliefs are concerned, Anubis was 

clearly the ruler of the underworld while Osiris was associated with the 

Delta, earth and vegetation. Shafer (1991 :44) puts this issue this way, in 

the two gods, i.e . Osiris as well as Re, is manifest the Egyptians' 

understanding of a dual eternal existence, and one related to Osiris and 

reflecting his infinite everlasting existence and one related to Re and 

reflecting his cyclical rejuvenation. 

Shafer ( 1991 :44) indicates that most ancient Egyptians had only limited 

access to the state gods in the temple. Ancient Egyptians could express 

personal devotion to a divinity by acquiring and possessing small amulets, 

stelae, and votive images of gods. It was a common belief that high ranking 

gods like Amun as well as Ptah could hear the prayers of individual persons . 

The god Bes was associated with other protective situations and he also 

appeared as a decorative element on household items and furnishings. The 

deified individual belonged to the category of household and personal goods. 

Gods who had non-Egyptian names, primary cults outside the boundaries of 

Egypt (e.g. Baal) were also included in the Egyptian pantheon. 
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The perception of the king in ancient Egypt was not static. The names of 

the kings were treated differently from those of their subjects of gods. The 

king was considered to be both human and divine. A king unlike the gods 

had to earn his or her immortality. In the · Egyptian understanding the King 

was the parakletos (mediator) between gods and men. Pharaoh could not 

claim his divinity or divine birth unless his coronation had already taken 

place. Akhenaten is the only pharaoh who closed a gap between the living 

king and the supreme power. Akhenaten's new theology died with him. 

2.3 COSMOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS & 

ANCIENT HEBREWS: 

The geographical orientation of Egypt was towards the South which was the 

source of the Nile. Upper Egypt was in the South and Lower Egypt in the 

North. These two lands were symbolized by the sedge plant, papyrus or the 

bee. Underworld or Netherworld was rendered as Rosetau, lmhet, and Duet. 

The sun was conceived as a sphere. The description of the cosmos 

reflected in Egyptian lexicography was in some ways consistent with the 

mythological descriptions of the heavenly cow and of the sky goddess Nut. 

Duet and lmhet were seperate locations in the sky. Ptah, in Egyptian 

cosmological concept, provides a further symbolic link between the Ennead 

(i.e. heaven and Nut, earth and Geb) and the Ogdoad (i.e. Nun, Naunet). 
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The Q.T. tells the origins of Israel as specific historical events e.g. Psalm 

136. Israel had presumed her nomadic heritage unlike other neighbouring 

nation. Schmidt ( 1983:8) states that the people of the twelve tribes 

developed only after the settlement in Canaan from individual tribes or even 

smaller units and clans, who apparentJy migrated into the land at widely 

separated dates and from different directions. Therefore, the first section of 

the history of Israel is defined as pre-history, and this pre-history is not a 

religio-historical unity. He continues to put it this way, there was a worship 

of Yahweh before Moses, as the Yahwist indicates, but Israel herself first 

learnt to know Yahweh at Sinai, as the Elohist and the Priestly writer tell us 

(Schmidt 1983:9). 

2.4 CULTIC PRACTICE AND INSTITUTIONS: 

In Hebrew understanding priests were temple servants in the Israelite 

religion. Three feasts were required by the Lord to be commemorated. 

Those feasts were the feast of Passover and Unleavened Bread, the feast of 

the Harvest or Weeks and finally the feast of lngathering or Tabernacles. 

The feast of Passover and Unleavened Bread go back to a nomadic origin. 

According to Schmidt ( 1983: 119) the Passover was not intended to create 

fellowship with the deity nor to store for sin. The feast of the Unleavened 

Bread traces its origin to Canaanite agricultural pilgrimage feast, which was 

performed at the beginning of the grain harvest, after the first cutting of the 

barley, they ate the first bread of the year unleavened. The name of the 

feast-pesah- remains uncertain. Exo.12, Deut.16 and so forth clearly 

mention that the Passover is explicitly understood as a day of remembrance 

reminding man and women of the Exodus. 
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Schmidt ( 1983: 122) points out that the Passover lost the original meaning 

for it no longer convey protection through its own power and the blood on 

the door-steps is only a sign of God's passing by, as the rainbow and 

circumcision are signs of the covenant. In the history of . religion, the 

practice is presented while the interpretation changes. 

·The feast of Harvest or Weeks complements the first, it marked the end of 

the grain harvest in summer (Exo.23: 16; Lev.23: 17). This feast of Weeks . 

took place seven weeks after the sickle was put to the standing grain. The 

exact period of fifty days (pentecost in Greek) was apparently later adopted 

to the Israelites sabbath numeration . It does not have a Canaanite origin. 

The feast of lngathering or Tabernacles was celebrated in Autumn, when the 

harvest was brought in. This feast, too, was connected with the stay in 

Egypt. This feast was observed in the seventh month along with two other 

feasts i.e. the feast of trumpets and the Day of Atonement. 

In the Egyptian context, the temple was considered as the house of the gods 

where they (gods) lived in the form of cult statues. These statues were 

decorated and also dressed, food and drinks were offered to them and in a 

daily ritual the shrine was opened (Fig . 1 a Vergote 1987:Fig. 39) . In the 

Egyptian understanding, priests were political rather than religious, and 

therefore rituals were performed by them as the representatives of the king. 

There were four main priests in the large temples, numerous minor priests, 

singers, musicians, scribes and temple employees. The ritual acts were 

elevated to a mythical level and drawn into manifold connection with 

mythical ideas (T.N.E.B. 24, 1986:69). 
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Egyptian festivals were partly of local and partly of general importance. 

These festivals were held as the gods' birthdays were celebrated, also on 

special calendar days, seasonal events, king's ceremonies and finally victory 

ceremonies. Those festivals which were regarded as important festivals 

used to last for several days . One will notice that it is evident that on these 

occassions the god was visible to the public and gave oracles. Therefore, 

these events were of utmost importance in Egypt. 

2.5 SACRED TIME AND SPACE: 

Eliade, as one of the main exponents of the Phenomenological approach, 

clearly states that the nature of a sacred time is reversible because it is a 

primodial mythical time made present (1959:68). It is believed that gods 

themselves founded sacred time, for the time contemporary with creation 

was necessarily sanctified by the presence and activity of the gods. A 

non-religious man experiences a certain discontinuity and heterogeneity of 

time. It is also understood that the church constitutes a break in plane in the 

profane space i.e. the service celebrated inside the church marks a break in 

profane temporal duration. Within the concept of liturgical times, 

Christianity affirms the historicity of the person of Christ . According to 

Eliade, the sacred time periodically reactualizes in pre-Christian religions is a 

mythical time. The term "cosmos" also designate a year. The term doktos 

means "the year is a circle around the world" (Eliade 1959:72). Eliade in 

interpreting the terms templum as well as tempus takes templum to 

designate the spatial and tempus to designate the temporal aspect of the 

notion of the horizon in space and time. 
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The idea of the sacred place or space was endorsed by God in Exo.3:5, 

indicating that some parts of space are more qualitative than others, when 

someone or something supernatural at that moment, is in that space or 

place. In discussing the notion of the sacred, there must be a discovery of a 

fixed point e.g. if a township is to be inhabited, it must first be established 

or founded. Eliade ( 1959:23) suggests that the profance experience 

maintains the homogeneity, hence the relativity of space. In this type of 

experience, the idea of a fixed point does not enjoy a unique ontological 

status and it depends on the needs of the day. 

Sacred sites were not chosen by men but they were sought and found by 

the help of mysterious signs. For a believer, the sacred is pre-eminently real. 

According to Eliade ( 1959:30) the world is a universe within which the 

sacred has already manifested itself, in which, consequently, the 

break-through from plane to plane has become possible and repeatable . The 

researcher likes the idea that goes like this, our world must first be created 

and every creation has a paradigmatic model (Eliade 1959:31 ). When you 

talk of territory, you talk of it in terms of consecration first . The cross in a 

Christian context is equivalent to consecrating the country (2 Cor. 5: 17) . In 

nomadic Australian context a gum tree which fashioned the sacred pole, 

(normally called - pole of heaven) made the territory to be habitant and it 

transformed it into a world. In the ancient Orient it was believed that human 

beings cannot live in chaos . 
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In different cultures one hears of mountains, either real or mythical which 

are situated in the centre. These mountains are Meru in India, Horaberezaiti 

in Iran, the mythical Mount of lands in Mesopotamia, Gerizim (i.e. navel of 

the earth) in Palestine (Jerusalem). According to the understanding of 

Christians, Golgotha is on the summit of the cosmic mountain. Cosmological 

images as well as religious beliefs are explained by the symbolism of the 

centre, i.e. holy sites and sanctuaries situated in the centre, temples being 

the replicas of the cosmic mountain and finally the foundations of temples 

descend deep into lower regions (Eliade 1959:39). Eliade suggests that a 

sanctuary, a city and the entire country, all equally well present an imago 

II 
II 

mundi, (1959:42). It is believed that the world was created beginning with 111 

Zion. 

Eliade continues to say, any destruction of a city is equivalent to a 

retrogression to chaos, any victory over the attackers reiterates the 

paradigmatic (work) victory of the gods over the dragon which is chaos. A 

snake symbolizes chaos, the formless and unmanifested, and the beheading 

of it means an act of creation. A house is the universe that man constructs 

for himself by imitating the paradigmatic creation of the god, the 

cosmogony (Eliade 1959:56 & 57). The sanctuary which Moses and the 

Israelites built, was a pattern of the sanctuary in heaven made or created by 

God himself. 
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2.6 THE CONCEPTION OF GOD: 

There is nothing amazing in the Egyptian's belief that certain animals and 

plants were sacred or that certain objects possessed sacred value. The 

ancient Egyptian religion always had a polytheistic character, where a 

believer approaches the divine in a number of ways. All ancient peoples 

looked upon the snake as a mysterious animal and the oldest pair of the 

primeval gods is Nun and Naunet. The common name of the sun-god is Re, 

with the sun-disk as determinative in hieroglyphic writing. During the 

creation, the sun-god was assisted by Hu and Sia. Sokaris is a most 

mysterious figure which appears in human form and falcon-headed and he is 

also the god of death. Osiris is the wise monarch that enjoyed great 

popularity, he is the god of vegetation. Thoth is both the moon and the 

moon god. Ptah is the Lord of Memphis with Chthonic features and he is 

connected with the fertile soil. Min is a symbol of divine power and fertility. 

Hathor is both a goddess of trees and a goddess of the dead. Seshat is the 

goddess of the arts of writing and arithmetic. This is what ancient Egyptians 

understood by the word "god". 

According to the Hebrew Bible, the Israelites believed in one God. They 

believed that their God is distinct and personal, hence their monotheism was 

exclusive. Israelites believed that the God who is mentioned in Deut 6:4 

was an incomparable, wholly other, spiritual and a transcendent God. 

Monotheism was viewed in a practical sense as a relationship to an active, 

self-revealing and demanding God. Israelites believed that God was 

omnipresent, omniscient and omnipotent. In Gen. 1 God was viewed as 

Elohim, a God who is distant from His people, a God who is exalted and 

sovereign. But in Gen . 2 God is understood as YAHWEH, a God who is 

close to His people, a God who understands, cares and loves His people. 

Israelites perceived the Bible as the revelation or self manifestation of God. 

This is how the Israelites understood God. 
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2.7 THE ORIGIN OF MAN: 

The closing phase of a song sung by Re alludes to the conception that, 

mankind derived from the tears of Re or rather of the sun-eye. All came into 

being because a thought arose in the heart of Ptah and the tongue voiced. 

Khnum can be accounted as a creator in only certain respects. All that is 

created sexually enters the world because of his work. 

The concept of an invisible "soul" was alien to the Egyptian. The deceased 

is therefore repeatedly assured that his body is completely intact. The soul 

was not conceived as being purely spiritual and the body purely material. 

According to the Babylonian myth of creation, man was created to serve the 

gods, he is the slave of the sovereign gods. The Egyptian was convinced 

that man can escape from sin by living in harmony with ma-at. The Egyptian 

view of man was optimistic and did not entertain a fatalistic conception of 

life. 

Israelites had their own understanding regarding the origin of man. They 

were of the opinion that the creation cited in Genesis (1 :1-2:25) establishes 

the notion of a unique, omnipotent and sovereign God. Man is constituted 

at the same time as the rest of creation, but is, at the same time, 

distinguished from it by certain special qualities e.g. the image of God and 

the freedom of choice. The doctrine of immortality is opposed to the idea of 

resurrection which is spread throughout the Bible. For thinkers historical 

messianism was a major concern. 
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2.8 MYTH: 

Myth, as an English word, comes from a Greek word, muthos which means 

word or speech. The word muthos when translated to myth means a story 

concerning gods and superhuman beings (Solle 1987:261 ). According to 

Solle ( 1987:261) a myth is an expression of sacred realities and events from 

the origin of the world, and (as it is said) that it remained valid for the basis 

and purpose of all things. If one cites Gen. 1: 1, one will agree that the 

language of myth presents rather than pursues an argument. A myth always 

has the idea of a "beginning". Sacred speech, sacred acts and sacred places 

are called forms of religious expression. Sacred speech refers to a myth, 

and a differentiation among the three forms is external, conceptual and also 

formal. According to Solle myths do not only vary from culture to culture, 

but each one is itself open to transformation. 

There are four basic concepts that one must bear in mind when one deals 

with the concept of myth, i.e.: 

(a) the dimming opposites; 

(b) a depiction of an inverse effect; 

(c) subjective reservedness; and finally 

(d) grotesque understood as sacred traditions. 

In the classical texts, it is understood that explanations are distinguished in 

three ways, that is allegorical explanations which account for the meaning of 

a myth; rational explanations that call for rational analysis; euhemerism 

interprets religious myths and legends about historical figures and events. 
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In Genesis, narratives are myth-like and they also reflect an old Israelite 

mythological tradition (Otzen 1980:23). But von Rad does not agree with 

Otzen, because according to von Rad myths lack their essential framework in 

Israel (Otzen 1980:24). It is believed that the first creation narrative 

(Gen.1: 1-2:4a) belongs to the Priestly source because of the use of two 

priestly linguistic verbs i.e. bara meaning "to create" and bdl (hit.) which 

means "to make division" or "to separate". One may notice that the last 

verb is always used in priestly legislation, where things which do not belong 

together will not get mixed up (Otzen 1980:28). The second creation 

narrative (Gen.2:4a-25) is understood as belonging to the Yahwistic source 

because of its use of the divine name Yahweh. The main focus in the 

second narrative is on man's relationship to God and man's relationship to 

the world in which he lives (Otzen 1980:40). In order for one to understand 

the notion of creation, it is very important for one to first understand myth 

and its use in both ancient Egypt and the Hebrew Bible. 

2 .9 SUMMARY: 

This chapter is an attempt to familiarize the reader with the world view of 

these two communities. Certain characteristics in both communities have 

been discussed and these identifying marks have endorsed the uniqueness of 

each of these communities. The last portion of this chapter has dealt with 

myth as a fundamental issue that opens the way for the following chapter, 

because the cosmogonic texts in themselves are viewed as "myth". It is 

clearly understood that the word "myth" finds itself both in Egyptian 

understanding as well as that of the ancient Israelites. Therefore this 

chapter leads us to the core chapter of this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN AND ANCIENT HEBREW COSMOGONIES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 

This chapter serves as the main core of this research. In chapters one and 

two, the ground was laid so that a general understanding of the two 

communities could be reached. This chapter deals with the examples of 

ancient Egyptian cosmogonies as well as different versions of Hebrew 

cosmogonies. Before one gets into deeper understanding of the various 

cosmogonies under discussion, one must first touch on the issue of myth. It 

is also very important to discuss briefly the origin of humankind, plants, 

animals as well as deities (with special emphasis on ancient Egyptian 

cosmogonies). 

When the two versions of the Hebrew cosmogonies are discussed, the 

following bible versions will be cited: an English translation of the Septuagint 

Bible, the NIV, the new king James Version and the Hebrew Bible i.e. Biblia 

Hebraica. In order for the reader to have a broader understanding of the 

ancient Egyptian cosmogonies, different Egyptian texts will be cited. First of 

all an overview of different kinds of cosmogonies is given. 

3.2 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF COSMOGONY: 

The question of cosmogony or the origin of the world is a very old one, 

which continues to be encountered worldwide. In answering this question, 

mythologies have been developed. 
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A myth is not a tale of fantasy in which gods and special people appear and 

act, rather it is the form in which the ancients embodied their explanation of 

the striking things about men, and the incomprehensibleness of life and 

nature. People, at least, have some explanation concerning the origin of the 

world. If one focusses on the mythical explanations, one discovers that 

among Israel's neighbours, for the most part, these explanations were 

mixed. It was believed that more than one deity is involved in the process of 

creation. It does not seem that there was a uniform manner at which things 

came into being. As the mythical explanations are briefly explored, one 

must bear in mind that the words creation and cosmogony are used 

interchangeable as well as the words Israel and Hebrew Bible are also used 

interchangeable in this particular section. 

3.2.1 CREATION BY BIRTH: 

This first form of creation is related mostly to the origin of the gods. 

Creation by birth means that the gods, however, were the personification of 

some or other aspect of the universe, e.g. the heaven, the earth, the air, the 

seas, the rivers, the sun, the moon, the wind etc. The explanation of the 

myths as the origin of the universe by way of the process of birth has been 

encountered in Egypt as well as in the entire ancient Near East. This 

mythical explanation is opposed to the Biblical understanding of creation. 

The Biblical understanding is that before all else, stands the majesty and 

sovereignty of God. 
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Therefore, this God does not need other gods to assist Him with the process 

of creation. In the Bible, it is believed that He is the Only one, the Almighty, 

outside of Him there is nothing and nobody else. According to Van Zyl 

( 1989:8) there is no ontological affinity between Him and His creation. God 

is eternal as well as immortal but His creation is time bound and at the same 

time changeable. God's creation is His passive instrument. In God Himself, 

there is no question of darkness or evil, but His creation possesses the 

possibility of doing evil. In ancient "Israel" there could not be any 

genealogical link between creator and creation. 

The Enuma Elish, the Babylonian creation epic which is inscribed in 

cuneiform characters on clay tablets, was discovered in Niniveh in 1853 as 

part of the library of Ashurbanipal, published in 1876. This epic describes 

how the gods came into existence one after the other by a process of birth. 

The primeval water mass has played a remarkable role in tales about the 

origin of the universe both in Egypt and Mesopotamia. The idea of the 

"deep" has led many scholars to think that the same trend was to be found 

in Gen. 1-2. The Hebrew word tehom (translated as "deep") was associated 

with Tiamat (the Babylonian personification of the seas), but this link should, 

however, be treated with caution. Van Zyl (1989:9) says, even though the 

mass of water is spoken of in Gen. 1, it cannot simply be identified with the 

personified mass of water of the Babylonian myth. The contrast is, in the 

Babylonian story, it is not only the manifestation of a living deity only, but 

also the primeval beginning of all things whereas in the biblical account the 

mass of water is not the first principle of life, i.e. God Himself is the origin of 

all that exists. The waters (in which God is not) are an instrument in God's 

hand and these waters are not a living reality with will and thought. 
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3.2.2 CREATION BY BATTLE: 

If one views the Babylonian creation epic (Pritchard 1969:60ff.), one 

discovers that it further describes how the heavens and the earth came 

about as a result of a strife between the primeval pair, Apsu and Tiamat, and 

the other gods. Van Zyl ( 1989:9) clearly states that the primeval pair was 

disturbed by the noise and behaviour of their progeny and Apsu decided to 

kill all of them. It is believed that the gods chose Marduk, chief god of 

Babylon, as their commander and gave to him absolute authority as king. He 

defeated Tiamat and divided her body into two parts . It is understood that 

from the first half of Tiamat, he made the firmament, and it is not clear what 

he did with the other half, but one can infer that he formed the earth from it. 

It is also clear that Marduk determined the cycle of nature. It is interesting 

how man was formed, he was made by mixing the blood of the rebellious 

Kingu with clay. Creation by battle is not unknown in the Bible. The 

following texts are usually quoted: Isa. 37:16; 51:9ff; Ps . 71:12 - 17; 

74: 12ff; 104; Job 12; 38:4ff. One should not forget that one is dealing with 

poetic language which is rich in all kinds of imagery stemming from the 

common culture of the ancient Near East. The idea that is portrayed in the 

Babylonian creation epic is never entertained in Israel. In fact, according to 

Podella ( 1989:230) creation in Genesis does not necessarily follow a chaos 

battle pattern. 
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3.2.3 CREATION BY FORMATION: 

This creation is, for the most part, restricted to the creation of men. One 

will discover that there are some texts which could give the impression that 

other things were also made out of clay. Khn um is regarded throughout 

Egypt as the god who fashioned man on his potter's wheel. It is understood 

that an entire series of gods are mentioned as if they were made out of clay 

(cf 3.4.3). 

3.2.4 CREATION BY THE WORD: 

In the ancient Near East, the spoken word was filled with power. The best 

examples of this notion . probably are blessings and curses. In the Bible, the 

blessings of Isaac (Gen. 27), Jacob (Gen. 48 and 49) and Moses (Deut. 33) 

are well known, as are the curses of Balaam which were changed into 

blessings (Num. 22). 

This notion of the power of a person's word was sure to influence man's 

conception of the gods. Marduk, prior to his acknowledgement as a king, 

was subjected to a test of authoritative utterance. Therefore, it is to be 

expected that creation by way of an authoritative word would also be 

encountered . The best known example of this, is the so-called "Shabaka 

Stone" which was discovered in Egypt. This stone describes, inter alia, how 

the god Ptah created all things by way of thought and word. It is worth 

noting that after his created work he rested. 
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3.2.5 CREATION IN THE BIBLE: 

It is worth noting that the traditions of creation are found in many places in 

the Bible, but the most important ones are those of Gen. 1 and 2. It is 

generally understood that Gen. 1 and 2 are dealing with two versions, i.e. 

Gen. 1: 1 - 2:4a and Gen. 2:4-L.5. According to Van Zyl ( 1989: 11) it is 

generally said that Genesis 1 was committed to writing at a much later stage 

in the history of Israel by a Priestly writer and Genesis 2 was written much 

earlier, perhaps by the hand of a prophetic author. These separate traditions 

both reflect ancient traditions. It is clear that the intention was that they 

should be mutually complementary. It is evident that the story of Gen. 1 

gives a universal view with the sovereignty of God as the overriding motif 

and culminates in the creation of man as the event of creation while in Gen. 

2 the creation of man and his habitat is once again at the core, but it is at 

the same time the point of departure for the description of the nadir of man, 

which in turn, gives rise to the entire series of redemptive acts which God 

wishes to perform for man . In Gen.1 God is central with man as the goal; in 

Gen. 2 man is central with God as the end. 
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The creation of man is not merely an afterthought, but it has created a close 

bond between man and God. God creates in order to achieve fellowship 

with man. 

Genesis 2 cannot be considered without Genesis 1 because the creation of 

the universe is the necessary prerequisite for the unfolding of the drama 

which begins in Genesis 2:4b. Genesis 1 and 2 is a poetic section, the:refore 

it is not intended to provide precise details, as some would argue about 

"evening and morning" as well as the term . "day". The creation story in 

Genesis is not a scientific description of how the world came into being. 

Because of the conclusiveness of Genesis 1 :28 in describing man and his 

domain, there can, therefore, be no conflict between the Bible and natural 

science with regard to the origin of the world. If one compares the biblical 

story of creation and that of Israel's neighbours, one discovers that there are 

some concurrences and at the same time, some striking differences in these 

creation stories. The concurrences show that Israel did not exist in isolation. 

3.3 COSMOGONIC MYTH AND SACRED HISTORY: 

In most European languages, the word myth denotes a fiction, this is so 

because the Greeks proclaimed it to be so, almost twenty five centuries ago. 

According to Eliade ( 1969:73) a living myth is always connected with a cult, 

inspiring and justifying religious behaviour. Mythology constitutes the 

sacred history of the tribe and it also equally reveals a hierarchy in the series 

of fabulous event that it reports, and cosmogony in this area enjoys a special 

prestige. There is always what is called primordial history and it has a 

beginning. Myth is considered as true history because it relates how things 

came into being providing an exemplary model and also justifications of 

man's activities. 
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The myth unveils the religious thought of the community in all its depth and 

complexity, but the individual in collective life also has a cosmological 

structure. Eliade ( 1969:81) says if one examines a mythology in its totality, 

one learns the judgement of the particular people upon its sacred history. 

On the very same page, Eliade continues to say every mythology presents a · 

successive and coherent series of primordial events, but different peoples 

judge these fabulous acts in different ways, underlining the importance of 

some of them, casting aside or even completely neglecting others. One can 

distinguish two types of primordialities, i.e.: 

(i) a pre-cosmic, unhistorical primordiality, and 

(ii) a cosmogonic or historical one. 

According to Eliade ( 1969:87) the cosmogonic myth opens the sacred 

history, it is a historical myth though not in the Judea-Christian sense of the 

'word, for the cosmogonic myth has the function of an exemplary model and 

as such it is periodically reactualized. 

3 .4 ANCIENT EGYPTIAN COSMOGONIES: 

In Egypt, just like in the Hebrew Bible, there are various versions of 

cosmogonies, to mention a few there are the Heliopolitan cosmogony, the 

Hermopolis cosmogony, the Theban cosmogony as well as the Shabaka text. 

Che Egyptians did not follow one pattern of cosmogony, but instead they 

ad different versions of cosmogony and each was unique in its context. 

Some versions will be discussed. 
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3.4.1 HELIOPOLITAN COSMOGONY: 

Before one deals with the notion of Heliopolitan cosmogony, one must first 

be aware of the word Heliopolis. Heliopolis which is also called the "city of 

the Sun", lay under the suburbs of north-east Cairo and it was once counted 

among the foremost and most ancient sanctuaries in Egypt (Hart 1992: 11 ). 

When Upper and .Lower Egypt was unified, some wise people began to 

formulate a cosmogony which would stress the significance of the Pyramid 

Texts of Dynasties V and VI (c.2500 .- 2150 B.C). In this cosmogony, it is 

believed that before the existence of a structured cosmos, there existed 

what is called primeval water, and this primeval water is termed Nu or Nun 

who came by himself (Hart 1992:11). From Nun originated the gods (Fig.1 -

Keel 1978:Fig.37). 

Atum, which is connected with the Egyptian word tm meaning complete, 

universal and perfect (Gardner 1927:563), is portrayed as "Lord of 

Heliopolis" and also "Lord to the limits of the sky" . There is an indication 

that Atum has a beginning (Hart 1992: 11 ). Atum as the sun god became 

the supreme being i.e. a Monad indicating that within himself the lifeforce of 

every other deity is inherent, hence the theogony of Isis as well as Seth the 

god of chaos and confusion . Atum as well as the sun are always identical in 

both the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts (Allen 1988:10). 

Atum is also portrayed as the biological father of Shu (male) and Tefnut 

(female) (Te Velde 1984:249) and it is believed that he begot them through 

masturbation (Allen 1988: Text 3). But Text 4 in Allen (1988:13) actually 

answers the question that states how can one parent beget children, and 

this text also shows or deals with the transmission of lifeforce (living soul) 

from the first being. 
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These two deities, which are mentioned in Allen's Text 3, gave birth to 

another two deities i.e. Geb (an earth male) and Nut (a sky female). They 

are usually depicted as being seperated by Shu (Fig.2 in Hart 1992: 14 and 

Keel 1978:Fig.32). Geb and Nut gave birth to Osiris and Seth and also two 

daughters (i.e. Isis and Nephthys), for more clarity, cf. Fig.3 (in Hart 

1992: 15). The story portrays a struggle between Osiris and Seth and even 

represents a conflict between kemet (Nile) and deshret (desert). In later 

texts this struggle has been directed to the kings of the North and those of 

the South for control of the country. 

It is indeed evident that Egyptian religion entertained the idea of polytheism, 

and it is also noted that the deities had a mutual relationship of either a 

positive or a negative nature (Te Velde 1984:239). The deities in a local 

area had a vague colleagueship relationship, and this relationship between 

deities develops and lasts especially on this level. It is also recognizable that 

prominent gods like Ptah, Sokaris and Osiris could be cojoined to form a 

single god although they still preserve their individuality (Te Velde 1984:240). 

In the . Pyramid Texts dealing with creation (Doria & Lenowitz 1976:8 and 9) 

there is mention of a group of nine gods and goddesses called the Ennead. 

This group of nine gods and goddesses, as it is extracted from the Papyrus 

Bremner-Rhind, is fully responsible for the fruitfulness of the entire land. 

Figure 4 (Hart 1992:17) illustrates the sun god i.e. "Atum" creator of 

Heliopolis. 
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Atum is always used interchangeable with "Re" or the sun. The word Re 

indicates three aspects, i.e.: 

{i) the physical presence of the sun in the sky; 

(ii) the name of the sun god shinning in his disk; and 

(iii) Khepri is the image of the new sun in the morning propelled by a scarab 

beetle i.e. an analogy taken from nature (Hart 1992: 17). 

In the final analysis, one discovers that Atum in the Heliopolitan cosmogony, 

is the principal or main creator. 

3.4.2 HERMOPOLIS COSMOGONY: 

In Middle Egypt there is at El-Ashmunein an impressive temple which was 

built in honour of Thoth. Thoth was considered the god of wisdom and 

moon. According to Hart ( 1992:20), in the Egyptian language, Hermopolis is 

called Khemnu, from which the modern Arabic name of El-Ashmunein 

ultimately derives, via Coptic . The Hermopolitan cosmogony which involves 

the Ogdoad has a scientific approach when it is dealing with physical 

composition of primeval water, although it lacks the imagery that surrounds 

the myth of the sun god of Heliopolis as well as the precision of the 

Memphite theology (Hart 1992:20). This cosmogony began with the 

Ogdoad i.e. four couples of male and female gods who seem to represent 

elements of procreative chaos. Shafer ( 1991 :95) classifies these gods in the 

following manner: Amun and Amaunet were hiddenness; (according to Hart 

1992:20) they were concealed dynamism; Huh and Hauhet were formless, 

Hart says they were the flood force, Nun and Naunet were the watery 

abyss, (according to Hart the primeval waters). Kuk and Kauket were 

darkness. It is clear that the formulators of the Hermopolitan cosmogony 

were convinced that the Ogdoad predated the Ennead of Heliopolis and were 

responsible for the origin of the sun. 
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From the Ogdoad came an egg bearing the god responsible for creating all 

other gods, humans, plants and other facets of creation. It is not clealy 

indicated whether this god (responsible for creation) is Thoth or Atum. Fig.5 

(Keel 1978:Fig.83)) portrays Thoth as the head of the Ogdoad of creator 

deities of Hermopolis in his role as mediator of the outcome of the judgement 

of the dead in front of Osiris .. 

One will notice that all these cosmogonies represent the Memphite theology. 

In the Memphite text (Allen 1988:43 and 44) it is indicated that Ptah, the 

Memphite god, created by his mouth (speech) and this is a possible 

antecedent both of ancient Israel's concept that God created by speaking 

(Gen. 1) and also of Christianity's doctrine of the Logos in John 1. In the 

final analysis, Thoth seems to be the principal god after assuming 

responsibility delegated to him by the sun god Re. 

3.4.3 THEBAN COSMOGONY: 

Amun is praised as a creator by the Theban priests during the New Kingdom 

(1500-1100 B.C.). Whenever the Egyptian poet priests tried to interpret 

Amun's inexplicability, they discovered that his mystery was contained in his 

name. The term Amun itself has the underlying notion of hiddenness. It 

seems Amun was synonymous with the growth of Thebes as a major 

religious capital (Hart 1992:22). He is portrayed as a god with procreative 

powers which is similar to the ancient ithyphallic deity Min (the primeval god 

of Coptos). 
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Amun's title as a universal ruler, was "Lord of the thrones of the Two 

Lands" and "King of the gods" (Hart 1992:23). The true impression of 

Amun's superiority is manifested on columned halls, obelisks, colossal 

statues, wall-reliefs and hieroglyphic inscriptions of the Theban temples. If 

one cites the Theban creation myth, one discovers that Amun is considered 

as a god who fashioned himst3lf into existence prior to any other matter that 

existed. According to Hart ( 1992:24) every god is a projected image of 

Amun, and three gods in particular form a unity which is "Amun". Re is his 

face, Ptah his body and Amun his hidden identity. The Greek writer Plutarch 

(in creation Legends, Hart 1992:25), described the snake as "Kneph" (a 

symbol of Amun i.e. created power and continual cycle of renewal of life), 

mentioning that the inhabitants of Thebes worshipped it to the exclusion of 

all other gods. 

When one follows the development of the Theban theogony, one discovers 

that Khnum also plays an integral part in this myth. Fig. 6 (Hart 1992:25) 

portrays how the creator god Khnum moulds the human form on a potter's 

wheel. Khnum is a ram headed god, the ram itself (the representation of 

Khnum's sacred creature) is a symbol of procreativity in the natural world. 

Khnum as creator and god of the potter's wheel is clearly stated in the 

calender liturgies and hymns carved at Esna. This episode, an interesting 

commission that the god Amun entrusted to Khnum at Thebes is known as 

the Theban theogony. It has also been pressed into the Khonsu cosmogony 

in a surviving Ptolemaic text. 
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3.4.4 THE ORIGIN OF HUMANKIND AND DEITIES: 

Origin of Deities:-

Nun the primeval water (Fig.1) is one of the principal gods mentioned in the 

ancient Egyptian culture. It is believed that Nun begot Atum. Atum in turn 

masturbated and begot other gods, and these other gods multiplied and 

brought forth other gods. The Ogdoad (the four couples of gods 

representing or reflecting different aspects of creation) is also und~rstood as 

a god that brought forth other gods. The Ogdoad represents the following 

aspects: Hiddenness, formless, watery abyss, .and darkness, Out of this 

Ogdoad came an egg bearing the god responsible for creating all other gods. 

This god is indicated as Thoth. It is also understood that Amun is another 

principal god that is responsible for creating other gods. Although it has 

been indicated that all other gods emanated from the three principal gods i.e. 

Nun, the Ogdoad and Amun, there is no indication as to where these 

principal gods originated from, except for Nun because Nun is said to be self 

existant (pre-existed). 

Origin of Humankind:-

The Ogdoad is not only responsible for bringing forth other gods but also 

responsible for creating human beings, plants and other facets of creation. 

One will also discover that in the Theban Theogony, Khnum is the god 

responsible for the creation of the human form. It is believed that Khnum 

orientated the blood stream to flow over the bones and attached the skin to 

the body's frame. According to Hart ( 1992:26) Khn um installed a 

respiratory system in the body, vertebrae to support it and an apparatus for 

digestion. He also designed sexual organs in order to allow maximum 

comfort without loss of efficiency during intercourse. Khnum is portrayed as 

a creator as well as a god of the potter's wheel, and this record survived as 

a detailed anatomical record. Therefore, the Ogdoad and Khnum are 

considered as deities responsible for the origin of humankind. 
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3.5 THE HHEBREW" COSMOGONIES: 

The reader must bear in mind that in this portion, the terms "creation" and 

"cosmogony" will be used interchangeable. A belief in a creator is the main 

legacy Christianity received from the Israelites who made a confession from 

early times of YHWH's power over nature. 

According to von Rad ( 1966: 131-43), the creation theology plays mostly a 

secondary and supportive role in Hebrew religi<?n, because the people 

viewed the land as the gift of God, the great blessing which YHWH 

bestowed on them not as a creator but as the redeemer in specific historical 

events. He continues to argue that the stories of Genesis 1 to 3 show the 

closeness, deliverance, uniqueness and the superiority of Hebrews compared 

to other nations. The author begs to differ with von Rad as well as D.A. 

Knight on this issue because among the Hebrews, cosmogony was a central 

idea. The notion of creation . is interspersed throughout the Hebrew Bible 

(cite Isa. 37:16; Ps 71:12-17; Job. 12; 38:4ff). 

3.5.1 THE TYPOLOGY OF THE HEBREW COSMOGONIES: 

The different cosmogonies in the Hebrew Bible differ from each other in 

terms of three factors i.e. the symbolic form, the dominant socio-historical 

location, and the intention. According to Genesis 1: 1-2:4a; Ps. 104, 

74:12-17 God created the entire cosmos and all life within it and everything 

was structured orderly according to the divine plan. Here this cosmogonic 

picture intends to call the believers to worship and to praise this deity who 

has been responsible for creating the whole well-structured world. 
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It looks like Exo. 25-31; 35-40 and Ezek. 40-48 include the creation of the 

cult in the Hebrew cosmogony. Gen. 2:4b-25; 3: 1ff; Ezek 28:.12-19 clearly 

state that God focussed attention on the creation of humanity. Knight 

(1985: 135) says the story's intention is to probe the nature and meaning of 

human existence, both the beauty and the brokenness of it. Proverbs, Job, 

Ooheleth, Psalms and both the prophetic as well as the narrative collections, 

state clearly that God created a just system of cause and effect in the world, 

according to which any given action will necessarily lead to its appropriate 

consequence depending on whether the act maintains or subverts the 

created harmony of all reality. This typology finds its roots in the wisdom 

school which has deep roots in ancient Near Eastern culture. The intention 

here, is both didactic as well as contemplative. 

2 Samuel 7 as well as Deutero-lsaiah promote the idea of soteriological 

symbolism where God created a people, chosen from among all other 

nations, for a special divine human relationship. The salvation image 

portrayed in this typology is promulgated also in monarchic and prophetic 

circles. The intention here, is to indicate that the Hebrew people had special 

cultic and moral requirements to fulfil. 
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Exo. 15; Judg. 5:4-5; Ps 68:7-8; Hab. 3:3-15; Isa. 40:3-5 and Ps 24:7-10 

portray God being engaged in a warfare against the opponent, (whether this 

be chaos, other gods, or enemies of the people), and out of this divine war 

emerges an orderly creation over which the divine warrior then rules as king. 

It is evident that the mythic cosmic war and the historical wars of the 

Hebrews can be correlated because the theophany of the divine warrior is 

accompanied by disturbances of nature, but he rules in peace after the 

battle. This typology is aligned with the view of other ancient Near Eastern 

religions. The intention here, is to establish YHWH's sanctuary and kingship, 

to interpret Israel's deliverance from foreign rule and also to legitimize the 

Israelite cult and monarchy. 

Isaiah 65:17; 66:22; 60:1ff; 65:18-19; Zech. 2:1-5; Amos 9:13-115; Ezek. 

36:26; Jer. 31 :33 clearly state that once conquered chaos has broken forth 

again, and God will intervene at some future point to subdue chaos or 

dissolve the present creation and will then recreate the world and the chosen 

people. This typology draws its roots from the groups which have their 

roots in the prophetic or sapiential traditions which were living in a time of 

powerlessness or oppression. The intention here, is to envisage an alternate 

world in which God will vindicate their suffering and establish them in peace. 

3.5.2 GENESIS 1: 1-2:4a: 

The book of Genesis is often called or described as the Book of Hebrew 

" origins Beresit. Skinner ( 191 O:iii) strongly believes that this book falls under 

legendary history because of its first three chapters which are pre-historical 

in nature. The idea of the legend is very close to 11 Saga 11
, but as Benedikt 

Otzen ( 1980:7) would say, its destructive characteristic is that it has an 

edifying thrust. 
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It is actually not a mistake that the . name God is made the subject of the 

very first sentence of the Hebrew Bible because this _word dominates the 

entire chapter and also appears at every point of the page. According to 

Kidner ( 1976:43) the passage, indeed the Book of Genesis, is about Him first 

of all, to read it with any other primary interest is to misread it. 

I\. 

Some commentators of Genesis 1 . understand the word berisit · as the 

absolute, although there are some who claim ~hat this vvord is in a construct . 

state and therefore depends on the contents in verse 2 and all of the first 

verse is independent and complete. Those commentators that are 

advocating for the construct state believe that this first verse is a temporal 

clause subordinated to verse 3, with verse 2 taken as a parenthesis. The 

first verse of Genesis 1 is a controversial sentence and there is absolutely no 

doubt that both translations are syntactically possible (von Rad 1963:46). 

The Hebrew Bible uses the word hara translated as "to create". This word, 

as Kidner ( 1976:44) would put it, is best determined from the Hebrew Bible 

as a whole and its subject is invariably God and its products may be either 

things or situations. Nichol ( 1953:208) continues to say, the verb bara 

has been used in the statement to describe an activity of God and never of 

men, whereas verbs like 'asa and >sh are used in connection with human 

activities. According to Jamieson, Fausset and Brown ( 1961: 17) this first 

verse is a general introduction, declaring the great and important truth that 

all things had a beginning, that nothing throughout the wide extent of nature 

existed from eternity, originated by chance, or from the skill of any inferior 

agent, but that the whole universe was produced by the creative power of 

God. 
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Hamilton ( 1990: 110) strongly believes that even if the etymological 

equivalence of tehom (in verse 2) and Babylonian Tiamat, can be granted, 

this does not mean that it is identical to the Babylonian concept. It is 

understood that almost all ancient peoples believed in a primeval watery 

mass out of which the orders of creation emerged (cf .Egypt), but if one 

compares the deep of Genesis 1 and that of Tiamat, one discovers that they 

are so far removed in function that any possible relationship is blurred 

beyond recognition. In the biblical Genesis account, the deep is not 

personified, and in no way is it viewed as some turbulent, antagonistic force. 

Genesis 1: 1 and 2 are considered by the proponents of the gap hypothesis 

as a perfect creation performed by God, but after that, the fall of Satan from 

Heaven marred God 's creation in such a way that it resulted in a chaotic 

state hence the idea of recreation is introduced in Genesis 1 :3 . But a closer 

look at verse 2 denies the argument of a gap hypothesis because of the use 

of the verb "was" (hyh) with an active rather than a stative force and 

therefore this indicates that verse 2 is sequential to verse 1 . This same 

verse uses the phrase desert, formless, and empty and this is an opposite of 

creation instead it describes a chaotic stage (fohu wal>ohu). Out of four 

ways . that describe creation stories throughout, the biblical account has 

adopted two aspects i.e . creation through action of some deity/deities and 

creation through speech. 

On the first day God created, "light and darkness". Kidner (1976:43) argues 

that the "light" appropriately marked the first step from chaos to order, and 

it also precedes the sun, so as in the fina l vision it outlasts it (Rev. 22:5). 

According to the 24 hour day pattern, the "dark" part of the day is the first 

portion and the "light" part of the day is the last portion of the day. 
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Light was necessary as a symbol of the divine presence and a visible form of 

energy, which by its action in plants transforms inorganic elements and 

compounds into food for both man and beast and also to control many other 

natural processes which are necessary to life. Harris, Archer and Waltke 

( 1980:25) are convinced that the concept of light in Scripture is important, 

dealing with personal and impersonal forces on both literal and metaphorical 

level. The activities that were performed on the first day of the week are 

recorded in verses 3-5. 

Verses 6-8 describe the activities that were performed on the second day. 

The Hebrew word used in this passage designates heaven (S'emayim) both as 

the place where God dwells and the place where birds fly (Harris, Archer 

and Waltke 1980:862). Literally the word raqia means to beat or stamp and 

this word is often used in connection with beaten metal (Kidner 1976:47). 

The word heaven in this passage refers clearly to the atmospheric heaven 

where birds fly. The firmament is that element that divides heavenly waters 

from terrestial or primeval waters (Elwell 1989: 11 ). Atmosphere is vital for 

all living creatures as well as the vegetation, hence it preceded the creation 

of vegetation and creatures. 

The creation activities for the third day are mentioned in verses 9-13 of 

Genesis 1. Verse 9 is a command in a jussive form, and the report of its 

fulfilment therefore follows shortly. One will notice that God continues to 

give form to the world, by the process of differentiation. According to 

Jamieson, Fausset and Brown ( 1961: 17) the world was to be rendered a 

terraqueous globe, and this was effected by a volcanic convulsion on its 

surface, the upheaving of some parts, the sinking of others and the 

formation of vast hollows, into which the waters impetuously rushed, as is 

graphically described. 
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Nichol ( 1953:212) describes this phenomenon in this manner, it must have 

been a grand spectacle to any heavenly observer to see hills rise up out of 

the water that had so completely covered the face of the earth. But the 

emphasis begins to shift towards the theme of fullness which will be 

prominent in the rest of the chapter (Kidner 1976:48). 

t 
A second divine order/command was passed on the same day. Kidner 

( 1976:48) portrays God empowering the earth to bring forth what is proper 

to it. The bare soil was clothed with verdure, and it is noticeable that the 

trees, plants, and grasses, and the three great divisions of the vegetable 

kingdom here mentioned were not called into existence in the same way as 

the light and the air. They were made to grow, and they grew as they do 

still out of the ground but not by the slow process of vegetation but through 

the divine power, without rain, dew, or any process of labour i.e. sprouting 

up and flourishing in a single day (Jamieson, Fausset and Brown 1961: 17). 

This is also echoed by Guthrie and Motyer ( 1988:82). There are three 

characteristics of fruit bearing trees that are mentioned here, i.e.: 

( 1) the bearing of fruit, 

(2) the enclosing of seed within the fruit, and 

(3) the bearing of this fruit upon or above the earth. 

Nichol ( 1953:212) says the idea of spontaneous generation is as alien to 

Scripture as it is to science. Kidner ( 1976:48) argues that fertility, which is 

so often deified in the ancient world, is a created capacity, from the hand of 

the one God. 
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Verses 14-19 describe the activities performed on the fourth day. The lights 

that are actually mentioned here are totally different from the light of verses 

3 and 4, because this was a temporal arrangement. The word Me> 6r6t 

means the source of light or light holders. Nichol ( 1953:212) argues that 

the expression that they are set in firmament, or expanse of heaven, is 

chosen because it is there that the earthly inhabitant sees them. Kidner 

( 1976:48) claims that the view expressed here brings verse 14 into a simple 

relation with verse 4 by regarding the sun as the divider of day from night in 

each verse, veiled in verse 4, visible in verse 14. These celestial bodies 

marked special acts of God's favour or displeasure as in Joshua's (Joshua 

10: 12 and 13) and Hezekiah's times (2 Kings 20: 11) , on the crucifixion day 

(Matt. 24:45). The stars are mentioned as one of the signs of Christ's 

second coming i.e. parousia (Matt. 24:29). 

Nichol ( 1953:213) claims that yearly returning festival periods and other 

definite times were to be regulated by the movement of the celestial bodies 

(Ps 104: 19; Zech. 8: 19); and these bodies have, moreover, a definite 

periodical influence upon agriculture, navigation, and other human 

occupations, as well as upon the course of animal and vegetable life, as for 

instance the breeding time of animals and the migration of birds (Jer. 8:7). 

The years, months and days are fixed by the movements of the sun around 

its orbit which in conjunction with that of the moon has provided men of all 

ages with basis for calendars i.e. both lunar and solar. The lights that are 

mentioned here are not introduced for the first time to this world, for God 

decreed light on the first day, but to serve as a permanent arrangement for 

the distribution of light for this world. Verse 18 expresses a statement of 

divine approval. 
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To sum up, there are four functions i.e.: 

( 1) to seperate; 

(2) to indicate; 

(3) to give light; and 

(4) to rule and each is mentioned twice except, "to indicate" which is 

mentioned once . 

The activities of the fifth day are discussed in verses 20-23 of Genesis 1. 

According to von Had ( 1963:54) all the. conditions for life have been given, 

therefore on the fifth day begins the creation of living creatures. 

Westermann ( 1984: 134) points out that the structure of this part differs 

from the preceding by the introduction of a new element - the blessing. The 

pattern that is now followed has a twofold manner i.e. God created and God 

blessed. This passage especially verse 20 clearly mentions the bringing forth 

from water of abundant living creatures that move. Nichol ( 1953:213) 

argues that the original of this phrase, Nepe~ ~aya, makes a clear distinction 

between the animals and vegetation created two days earlier. The sequence 

of creation on this day is the winged creatures according to their kind first 

and then follows the sea or water creatures according to their kind. 

Genesis 1 :24-31 describe the activities that were performed on the sixth 

day. The activities of this day can be divided into two, i.e. verses 24-25 and 

26-31. The structure of the first part is distinguished as follows: verse 24 

is a command - account where God clearly says, "Let the earth bring forth ... 

and it concludes with the phrase, "and it was so"; verse 25 is an action -

account which begins with, "and God made ... " Westermann ( 1984: 141 ). 

The words translated (NIV) "living creature" in verse 20 is in the same 

Hebrew as "living being" (NIV) in Genesis 2:7 (Kidner 1976:50). 
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This first part of the day, according to Jamieson, Fausset and Brown 

(1961 :183), mentions three classes of animals created i.e.: 

( 1) cattle, the herbivorous kind capable of labour or domestication; 

(2) wild animals, whose ravenous natures were then kept in check; and 

finally 

(3) all the various forms of creeping things i.e. from the huge reptiles to the 

insignificant caterpillars. Nichol ( 1953:215) argues that the order of 

creation of living creatures here given (Gen. 1 :25) differs from that of 

verse 24, the last group of the previous verse being the first one here 

enumerated and this arrangement in Hebrew speech is called "inverted 

parallelism ". The statement "after his kind 11 refers to all three classes of 

living creatures, each of which has its distinct kind. 

The second part of the day deals with the creation of human beings which is 

recorded in verses 26-31. Westermann ( 1984: 143) proposes a structure 

which is followed by verses 26-29 as follows:-

26a Introduction (as in the preceding works) 

26b Decision to create people together with their determination 

27 Creation of humans with two more detailed characteristics 

28 Blessing of humans and the commission (28b corresponds to 26b) 

29 Provision for the people. 

The plural "us 11 was regarded by the early Church theologians almost 

unanimously as indicative of the three persons of the Godhead. White 

( 1958:45) points out that man was to bear God's image, both in outward 

resemblance and in character. Nichol ( 1956:216) says this nature reflected 

the divine holiness of its Maker until sin shattered the divine likeness . 
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The relationship of man to the rest of the creation was to be one of 

rulership. Nichol ( 1953:216) discusses the account of the accomplishment 

of the divine purposes as expressed in a form of Hebrew poetry in which the 

thought expressed in the first part of a stanza is repeated with slight 

variations in words but not in meaning in the second or even in the third part 

of the stanza, as in this verse:-

"So God created man in his own image; 

in the image of God created he him; 

male and female created he them". 

The mere mention of the words, "male" and "female" indicate the institution 

of a family which is discussed in the second chapter of Genesis. Kidner 

( 1976:52) states that to "bless" in verse 28 is to bestow not only a gift but 

a function, and to do so with warm concerns. Westermann ( 1984: 161) 

concludes that the command to rule over the animals in verse 28b agrees 

with verse 26b; and he also mentions that there is a difference in the 

vegetarian food provided for humans and for the animals that echoes the 

classification in 1: 11 f; to humans is assigned mainly grain and fruit, to the 

animals grass and plants. Verse 31 closes with a divine approval. 

The description of the seventh day is highlighted in Gen. 2: 1-3. This 

passage is very different from what has gone before. The structure of Gen. 

2: 1-3 according to Westermann ( 1984: 168 and 169), is as follows:-

(a) The first verse is a self-contained conclusion to the work of the creator 

which goes back to a stage in the tradition when the works were not yet 

part of the seven-day structure. 

(b) Verse 2a - And on the seventh day God finished his work which he had 

done. 

Verse 3a - So God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it. 
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(c) Verse 2b - And he rested on the seventh day from all his work which he 

had done. 

Verse 3b - Because on it God rested from all his work which he had done 

in creation. 

According to Kidner ( 1976:53) God's finished task is sealed in the words he 

rested, this is the rest of achievement, not inactivity, for He nurtures what 

He creates. This first verse does not mean that God completed his still 

unfinished work on the seventh day but that the work by now (seventh day) 

was completed. The notion of blessing as well as that of sanctification must 

be viewed in relation to the Sabbath. Nichol ( 1953:221) claims that the 

Sabbath calls for abstention from common bodily labour and for the devotion 

of the mind and heart to holy things. 

In summing up the Genesis 1-2:4a creation, there are seven significant 

points:-

(a) The fiat (instant) introduces each of the eight works of creation. 

(b) "And it was so" occurred 7 times (in connection with all the works 

except the sixth). 

(c) The execution of the fiat is recorded 7 times (NIV) except in MT where it 

is recorded 6 times. 

(d) The sentence of divine approval (and God saw it was good) is 

pronounced over each work except the second and in the last instance it 

is with significant variation. 

(e) The naming of objects created is peculiar to the three acts of separation. 

(f) The term "and God blessed" is said of the sixth act, eighth act and also 

of the Sabbath day. 

(g) The division of the day is marked by a closing formula, "and it was 

evening and morning", and it occurred six times although it is omitted 

after the third (and here it shows that two works were performed on the 

same day), and the seventh works. The several days scheme of work in 

Genesis 1 has no resemblance in the ancient Near East. 
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3.5.3 GENESIS (2:4b - 25) 

This chapter covers a number of issues. It deals with the manner of 

creation, the planting of the garden of Eden, and the rivers thereof. It also 

portrays the tree of knowledge which was forbidden, the naming of the 

creatures, the making of a woman and finally. the institution of marriage. 

Kidner ( 1976:58) argues that man is "now" the pivot of the history, as in 

chapter 1 he was the climax and it is misleading to call chapter 2 a second 

creation account, for it hastens to localize the scene, passing straight from 

the world at large to a garden in the east, all that, follows is played out on 

this narrow stage. Most commentators include chapter 3 in the Genesis 2 

creation story, but in this research the discussion is limited to chapter 

2:4b-25. 

Genesis 2:4b-8 discusses the prologue and the making of man. Westermann 

( 1984: 197) argues that the structure of this first part is clear and easy to 

explain i.e. verses 4b to 6 comprise the antecedent, verse 7 is the main 

statement, which is continued in verse 8. The words "in the day" (NKJV) 

introduce the account of Genesis 2. Nichol ( 1953:222) discusses that 

verses 4-6 anticipate the creation of man in verse 7 by describing briefly the 

appearance of the surface of the earth, particularly with respect to 

vegetation, just prior to the time when he was brought into being upon the 

sixth day of creation week. The word -ed translated as mist is compared by 

many scholars to an Assyrian word edO meaning flood but unfortunately this 

Assyrian word does not fit the context of Genesis 2. The fact that people at 

Noah's time scoffed at the idea that rain from heaven could bring destruction 

to this earth, indicates that rain was unknown to the antediluvians (White 

1958:97). Kidner ( 1976:60) explains that this verse (7) with profound 

simplicity, matches and completes the classic 1 :27. Von Rad (1963:74) 

argues that chapter 2 is the man's world and the world of his life, which 

God in what follows establishes around man, and this forms the primary 

theme of the entire narrative adam 'a-dama (man-earth). 
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The word, "to form", (ya!iar) implies an act of molding and fashioning into a 

form corresponding in design and appearance to the divine plan. 

Westermann ( 1984: 293) argues that the formation of human beings from the 

dust of the earth in Genesis 2:7 is often explained with reference to the 

potter's craft. The final result of a person created by God is a living (soul) 

person. 

In chapter 2 of Genesis, much attention is given to the description of the 

garden as a beautiful home of the created human being(s). The statement 

that, "The Lord God planted the garden and put man there", has been 

uttered twice and significant differences. The garden, as it is indicated, is 

planted in the east, in Eden and the word eden appears to be a specific 

place, which is unfortunately unknown, but meaning delight (Wallace 

1992:281). It is therefore assumed that the name was intended to evoke a 

picture of idyllic delight and rest. The notion of eastward in Genesis is 

associated with judgement and separation from God, the same picture is 

depicted by the placing of Cherubim when the man and woman were 

expelled from the garden (Gen. 3:24) . It seems the garden was not the 

gard~n of Eden but rather the garden in Eden. Therefore it should be 

understood that the phrase "in the east" is taken with reference to Eden 

itself, then the garden was on its eastern side. 

Genesis 2:9 describes three kinds of trees i.e.:

( 1) the trees that bear fruit for everyday food; 

(2) the tree of life which was in the midst and finally 

(3) the tree of knowledge of good and evil. 
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The question that one may pose is, referring to the tree of life and that of 

knowledge of good and evil, does one have two or one tree and secondly 

are these/is this tree(s) figurative or literal? According to the Hebrew text, 

there seems to be two trees joined together by we (and). Westermann 

( 1984:213) states that the tree of life appears in the introduction-chapter 

2:9 and in the conclusion - chapter 3:22-24. Gordis (cited in Kidner 

1976:63) explains that the phrase, "the knowledge of good and evil", can 

stand for moral or aesthetic discernment, yet Adam and Eve are already 

treated as morally responsible and generally percipient before they touch the 

tree. 

In Genesis 2:10-14 the rivers in the garden are being discussed fully. It is 

uncertain as to whether the river takes its source from inside or outside the 

garden, although it can be assumed that it began in Eden and passed 

through the garden watering it in its course. Westermann ( 1984: 216) states 

that the difficulties that arise in this passage disappear when one realizes 

that the author does not want to describe in detail any geographical area, 

but the transition from the river of paradise to the four rivers of the world; 

they begin at the point where the river of paradise divides itself. It must be 

mentioned that it is almost impossible to identify the antediluvian 

geographical terms with the present day surface features of the earth. There 

are at least four rivers mentioned here, i.e. Pison, Gihon, Heddekel and 

Euphrates. 
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Pison is the first river that is mentioned here. Almost all the Bible 

commentators agree on one thing that the name Pison is unknown from any 

non-biblical sources as well as in the Bible itself, and nowhere else has it 

been mentioned except in this passage. Some are saying it is just a 

descriptive name which do not appear any where and at the same time does 

not represent any river. 

Gihon is also unknown and follows exactly the trend of Pison. The word 

Gihon, means the "turbulent one" (Westermann 1984:218). There are also 

two more rivers i.e. Heddekel which is understood as the Tigris and finally 

the Euphrates. According to von Rad ( 1963:77) this interpretation 

presupposes that Eden lay somewhere in the north, high in the mountains 

from wh~nce the great rivers come. 

The passage of Genesis 2: 15-17 describes man commanded to work the 

garden and a warning not to partake of the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil. - There is mutual agreement between verse 8b and 15a; verse 15 is 

actually a necessary link with verses 16 & 17, and the prohibition 

(Westermann 1984:219). Nichol ( 1953:225) claims that the commandment 

related in these verses presupposes that man understood the language God 

spoke and the distinction between "thou shalt" and "thou salt not"; the 

command begins positively, granting permission to eat freely from all the 

trees of the garden with the exception of one. Westermann ( 1984:223) 

highlights that the form of both sentences in verse 17 confirms that this is 

what is meant - the prohibition has the form of the commandments of the 

Decalogue and the second sentence that of apodictic law consisting of 

condition (case) and consequence (punishment). 
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There was no other purpose evident, to be served by refraining from eating 

the fruit of this tree than to give clear proof of allegiance to God. Nichol 

( 1953:225) claims that the same principles are valid, punishment and death 

are the certain (sure) results of man's free choice to indulge in rebellion 

against God. 

In Genesis 2: 18-24 a woman who is a helper is also formed from th.e ground. 

A woman is not just a help, but someone appropriate to the man's needs 

and also to complement him. God saw that "one" is the lonely number and 

He considered it being quite negatively. It is obvious that Adam saw and 

realized that all the animals have been formed in pairs i.e. they were in a 

position to deal with issues pertinent to them, but he was the only one that 

could not share his feelings. After naming each animal, Adam discovered 

that there was no helper for him. God formed a woman out of a rib that 

was taken out of Adam while he was in a deep sleep. After Adam named 

his wife Eve, comes verse 24. Some Bible commentators claim that verse 

24 is a prophetic utterance made by Adam and others claim that the words 

of verse 24 come directly from God. This verse does not promote a 

forsaking of filial duty and respect towards father and mother but refer 

primarily to the fact that a man 's wife is to be first in his affections and that 

his first duty is towards her. Christ in Matt. 19:5 uses this passage in His 

strong condemnation of divorce. 

The 25th verse of chapter 2 in Genesis states clearly that Adam and Eve 

were both naked. Nichol ( 1953:227) claims that Adam and Eve had no need 

of material clothing, for around them the Creator had placed a robe of light, 

a robe symbolic of His own righteous character, which was reflected 

perfectly in them. Von Rad ( 1963:83) explains that shame is the correlative 

of sin and guilt. 
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3.5.4 THE ORIGIN OF HUMANKIND: 

The ancient Hebrews were constantly convinced of the close bond between 

God (Creator) and man. This notion has been highlighted in the first 

chapters of the Hebrew Bible in various ways i.e. man is the purpose and 

crown of creation. The creation of man was a deliberate act and the 

creation of man is aimed at the individual. 

The creation of the first woman appears to be described as a direct, personal 

act of God. The point of contact between God and man is one original 

creature - Adam. According to Genesis 2:7 the intention is to indicate that 

man received his wife from God's hand and he owes his whole living 

existence to Him. In the understanding of the Hebrew Bible, man is more 

than the other earthly beings and even the neighbours of the Hebrews were 

aware of the difference. Genesis viewed man not as partly God, but as the 

11 image 11
, the 11 likeness 11 of God. 

According to Van Zyl ( 1989: 18), created in the image and likeness of God 

means that God made man a creature that has the possibility to enter into 

fellowship with Him. There is a communication between God and man on a 

rational-moral level, hence the Hebrews can be drawn into a covenant with 

her God. In the Hebrew neighbour's understanding, man was made to 

release or relieve the gods from their routine work (e.g. Atrakhasis Epic). In 

the Hebrew Bible service to God thus becomes an unmistakable part of the 

task of man and thus part of the purpose of his creation. It is clear that the 

ancient Hebrews always regarded this fellowship in communication, love, 

worship, adoration, trust, and obedience, as the purpose of the creation of 

man, and therefore man becomes truly man. 
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3. 6 SUMMARY: 

The cosmogonies of both the Hebrew Bible and that of ancient Egypt were 

djscussed. In both communities there are issues that are unique to each 

community. The issues that are common in both communities as well as 

those that are different will be highlighted in the following chapter. In this 

section, it has been shown that God and the gods played a very significant 

role with regard to human beings, being either a , servant of the gods or 

owing his or her allegiance to God as his or her creator. 
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CHAPTER 4 

COMPARISONS 

This portion of the research paper deals with what the researcher has 

discovered when he was discussing the cosmogonies of Hebrew Bible and 

ancient Egypt. There are grounds that are distinctive in each community, 

those grounds will be highlighted here. But these communities also form a 

part of what is called the ancient Near East, therefore there should be some 

common ground, and that common ground is also dealt with here. Some 

wise men usually say, "the sky is the limit", therefore some 

recommendations for the future study will also be outlined here. At the end 

of this chapter there is an Appendix. Finally, all the sources that have been 

cited will be given. 

4. 2 FINDINGS: 

In the main introduction of this study, it has been highlighted that each 

community is unique in its context. Despite the differences and similarities, 

one can get some glimpse of the principle of uniqueness. There are a few 

points that have come up as a result of the research conducted. These 

points are the following:-

( 1) Genesis 1 :6-8 discusses the idea of water separation i.e. waters under 

·the expanse were separated from the waters above it. The idea of water 

separation is not foreign at all in Egyptian cosmogonies as well. The 

waters that were separated are termed the waters of chaos in a number 

of cosmogonies. The Egyptian cosmogonies describe this separation as 

the separation of firm land from the primeval deep. One can also cite 

Westermann ( 1984: 117). 
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(2) The sun in the Egyptians context is personified in certain gods i.e. Re 

or/and Atum. In other words in ancient Egypt the sun was deified. In 

Genesis 1: 14-19 there is no indication of the deification of the sun, 

although it might be alluded in one's mind that the idea of ruling the day 

"of the sun II may be personified. Therefore, the sun is mentioned in 

both communities but the difference .is in their roles and emphasis. 

(3) Genesis 1 :26 states clearly that man was created in the image of God. 

This concept spreads throughout . the Bible . . It is interesting to note that 

the concept of "the image of" is not foreign at all in the Egyptian 

cosmogony. One can also cite Gardiner (1914:417). 

(4) Schmidt quotes the hymn to Amun-Re (Westermann 1984: 163) which 

advocates the idea of vegetarianism. The hymn mentions animals and 

their food which was herbs, the fish of the river and also what they can 

feed on. This passage follows exactly the vegetarian dietary pattern in 

Genesis 1 :29 & 30. This hymn points out that the vegetarian diet is not 

foreign in Egypt. 

(5) Genesis 2: 1-3 mentions the idea of a rest Which God had after six days 

of work. He saw that everything He had created was good and in order. 

He sanctified and blessed the seventh-day. In the theology of Memphis 

Ptah rested after he had made everything, as well as all the divine order 

(Pritchard 1969:5). This idea of rest can be attributed to the older 

tradition. 

(6) Khnum is portrayed as fashioning the King's son Amenhotep and his Ka 

on the potter's wheel (Westermann 1984:203). In Genesis 2:7 God is 

portrayed as forming (ysr) man out of the dust. The concept of potter's 

wheel is not foreign in the Hebrew Bible, in fact, the idea is interspersed 

throughout, for example Jer.18. 
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4.2.1 DISTINCTIVE GROUND IN ANCIENT 11 ISRAEL 11 AND EGYPT: 

ANCIENT 11 ISRAEL 11
: 

One will notice that "Israel" has been made distinct by her appearance. 

There are four important points that confirm this idea. These points are as 

follows:-

(a) Hebrew Monotheism has made Israel to differentiate between 

cosmogony and antropogony in any theogony. 

(b) The Hebrew myths dealing with the birth of the cosmos envision no 

struggle between the creator and any other beings or substances. 

(c) The Hebrew tradition preserves two different styles of creation activity, 

each of which separately has an ancient Near Eastern counterpart but 

which together are not found elsewhere. 

(d) In the Hebrew myths, one meets a view of humanity which at one and 

the same time presents one with a task, a liberation, and an indictment 

(Knight 1985: 142). 

It is interesting to note that in the Priestly creation (Gen.1), God brings all 

things into existence in an orderly manner, assigns each its place and proper 

role. The ancient Hebrews were not disturbed by the differences between 

Genesis 1 and 2 because they understood that each narrative interprets the 

other, adding details and perceptions where the other is silent. Knight 

( 1985: 145) comments that the myth of the act - consequence syndrome 

underscores the sense that the good creation is functional, reliable and moral 

at its most basic level, hence people complain to God in the case of 

disfunction of the global entity. 
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It is a clear understanding of "Israel" and her neighbours that natural 

disorder is, as a rule, attributed to the action of the deity, and this also 

extends to disorders in human behaviour e.g. that of Saul, etc. The idea of 

Caesura with more ethical immediacy is the experience of moral disorder 

hence the problem of evil. According to Hebrew tradition, moral disorder is 

considered to be a lasting existent, until the New Jerusalem is established. 

ANCIENT EGYPT: 

Ancient Egypt has also been made distinct by her appearance. There are a 

few points that strengthen this idea. They are the following:-

(a) The creation of the gods often figures quite integrally in the cosmogonies 

of ancient Egypt. 

(b) In the ancient Egyptian cosmogonies, there is a struggle between gods 

and other beings or substances. 

(c) Ancient Egyptian tradition preserves a number of cosmogonic texts 

which are not found elsewhere. 

(d) In the ancient Near East it is common for the universe and humanity to 

be created especially for the benefit of the gods (Knight 1985: 143). 

4.2.2 COMMON GROUND IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST: 

There are about six points that are shared throughout the conceptions of 

cosmogony. These points are as follows:-

( 1) The cosmos is viewed as a closed, three-storied whole, all parts are 

under the control of divinity either polytheistically or monotheistically 

conceived. 

(2) The cosmos and humanity did not come into existence by chance or 

without intention, for some creator God or gods is/are directly 

responsible for its existence (Knight 1985: 138). 
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(3) There is virtually creation whether ex nihilo or not. 

(4) The creation act is not limited to bringing the physical world into 

existence, rather it establishes the proper order of things in this world 

(Knight 1985:139). 

(5) The underlying theological pattern of the various creation accounts is the 

sovereignty of the gods, and also the identification of the creator or high 

god with the one who ultimately maintains and judges the world. 

(6) Throughout the ancient Near East, there appears to be · no single literary 

form which above is considered especially proper for speaking about the 

creative activity of the gods, rather the believers draw on the full arsenal 

of literary means in order to give it expression (Knight 1985: 140). 

(7) One discovers that in both traditions, creation marked the beginning of 

time (Hoffmeier 1983:42). 

4.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES: 

The notion of cosmogony is fascinating and it also captures one's interest. 

The nations and countries of the world subscribe to different cultural societal 

norms. The idea of cosmogony when viewed through ancient Near Eastern 

eyes may seem to be insignificant to black South Africans who live on a 

farm in a far remote area. They are only concerned with their own cultural 

norms, customs and traditions. But when we take note of the differences 

between the ancient Near Eastern world view with regard to cosmogony or 

the origin of man, nature and the gods and that of Africa, we could also 

argue that the "rainbow people" of South Africa does not share the same 

ideas either a study of a Near Eestern religion may be applicable to grasp this 

element of plurality of meaning. 
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However, at this stage it may be necessary for the researcher to limit himself 

to one of the cultures of the South African community. A suggested theme 

for the future study may read as follows:-

" A Ng uni perspective on ancient Hebrew religious cosmogonies". The 

methodological . approach employed in this paper will be replaced by the 

reader response reception approach in the proposed future study. 

4. 4 . CONCLUSION: 

The comparative study done on some ancient Egyptian and ancient Hebrew 

religious cosmogonies has shown that this is one of the most important 

issues in the studyof the ancient Near East. The phenomenological approach 

which was used as a vehicle transporting these ancient cosmogonies from 

both ancient Egypt and the Hebrew Bible to the reader seems to have been 

the best tool, especially in a study of this nature where there is uncertainty 

about the dates and gaps between the cosmogonies. All the terms that 

were used in this research paper, were clearly defined. 

The idea of the divine varied from one culture or religion to another. It is 

evident that in all these religions, God or the gods are the source of divinity, 

hence a discussion of sacred time, space, cultic practices and institutions 

was undertaken. One finds it very difficult to accept the idea of one 

"original" myth with different rescensions as Herman Gunkel and others 

would argue. Take for instance, the flood stories. In the Biblical account, 

the focus is God's providence and yet in the Babylonian epic, Utnapishtim is 

the focus of the epic. If one follows these stories well, one would say these 

are two different myths that are comparable. 
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The main section of this work dealt with the examples of ancient Egyptian 

and ancient Hebrew cosmogonies. There are different kinds of cosmogonies 

that open the way to these two ancient cultures' cosmogonies. The ancient 

Egyptian cosmogonies when viewed as a unit have an element of 

complementing each other. This complimentary element is also not foreign 

in the ancient Hebrew cosmogonies. The purpose of the origin of humankind 

in these communities differs a great deal. In ancient Egyptian cosmogonies, 

man was created to serve the gods, while in ancient Hebrew cosmogonies, 

man was created as the image of God who owes his allegiance to God. 

In the final section the uniqueness of each community was displayed. 

Although uniqueness is stressed beyond reasonable doubt, one cannot deny 

that any community is not an island, therefore there is a common ground 

between ancient Egypt and the Hebrew Bible. 

In the appendix, items like the Genesis 1 and 2 texts from the Hebrew Bible, 

New King James Version and the New International version have been 

included. These are texts that have been cited in the discussion of different 

items in this work. 

Maps and figures have also been included in this research paper. Ancient 

Egyptian cosmogonic events are clearly portrayed in figures. Egyptian 

cosmogonies deal with specific names of places, therefore the use of an 

ancient Near Eastern map and that of ancient Egypt itself add light in the 

discussion of these various Egyptian texts. 

In the final analysis, a comparative study of ancient religious cosmogonies 

will always be a fascinating and a challenging work both to the reader as 

well as the researcher. 
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GENESIS 1:1 6 

The Beginning l·I •Ps 102·25· p; 8:23; . ' 8God called v the expanse "sky." "' 
And there was evening, and there 
was moming.t-the second day. 1 In the beginning• God created b 

the heavens c and the earth. d 2Now 
the earth was• formless• and emp
'rf/ darkness was over the surface 
of the deep, g and the Spirit of God h 

was hovering i over the waters. 

lsa40:21; 41 :4, 
26; Jn 1:1-2 •ver 
21,27; Ge2:3 
<ver 6; Ne 9:6; 
Job 9:8; 37: 18; 
Ps 96:5; 104:2; 
115· 15· 121 ·2· 
136:5; isa 40: i2; 
42:5; 51 :13; 

9And God said, "Let the water under the 
sky be gathered to one place, r and 
let dry groundz appear." And it was 
so.• IOGod called b the dry ground 
"land," and the gathered waters c 
he called "seas." d And God saw 
that it was good. e 

Jer 10:12; 51 :15 
dGe 14:1 9; 

3And God said,i "Let there be light," and 
there was light. t 4God saw that the 
light was good, / and he separated 
the light from the darkness. m 5God 
called n the light "day," and the 
darkness he called " night. " 0 And 
there was evening, and there was 
momingP---the first day. 

2Ki 19· 15· 
Ne 9:6.; Job 38:4; 
Ps 90:2; 136:6; 
146:6; lsa37: 16; 
40·28· 42·5· 
44:24: 45 :12. 18; 
Jer27:5; 32:17; 
Ac 14·15· 17-24· 
Eph3:9;' . ' 

IIThen God said, "Let the land 

Job33 :4; Ps 104:30; lsa32:15 1Dt32 :1 1; lsa31:5 1:3iver6' 
Ps33 :6,9; 148:5; Heb 11 :3 *2Co4:6' ; !Jn 1:5-7 I:• Iver 
10,1 2,18,21 ,25.31; Ps 104:31; 119:68;Jer31 :35mver14; 

6And God said, q "Let there be an ex
panse ' between the waters s to sep
arate water from water." 750 God 
made the expanse and separated the 
water under the expanse from the 
water above it. 1 And it was so. u 

Col 1·16· 
Heb j .4.' 11 ·3· 
Rev4 ,' t i; 10:0 
1:2 •lsa23:1; 
24:!0: 27:10; 
32 :14; 34 :11 
/lsa45·18· 
Jer 4:23 sGe 8:2; 
Job 7: 12; 26:8; 
38:9; Ps 36:6; 
42:7; 104:6; 
107-24· Pr 30·4 

Ex 10:21-23; Job26:10; 38:19; Ps 18:28; 104:20; 105:28 : 
Isa 42: 16; 45 :7 I :S •ver 8, IO; Ge 2: 19,23 • Ps 74: 16 Pver 8, 
13, 19,23,31 I :6 QS ver 3 rs ver I: Isa 44 :24; 2Pe 3:5 sver 9; 
Ps 24·2· 136·6 I ·7 tGe 7· I I· Job 26· IO· 38·8-11 16· 
Ps 68:33 : 14S:4: .Pr ,8:28 .uv~r 9, 11.1'5,z'4 I ;8 "5 ~er'5 
"')ob 9:8; 37: 18; Ps 19: I; I 04:2; Isa 40:22; 44:24; 45: 12; 
Jer 10: 12: Zee 12: I •S ver 5 I :9 rJob 38:8-1 1; Ps 33:7: 
104 :6-9; Pr 8:29; Jer 5:22 : 2Pe 3:5 rp, 95 :5; Jnh I :9; 
Hag 2:6 •S ver 7 I : 10 •S ver 5 cps 33:7 d)ob 38:8; Ps 90:2; 
95:5 •S ver 4 

•Ge' 2:7; . •2 Or possibly becdme 

I: I A summary statement introducing the six days of cre
ative activity. The truth of this majestic verse was joyfully 
affirmed by poet IPs I 02 :25 J and prophet (Isa 40:21 J. In the 
beginning God. The Bible always assumes , and never argues, 
God 's existence. Although everything else had a beginning, 
God has always been (Ps 90:21. In the beginning. Jn I: 1-10, 
which stresses the work of Christ in creation, opens with the 
same phrase; God created. The Hebrew noun Elohim is 
plural but the verb is singular, a IJOllfllal usage in the OT 
when reference is to the one true God. ·This use of the plura l 
expresses intensification rather than number and has been 
called the plural of majesty, or of potentiality. In the OT the 
Hebrew verb for "create" is used only of divine, never of 
human, activity. the heavens and the earth. "All things" Ilsa 
44 :24 ). That God created everything is also taught in Ecc 
1:5; Jer 10:16; Jn 1: 3; Col 1: 16; Heb 1:2. The positive, 
life -oriented teaching of v. I is beautifully summarized in Isa 
45 :18. 
I :2 earth. The focus of this account. formless and empry. 
The phrase, which appears elsewhere only in Jer 4:23, gives 
structure to the rest of the chapter !see note on v. 11 J. God 's 
"separati ng" and "gathering" on days 1-3 gave fo rm, and 

. his "making" and "filling" on days 4- 6 removed the empti
ness. darkness ... the wacers. Completes the picture of a 
world awa iting God's light-giving. ord er-making and life
creating word. and. Or "but. .. The awesome 1and, for an
cient man, fe arful I picture of the origi na l state of the visible 
creation is relieved by the majestic announcement that the 
mighty Spirit of God hovers over creation. The announce
ment anticipates God's creative words that follow . Spirit of 
God. He was active in creation, and his creative power 
continues today !see Job 33: 4; Ps 104:301. hovenng over. 
Like a bird that provides for and protem its young (see Dt 
32 : 11; Isa 31 :SJ. The imagery may also suggest the winged 
sun disk , which throughout the ancien t Near East was a 
symbol of divine majesty. 
I :3 Cod said. Merely by speaking, God brought all things 
into being iPs 33:6,9; 148 :5; Heb 11 :3J. Lee there be lighl. 
God 's first creative word called forth light in the midst of the 
primeval darkness. Light is necessary for making God's cre
ative works visible and life possible. In the OT it is also 
symbolic of life and blessing !see 2Sa 22 :29 : Job 3:20; 
30:26; 33:30: Ps 49:19; 56:1 3; 97 :1 1; 112:4; Isa 53:1 1, 
58 :8,10: 59:9; 60 :1.3 ). Paul uses this word to illustrate 

God's re-creating work in sin-darkened hearts J2Co 4:6 J. 
1:4 Everything God created is good Jsee vv. 10,12,18,21, 
25 J; in fact, the conclusion declares it to be "very good" (v. 

.31 J. The creation, as fashioned and ordered by God, had no 
lingering traces of disorder and no dark and threatening 
forces arrayed against God or man. Even darkness and the 
deep were given benevolent functions in a world fashioned 
to bless and sustain life (see Ps 104 :19- 26 ; 127 :2J. 
I :S called. See vv. 8, I 0. In ancient times, 10 name some
thing or someone implied having dominion or ownership 
(see 17:5,1 5; 41 :45; 2Ki 23:34 ; 24 :1 7; Da 1:7J. Both day 
and night belong to the Lord (Ps 74: 161. first day. Some say 
that the creation days were 24-hour days, others that they 
were indefinite periods. 
I :6 expanse. The atmosphere , or "sky" (v. SJ, as seen from 
the earth. "Hard as a mirror" Uob 37: 181 and " like a cano
py'" (Isa 40:221 are among the many pictorial phrases used to 
describe it. 
I :7 And it was so. The only possible outcome, whethe r 
stated (vv. 9, 11.15,24 ,301 or implied , to God's "Let there 
be.·· 
I :9 one place. A picturesque way of referring to the "seas" 
(v. I 01 that surround the dry ground on all sides and into 
which the waters of the lakes and rivers now. The earth was 
"formed out ofwater" " 12Pe 3:5 1 and "founded . . . upon the 
seas·· (Ps 24:2 1. and the waters are not to cross the bound
aries set for them (Ps 104:7-9; Jer 5:221. 
I : 11 God said. This phrase is used rwice on the third day 
lvv. 9, 11 J and three times (vv. 24,26,291 on the sixth day. 
These rwo days are climactic, as the following structure of 
ch. I reveals (see note on v. 2 regard ing "formless and 
empty"): 

Days of forming 
I. "light" Iv. 3 J 
2. "water under the ex-

panse water above 
it" IV. 71 

3a. "dry ground"" (v. 9J 

b. "vegetation"' (v. 11 J 

Days of filling 
4. "lights" JV. 14J 
5. ··every Jiving and moving 

thing with which the 
water teems . . . every 
winged bird" JV. 21 J 

6a ,. "livestock, creatures that 
move along the ground, 
and wild animals" JV. 241 

a2. "man" Iv. 261 
b. "every green plant for 

food " Iv. 301 
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produce vegetation:/ seed-bearing 
plants and trees on the land that 
bear fruit with seed in it, according 
to their various kinds.8" And it was 
so. h 12The land produced vegeta
tion: plants bearing seed according 
to their kinds ; and trees bearing 
fruit with seed in it according to 
their kinds. And God saw that it was 
good.i 13And there was evening, 
and there was morning L-the third 
day. 

14And God said, "Let there be lights ' in 
the expanse of the sky to separate 
the day from the night, m and let 
them serve as signs n to mark sea
sons 0 and days and years, P 15and let 
them be lights in the expanse of the 
sky to give light on the earth." And 
it was so. q 16God made two great 
lights-the greater light r to gov
erns the day and the lesser light to 
govern 1 the night. u He also made 
the stars. v 17God set them in the ex
panse of the sky to give light on the 
earth, 18to govern the day and the 
night,"' and to separate light from 
darkness. And God saw that it was 
good.x 19And there was evening, 
and there was morningr -µi~ 
fourth day. 

20And God said, "Let the water teem with 
living creatures, z and let birds fly 
above the earth across the expanse 
of the sky."• 21so God created b the 
great creatures of the sea c and every 

1:11 /Ps65:9-13; 
104 :14 KVer 12, 
21.24.25 : Ge 2:5; 
6·20· 7· 14· 
~v l

0

1:i 4.i9,22 : 
Dt 14:13,18: 
I Co 15:38 hS ver 
7 
I :12 •S ver 11 
IS ver 4 
1:13 *Sver 5 
1:14 IPs 74:10; 
136: 7 ms ver 4 
n)er 10:2 
oPs l04 :19 
•Ge 8:22: 
Jer 31 :35-36: 
33 :20.2S 
l:IS •Sver 7 
1:16 'Dt 17:3: 
Job 31 :26: 
)er 43: 13 ; 
F.ze 8: 16 
sPs 136:8 
rp, 136:9 
uJob 38:33: 
Ps 74:16: 104:19: 
Jer 31 :35: 
Jas 1:17 •Dt4:19: 
Job 9:9; 38:7, 
31-32 : Ps 8:3; 
33:6; Ecc 12:2: 
Isa 40:26; )er 8:2: 
Am5:8 
1:18 "')er33:20, 
25xSver4 
1:19 rS ver 5 
I :20 zPs 146:6 
•Ge2:19 
I :21 OS ver I 
')ob 3:8: 7:12: 
Ps 74:13: 148:7: 
lsa27:1: Eze32 :2 

•Ps 104 :2S-26 
•S ver I i/S ver 4 
I :22 KVer 28: 
Ge 8:17; 9:1.7, 
19; 47:27; 
Lev 26·9· 
Eze36:1i 
1:23 •Sver 5 
1:24 •Ge2 :1 9 
1$ ver 11 *S ver 7 
I :2S 
1Ge7:21-22: 
Jer 27:5 ms ver 
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GENESIS 1 :26 

living and moving thing with which 
the water teems, rt according to their 
kinds, and every winged bird ac
cording to its kind. e And God saw 
that it was good.I 22God blessed 
them and said, "Be fruitful and in
crease in number and fill the water 
in the seas, and let the birds increase 
on the earth." g 23And there was 
evening, and there was morn
ing "-the fifth day. 

24And God said, "Let the land produce liv
ing creatures; according to their 
kinds: I livestock, creatures that 
move along the ground, and wild 
animals, each according to its kind." 
And it was so. k 25God made the 
wild animals ' according to their 
kinds, the livestock according to 
their kinds, and all the creatures that 
move along the ground according to 
their kinds. m And God saw that it 
was good .n 

26Then God said, "Let us 0 make 
man P in our image, q in our like
ness, ' and let them rule s over the 
fish of the sea and the birds of the 
air, 1 over the livestock, over all the 
earth, b and over all the creatures 
that move along the ground." 

11 nS ver 4 I :26 •Ge 3:5.22; 11 :7; Ps 100:3; Isa 6:8 
•Isa 45:18 Over 27: Ge 5:3; 9:6; Ps 8:5; 82:6; 89:6; 
!Co 11 :7; 2Co 4:4; Col 1:1 5: 3:10; Jas 3:9'Ac 17:28-29 
•Ge 9:2: Ps 8:6-8 rPs 8:8 

• 26 Hebrew; Syriac all the wild animals 

Both the horizontal and vertical relationships between the 
days demonstrate the literary beauty of the chapter and stress 
the orderliness and symmetry of God 's creative activity. 
kinds. See vv. 12,2 1,24- 25. Both creation and reproduction 
are orderly. 

as enemies to be feared but as part of God's good creation to 
be appreciated. winged bird. The term denotes anything that 
flies, including insects !see Dt 14 : 19- 20) . 

I : 14 serve as signs. In the ways mentioned here, not in any 
astrological or other such sense. 
I : 16 two greac lighcs. The words "sun" and "moon" seem 
to be avoided deliberately here , since both were used as 
proper names for the pagan deities associated with these 
heavenly bodies. They are light-givers to be appreciated, not 
powers to be feared , because the one true God made them 
!see Isa 40:26). Perhaps because of the emphasis on the 
greater light and lesser light, the stars seem to be mentioned 
almost as an afterthought. But Ps 136:9 indicates that the 
stars help the moon "govern the night." co govern. The great 
Creator-King assigns subordinate regulating roles to certain 
of his creatures !see vv . 26,28) . 
I : 17-18 The three main functions of the heavenly bodies. 
I :21 creacures of Che sea. The Hebrew word underlying 
this phrase was used in Canaanite mythology to name a 
dreaded sea monster. He is often referred to figuratively in 
OT poetry as one of God's most powerful opponents. He is 
pictured as national !Babylon , Jer 51 :34 ; Egypt, Isa 51 :9; 
Eze 29:3; 32:2) or cosmic Uob 7:12; Ps 74:13: Isa 27 :1, 
though some take the latter as a reference to Egypt ). In 
Genesis, however, the creatures of the sea are portrayed not 

I :22 Beftuiiful and increase in number. God 's benediction 
on Jivi ng things that inhabit the water and that fly in the air. 
By his blessing they flourish and fill both realms With life !see 
note on v. 28). God's rule over his created realm promotes 
and blesses life. 
I :26 us ... our . . . our. God speaks as the Creator-King, 
announcing his crowning work to the members of his heav
enly court !see 3:22 ; 11 :7; Isa 6:8; see also I Ki 22 : 19- 23 ; 
Job 15:8; )er 23 : 18 ). image . . . likeness. No distinction 
should be made between "image" and "likeness," which are 
synonyms in both the OT IS: I ; 9:6) and the NT 11 Co 11 :7; 
Col 3: IO; )as 3 :9). Since man is made in God 's image, every 
human being is worthy of honor and respect; he is neither to 
be murdered 19 :6) nor cursed Uas 3 :9). "Image" includes 
such characteristics as "righteousness and holiness" IEph 
4 :24) and "knowledge" !Col 3: 10). Believers are to be 
"conformed to the likeness" of Christ !Ro 8:29) and Will 
someday be "like him" !!Jn 3:2). rule. Man is the climax of 
God 's creative activity, and God has "crowned him With 
glory and honor" and "made him ruler" over the rest of his 
creation {Ps 8:5- 8). Since man was created in the image of 
the divine King, delegated sovereignty {kingship ) was be
stowed on him. {For redeemed man's ultimate kingship' 
notes on Heb 2:5- 9.) 
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GENESIS 1 :27 

27So God created u man v in his own 
image,w 

in the image of God x he created 
him; 

male and female r he created them. z 

28God blessed them and said to 
them,• "Be fruitful and increase in 
number; b fill the earth c and subdue 
it. Rule over d the fish of the sea and 
the ·birds of the air and over every 
living creature that moves on the 
ground. e" 

29Then God said, " I give you every 
seed-bearing plant on the face of the 
whole earth and every tree that has 
fruit with seed in it. They will be 
yours for food .I 30And . to all the 
beasts of the earth and all the birds 
of the air and all the creatures that 
move on the ground-everything 
that has the breath of life K in it-I 
give every green plant for food .h'' 
And it was so. 

31God. saw all that he had made,; 
and it was very good./ And there 
was evening, and there was morn
ing '-the sixth day. 

74 

1:27 uS ver I 
>Ge2:7; 
Ps 103 :1 4; 
119:73 "'5 ver 20 
•Ge 5: I YGe 5:2; 
Mt 19·4" · 
Mk 10·0 .. · 
Gal 3:iB iDt 4:32 
I :28 •Ge 33 :5; 
Jes 24:3; 
Ps 113:9; 127:3,5 
bS Ge 17:0 <S ver 
22; GeO:J; 
Ac 17:20 dver 2~; 
Ps 115:10 
<Ps8 :~8 
I :29 /Ge 9:3; 
Dt 12 ·1 5· 
Ps 1o4 :1 4; 
1Ti 4:3 
I :JO gGe 2:7; 
7: 22 •Job38:41 ; 
Ps 78:25; t04: 14, 
27; 111 :5; 
130:25; 145 :t5 ; 
147:9 
1:31 ;p, 104:24; 
130:5; Pr3:19; 
}er J0:12 i5ver 4; 
1Ti 4:4 •SverS 
2·11Dt4·J9· 
17:3; 2 K.i . 17~JO; 
21:3; Ps 104:2; 
Isa 44 :24 ; 45 : 12; 
48: 13; SI : 13 
2:2 mDt 5: 14 
nver 2-J ; 
Ex20:11; 31:17: 
34:21; Jn 5:17: 
Heb 4:4' 
2:3 • Ex 10:23; 
20:10: 23:12 : 
31 : I 5; 35:2; 
!Lv 23:3: 
Ne 9:14: 
Isa SB: 13: 
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2 Thus the heavens and the earth 
were completed in all their vast 
array.' 

2By the seventh daym God had finished 
the work he had been doing; so on 
the seventh day he rested c from all 
his work. n 3And God blessed the 
seventh day and made it holy, 0 be
cause on it he rested P from all the 
work of creating q that he had done. 

Adam and Eve 
4This is the account' of the heavens and 

the earth when they were created. s 

When the LORD God made the earth 
and the heavens- sand no shrub of the 
field had yet appeared on the earth d and 
no plant of the field had yet sprung up, ' 
for the LORD God had not sent rain on the 
earth d u and there was no man to work 
the ground , Obut streams• came up from 
the earth and watered the whole surface of 
the ground- 7the LORD God formed v the 

}er 17:22 • Ps 95: 11 ; Heb 4: J. J J •5 Ge I: I 2:4 •Ge S: I: 0:9: 
10: I: 11 :10.27: 25:1 2.19: 30: 1,9; 37:2 see I: I; Job 38:8·1 I 
2:S 15 Ge I: 11 ujob 38:28; Ps 05 :9-10; )er JO: 13 2:7 
' isa29:16; 43 :121; 44 :2 

<2 Or ceiiled: also in ~eise 3 • 5 Or land; also in 
verse 6 •6 Or mis! 

I :27 This highly significant verse is the,fir,a occurrence of 
poetry in the OT {which is about 40 percent poetry ). created. 
The word is used here three times to desc ribe the central 
divine act of the sixth day {see note on v. I J. male and 
female. Alike they bear the image of God, and together they 
share in the divine benediction that follows. 

rwo. The first record of obligatory Sabbath observance is of 
Israel on her way from Egypt to Sinai {Ex 16), and according 
to Ne 9: 13-1 4 the Sabbath was not an official covenant 
obligation until the giving of the law at Mount Sinai. 
2:4 account. The word occurs ten times in Genesis-at the 
beginning of each main section {see Introduction: Literary 
Features). the heavens and the earth. See note on I: I. The 
phrase "the account of the heavens and the earth" in
troduces the record of what happened to God 's creation. The 
blight of sin and rebellion brought a threefold curse that 
darkens the story of Adam and Eve in God's good and 
beautiful garden : Ill on Satan {3:1 41; 121 on the ground, 
because of man 13: 171; and 131 on Cain 14: 11 I. I: 1-2 :3 is a 
general account of creation. while 2:4-4:26 focuses on the 
beginning of human history. loRD Cod. "LoRD" !Hebrew 
YHWH. "Yahweh" I is the personal and covenant name of 
God {see note on Ex 3: 15 1. emphasizing his role as Israel 's 
Redeemer and covenant Lord {see note on Ex 6:61. while 
"God" !Hebrew £/ohiml is a general term. Both names occur 
thousands of ti mes in the OT. and often. as here. they appear 
together- clear ly ind icating that they refer to the same one 
and only God. 

I :28 Cod blessed chem ... fill . .. subdue ... Rule. Man 
goes fonh under this divine bened iction-flourishing. filling 
the earth with his kind, and exercising dominion over the 
other eanhly creatures {see v. 26; 2: IS; Ps 8:6-81. Human 
culture, accordingly, is not anti-God {though fal len man 
often has turned his efforts into proud rebellion against God I. 
Ra ther. it is the expression of man·s bearing the image of his 
Creator and sharing, as God's servant, in God's kingly ru le. 
As God 's representative in the creaturely realm. he is stew
ard of God's creatures. He is not to exploit, waste or despoil 
them. but to care fo r them and use them in the service of God 
and man. 
I :29-30 People and animals seem to be portrayed as 
originally vegetarian {see 9:3). 
I :31 very good. See note on v. 4. the sixth day. Perhaps to 
stress the finality and importance of this day. in the Hebrew 
text the definite article is first used here in regard o the 
crea lion days. 
2:2 finished . .. rested. God rested on the seventh day. not 
because he was weary , but because nothing formless or 
empty remained {see NIY text noteJ. His creative work was 
completed-and it was totally effective. absolutely perfect. 
"very good" {I :31 J. It did not have to be repeated, repaired 
or revised, and the Creator rested to commemorate it. 
2:3 Cod blessed the seventh day and made it holy . 
reseed. Although the word "Sabbath" is not used here. the 
Hebrew verb translated "rested' ' {see v. 21 is the origin of the 
noun "Sabbath." Ex 20: 11 quotes the first ha lf of v. 3. bu 
substitutes "Sabbath" for "seventh," clearly equating the 

2:7 formed. The Hebrew for this verb commonly referred 
to the work of a potter {see Isa 45:9: Jer 18:6 1. who fashions 
vessels from clay {see Job 33 :6). "Make' ' 11 :261. "create" 
11 :27 1 and "form" are used to describe God's creat ion of 
both man and anima ls Iv . 19; I :21,25 1. breach of life. Hu
mans and animals alike have the breath or life in them [see 
I :30 ; Job 33 :41. man became a living being. The Hebrew 
phrase here translated "living being· · is translated "living 
creat ures·· in I :20.24. The words of 2:7 therefore imply that 
people. at least physically . have affini ty with the animals. The 
great difference is that man is made "in the image of God" 
11 :271 and has an absolutely unique relation both to God as 
his servant and to the other creatures as their divinely ap-
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manrw fromthedust x oftheground r and ~&~W~i1;/I7 , 
breathed into his nostrils the breath ' of Job4:19: 10:9: 
life, a and the man became a living being. b ~;9\i~~~~~~5j 20; 

8Now the LORD God had planted a gar- !~f ;,c1e0~~~;; 
den in the east, in Eden ; c and there he put Jer 18:6: 
the man he had formed . 9And the LORD !f(;~~ :~'. 
God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ~"sbJ? 13~b~ 2:22 
ground-trees d that were pleasing to the '"' 42 :5: 
eye and good for food. In the middle of the ~1~~7i'}~10 , 32 ,8, 
garden were the tree of life • and the tree 33:4: 34: 14: 
of the knowledge of good and evil .I r~~~,~~ : 

10A river K watering the garden flowed ~(~3?5 ,~'5 . 
from Eden; h from there it was separated 2:8 <ver 10.15; 
into four headwaters. 11 The name of the ~ni31~~ 1::/6 ' 
first is the Pishon ; it winds through the Eze 28: 13; 31 :9. 
entire land of Havilah ,; where there is 1

1!'1 ~
6)35 ; 

gold . 12(The gold of that land is good ;. aro- ;i ~Eirn~8 

matic resin&i and onyx are also there.) Pr3:1 8: 11 :30: 
13The name of the second river is the Gi- J/,~v4~ i2 
hon ; it winds through the entire land of 2:10 mu 24:6: 
Cush. h 14The name of the third river is the ~s ~~~~ Eze 47'5 

Tigris;; it runs along the east side of ~s~i8•Ge 10:7; 
Asshur. And the fourth river is the Euphra- 2:12 1Nu 11:7 
tes. / ~',1 ~o':i" 41: 1: 

15The LORD God took the man and put ~';2~53\~ ' 31:2 1: 
him in the Garden of Eden m to work it and Nu 22·5 01 1 ·7· 
take care of it. 16And the LORD God com- 11 :24: Jos 1:4: · 25'8:3; 1Ki4:21: 
manded the man , "You are free to eat from 2Ki23:29: 24 :7:" 
any tree in the garden; n 17but you must 1~~ ~s~~J~ 3; 
not eat from the tree of the knowledge of Jer 13:4: 40:2: 51:63; SRev9:!4 
good and evil, o for When you eat Of it ~U\ 2: IS ms ver 8 
will surely die ."P · · t:~ ~g:f:j~ 17 

18The LORD God said, " It is not good for •Ge 3:1.3: 5:5; 
the man to be alone. l will make a helper f9~j~r0~f~~,5 · 
suitable for him." q Eze3: 18: 
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GENESIS 2:24 

19Now the LORD God had formed out of 
the ground all the beasts of the field ' and 
all the birds of the air. s He brought them 
to the man to see what he would name 
them ; and whatever the man called t each 
living creature, u that was its name. zoso 
the man gave names to all the livestock, 
the birds of the air and all the beasts of the 
field. 

But for Adami no suitable helper v was 
found. 21 so the LoRD God caused the man 
to fall into a deep sleep; w and while he 
was sleeping, he took one of the man's 
ribs i and closed up the place with flesh. 
22Then the LORD God made a woman from 
the fibk x he had taken out of the man, 
and he brought her to the man. 

23The man said , 

"This is now bone of my bones 
and flesh of my flesh; r 

she shall be called z 'woman, 1 ' 
for she was taken out of man. a" 

24 For this reason a man will leave his fa-

SRo5:1 2:S6:23 2:18 •Pr31:11: 1Co 11 :9; !Ti2 :1 32:19 
•Ps 8:7 •S Ge 1 :20 rs Ge I :5 ue;, I :24 2:20 •Ge 3:20: 4: I 
2:21 wGe1 5:12: 15' 26 :1 2: Job33:15 2\22 z1Co 11:8,9.12: 
1Ti2:!3 2:23 rGe 29:!4: Eph5:28-JOzSGe 1:5•!Co1 1:8 

17 The Hebrew for man fadam) sounds like and may be 
related 10 the Hebrew for ground fadamaht. it is also the 
name Adam !see Gen. 2:201. &12 Or good; pearls 
h /J Possibly southeast Mesopotamia '20 Or the man 
12 I Or took pan of the man "s side •22 Or pan 
123 The Hebrew for woman sounds like the Hebrew for 
man. 

pointed steward ( Ps 8: 5- 8 ). 
2:8 in the east. From the standpoint or the author or 
Genesis. The garden was perhaps near where f Tigris and 
Euphrates rivers (see v. 14) meet, in what is today southern 
Iraq. Eden. A na me synonymous with "parad ise" and related 
to either (I) a Hebrew word meaning "bliss" or "delight" or 
(2) a Mesopotamian word meaning "a plain." Perhaps the 
author subtly suggests both. 

a common noun meaning "spurter." Both the Pishon and the 
Cihon may have been streams in Lower Mesopotamia near 
the Persian Gulf. The names were those current when Moses 
wrote . 

2:9 tree of life. Signifying and giving Ii Fe, without dea th, to 
those who eat its fruit (see 3 :22 ; Rev 2:7 ; 22:2 ,1 4 ). rree of 
the knowledge of good and evil. Signifying and giving 
knowledge or good and evil, leading ultimately to death, to 
those who eat its fruit (v . I 7; 3:3). "'Knowledge of good and 
evil" refers to moral knowledge or ethical discernment (see 
Dt 1:39 ; Isa 7:15-16). Adam and Eve possessed both life 
and moral discernment as they came from the hand of God. 
Their access to the fruit of the tree of life showed that God's 
will and intention for them was life. Ancient pagans believed 
that the gods intended for man always to be mortal. In eating 
the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil , Adam 
and Eve sought a creaturely source of discernment in order to 
be morally independent of God. 
2: 11 Pishon. Location unknown. The Hebrew word may 
be a common noun meaning "gusher. " Havilah. Location 
unknown; perhaps mentioned again in I 0:29. It is probably 
to be distinguished from the Havilah of 10:7, which was in 
Egypt. 
2: 13 Cihon. Location unknown. The Hebrew word may be 

2: 14 Asshur. An ancient capital city of Assyria ("Assyria" 
and "Asshur" are related words). Euphrares. Often called 
simply " the River" (I Ki 4 :2 I ,24) because of its size and 
importance. 
2 : 15 work . .. take care. See note on 1:28. Man is now 
charged to govern the earth responsibly under God's sover
eignty. 
2: 16 any tree. Including the tree of life (v. 9J. 
2 :17 surely die. Despite the serpent's denial (3 '. 4 ). dis
obeying God ultimately results in death. 
2 : 18-25 The only full account of the creation of woman in 
ancient Near Eastern literature . 
2: 18 not good . .. to be alone. Without female companion
ship and a partner in reproduction, the man could not fully 
realize his humanity. 
2: 19 name them. His first act of dominion over the crea
tures around him (see note on I :5 ). 
2:24 leave his father and mother. Instead of remaining 
under the protective custody of his parents a man leaves 
them and, with his wife, establishes a new family uni t. 
unired . .. one flesh. The divine intention for husband and 
wife was monogamy. Together they were to form an insepa
rable union, of which "one flesh" is both a sign and an 
expression. 
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GENESIS 2:25 

ther and mother and be united b to his 
wife, and they will become one flesh. c 

25The man and his wife were both 
naked, d and they felt no shame. 

The Fall of Man 

3 Now the serpent' was more crafty 
than any of the wild animals the LORD 

God had made. He said to the woman, 
"Did God really say, 'You must not eat 
from any tree in the garden'? I " 

2The woman said to .the serpent, "We 
may eat fruit from the trees in the gar
den, 8 3but God did say, 'You must not eat 
fruit from the tree that is in the middle of 
the garden, and you must not touch it, or 
you will die.' "h 

4"You will not surely die," the serpent 
said to the woman.; 5"For God knows 
that when you eat of it your eyes will be 
opened, and you will be like God,i know
ing good and evil." 

owhen the woman saw that the fruit of 
the tree was good for food and pleasing to 
the eye, and also desirable < for gaining 
wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also 
gave some to her husband , ' who was with 
her, and he ate it. m 7Then the eyes of both 
of them were opened, and they realized 
they were naked ; n so the1 sewed fig 
leaves together and made coverings for 
themselves. 0 

8Then the man and his wife heard the 
sound of the LoRD God as he was walk-
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2:2' bMaJ 2:15 
<Mt 19:5"; 
Mlt 10:7-8• ; 
ICoO:JO"; 
Eph5:31• 
2:25 dGe 3:7, 
J().11 ; lsa47:3; 
la I :8 
3: I •Job I :7; 2:2; 
2Co 11:3; 
Rev 12:9; 20:2 
/5Ge 2:17 
3:2 8Ge2 :1 0 
3:3 hSGe2:17 
3:4 15 Jn 8:44; 
2Co 11:3 
3:5 iS Ge I :20; 
14:1 8,19; Ps 7:8; 
Isa 14:14; 
Eze 28:2 
3:6 tjas 1:14-15; 
1Jn2:10 
/Nu 30:7-8; 
Jer 44 :15,19,24 
m2co 11 :3; 
1Ti2:14 
3:7 nee 2:25 
oVer 21 
3:8 Pl.ev 20: 12; 
Dt 23:14 
qJob 13:1 0: 23:7: 
31:33; 34 :22,23; 
Ps5·5· 139·7-1 2 
Jsai9:15: · ' 
Jer 10:17; 23 :24; 
49:10; 
Rev0:15- 10 
3:9 rGe4:9; 
10:8; 18:9; 
I Ki 19:9. 13 · 
3:10 •Ex 19:10: 
20:18; Dt 5:5: 
ISa 12:18 
rGe 2:25 
3:11 •Ge 2:25 
"5Ge 2:17 
3:12 wGe2 :22 
3: 13 •Ro 7: 11: 
2Co 11 ·3· 
I Ti 2:14 ' 
3:14 
r Dt 28: I 5-20 
t Ps 72 :9; 
Isa 49:23: 05:25: 

10 

ingP in the garden in the cool of the day, 
and they hid q from the LoRD God among 
the trees of the garden. 9But the LORD God 
called to the man, "Where are you?"' 

JOHe answered, " I heard you in the gar
den, and I was afraid s because I was 
naked; 1 so I hid." 

11 And he said, "Who told you that you 
were naked? u Have you eaten from the 
tree that I commanded you not to eat 
from? v" 

12The man said , "The woman you put 
here with mew-she gave me some fruit 
from the tree, and I ate it." 

13Then the LoRD God said to the 
woman, "What is this you have done?" 

The woman said, "The serpent deceived 
me, x and I ate." 

J4So the LORD God said to the serpent, 
"Because you have done this, 

"Cursedr are you above all the 
livestock 

and all the wild animals! 
You will crawl on your belly 

and you will eat dust' 
all the days of your life. 

15And I will 1Jut enmity 
between you and the woman, 
and between your offspringm• and 

hers ; b 

Mic 7:17 l:IS •Jn 8:44; Ac 13: 10; IJn 3:8 •Ge 10: 11 ; 
Jdg 13:5; Isa 7:14; 8:3; 9:0; Mt 1:23 ; Uc 1:31: Gal 4:4; 
Revl2:17 

m/5 Or seed 

2:25 naked . .. no shame. Freedom from shame, signifying 
moral innocence, would soon be lost as a result of sin !see 
3:7 ). 

and evil. See note on 2:9. 

3: I serpent. The great deceiver clothed himself as a ser
pent. one of God's good creatures. He insinuated a falsehood 
and portrayed rebellion as clever. but essentially innocent, 
self-inte rest. Therefore "the devil, or Satan," is later referred 

· to as " that ancient serpent" !Rev 12:9 ; 20:2) . crafty. The 
Hebrew words for "crafty"' and "naked " are almost identi
cal. Though naked. the man and his wife felt no shame 
12 :25 ). The craftiness of the serpent led them to sin, and they 
then became ashamed of their nakedness !see v. 7). Did Cod 
really say . .. ? The question and the response changed the 
course of human history. By causing the woman to doubt 
God 's word, Satan brought evil into the world . Here the 
deceiver undertook to alienate man from God. In Job 1- 2 he, 
as the accuser, acted to alienate God from man !see also Zee 
3: I ). 
3:3 and you must not touch ii. The woman adds to God 's 
word , distorting his directive and demonstrating that the 
serpent's subtle challenge was working its poison. 
3:4 You will not surely die. The blatant denial of a specific 
divine pronouncement !see 2: 17 ). 
3:5 Cod knows. Satan accuses God of having unworthy 
motives. In Job I :9- 11 ; 2:4- 5 he accuses the righteous man 
of the same. your eyes will be opened, and you will be like 
Cod. The statement is only half true. Their eyes were 
opened, to be sure !see v. 7), b~t the result was quite 
different from what the serpent had promised. knowing good 

3:6 good/or food . .. pleasing to the eye ... desirable for 
gaining wisdom. Three aspects of temptation. Cf. !Jn 2: 16; 
Lk 4:3,5,9. 
3:7 they realized they were naked. No longer innocent like 
children, they had a new awareness of themselves and of 
each other in their nakedness and shame. they ... made 
coverings. Their own feeble and futile attempt to hide their 
shame, which only God could cover !see note on v. 21 ). 
3:8 the garden. Once a place of joy and fe llowship with 
God, it became a place of fear and of hiding from God. 
3:9 Where are you? A rhetorical question !see 4 :9). 
3: 12 The woman you put here ... gave me. The man 
blames God and the woman- anyone but himself- for his 
sin. 
3: 13 The serpent deceived me. The woman blames the 
se rpent rather than he~elf. 
3:14 Cursed. The serpent, the woman and the man were 
all judged, but only the serpent and the ground were 
cu~ed-the latter because of Adam Iv. 17). dust. The sym
bol of death itself Iv. 19) would be the serpent's food. 
3: 15 he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel. 
The antagonism between people and snakes is used to sym
bolize the outcome of the titanic struggle between God and 
the evil one, a struggle played out in the hearts and history of 
mankind. The offspring of the woman would eventually 
crush the serpent's head, a promise fulfilled in Christ's vic
tory over Satan- a victory in which all believe~ will share 
!see Ro 16:201. 
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The First Book of Moses Called 

GENESIS 
The History ot Creation 

I N the beainnin& God created the heavens and 
the earth. 

2 The earth was without fonn. and void; and 
darkness was on the face of the deeP. And the 
Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the 
waters. 
3 Then God said. "Let there be liaht"; and 
there was li&hL 
4 And God saw the li&ht. that it was 11ood; 
and God divided the li&ht from the darkness. 
5 God called the li&ht DaY; and the darkness 
He called Ni&ht. So the evenin& and the morn
in& were the first da.Y. 
• Then God said, "Let there be a firmament in 
the midst of the waters. and let it divide the 
waters· from the waters." · 
7 Thus God made the firmament. and divided 
the waters which were under the firmament 
from the waters which were above the firma
ment; and it was so. . 
8 And God called the firmament Heaven. So 
the evenin& and the morning were the second 
daY. 
• Then God said. "Let the waters under the 
heavens be aathered toaether into one Place. 
and let the drY· land appear"; and it was so. 
10 And God called the drY land Earth. and the 
aatherin11 to&ether of the waters He called Seas. 
And God saw that it was &ood. 
11 Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth 
arass. the herb that Yields seed. and the fru it 
tree that Yields fruit according to its kind. 
whose seed is in itself. on the earth"; and it was 
so. 
12 And the earth brought forth &f°lss;, the herb 
that Yields seed according to its kind, and the 
tree that Yields fruit. whose seed is in itself 
according to its kind And God saw that it was 
11ood. 
13 So the evening and the mornin& were the 
third daY. 
14 Then God said. "Let there be li&hts in the 
firmament of the heavens to divide the day from 
the ni&ht; and let them be for si&ns and seasons. 
and for days and Years; 
15 "and let them be for li&hts in the firmament 
of the heavens to &ive li&ht on the earth"; and it 
was so. 
16 Then God made two great lights: the greater 
li&ht to rule the day, and the lesser li&ht to rule 
the night. He made the stars also. 
17 God set them in the firmament of the heav
ens to give light on the earth. 
18 and to rule over the day and over the night. 
and to divide the light from the darkness. And 
God saw that it was good. 
19 So the evening and the morning were the 
fourth daY. 
20 Then God said. "Let the waters abound with 
an abundance of living creatures. and let birds 
fly above the earth across the face of the 
firmament of the heavens." 
21 So God created great sea creatures and 
every living thing that moves, with which the 
waters abounded. according to their kind, and 
even' win&ed bird according to its kind. And 
God saw that it was good. 
22 And God blessed them. saYing, " Be fruitful 

and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas. and 
let birds multiply on the earth." 
23 So the evenin& and the mornin& were the 
fifth da.Y. 
24 Then God said. "Let th~ earth brin& forth 
the livin& creature accordin& to its kind: cattle 
and creePin& thin& and beast of the earth. each 
according to its kind"; and it was so. 
25 And God made the beast of the earth ac
cording to its ~nd. cattle accordin& to its kind. 
and eve!'Ythin11 that creePS on the earth accord
in11 to its kind And God saw that it was 11ood. 
• Then God said. "Let Us make man in Our 
ima&e. according to Our likeness; let them have 
dominion nver the fish of the sea. over the birds 
of the air. and over the cattle. over all the earth 
and over every creePin& thin& that creePS on 
the earth." ' 
27 So God created man in His own ima&e; in 
the ima&e of God He created him; male and 
female He created them. 
28 Then God blessed them, and God said to 
them. "Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth· 
and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of 
the sea. over the birds of the air. and over every 
livin& thin& that moves on the earth." 
29 And God said. "See, I have given You even' 
herb that yields seed which is on the face of all 
the earth. and every tree whose fruit Yields 
seed; to you it shall be for food. 
30 "Also. to every beast of the earth. to even' 
bird of the air. and to eve!'Ythin& that creePS on 
the earth, in which there iS life. I have iriven 
every green herb for food"; and it was so. 
31 Then God saw everYthing that He had 
made. and ·indeed it was very &ood. So the 
evening and the morning were the sixth daY. 

2 Thus the heavens and the earth. and all the 
host of them, were finished. 

2 And on the seventh day God ended His 
work which He had done. and He rested on the 
seventh day from all His work which He had 
done. 
3 Then God blessed the seventh day and 
sanctified it. because in it He rested from all His 
work which God had created and made. 
4 This is the history of the heavens and the 
earth when they were created. in the day that 
the LoRo God made the earth and the heavens. 
5 before any Plant of the fleld was in the earth 
and before anY herb of the fleld had grown. For 
the LoRo God had not caused it to rain on the 
earth. and there was no man to till the ground; 
6 but a mist went up from the earth and 
watered the whole face of the ground. 
7 And the LoRD God formed man of the dust 
of the ground. and breathed into his nostrils the 
breath of life; and man became a living being. 

Ufe In God's Garden 
8 The LoRD God Planted a &arden eastward in 
Eden. and there He Put the man whom He had 
formed. 
9 And out of the ground the LoRD God made 
even' tree grow that is pleasant to the sight and 
good for food. The tree of life was also in the 
midst of the garden. and the tree of the knowl
edge of good and evil. 
10 Now a river went out of Eden to water the 
garden. ana from there it parted and became 
four riverheads. 
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GENESIS 2:11 

11 The name of the ftrst is Pishon; it is the one 
which enconwasses-the whole land of Havilah, 
where there is &old. 

· 12 And the aold of that land is aood. Bdellium 
and the onYX stone are there. 
13 The name of the second river is Gihon; it is 
the one which encorru>asses the whole land of 
Cush. 
14 The name of the third river is Hiddekel;1 it is 
the one which aoes toward the east of Assyria. 
The fourth river is the EUPhrates. 
H Then the LoRD God took the man and put 
him in the aanlen of Eden to tend and keep it. 
16 And the Lom God commanded the man, 
saYina:. ''Of even' tree of the aarden You lllllY 
freelY eat; 

I 17 "but of the tree of the knowledae of 11ood 
·and evil You shall not eat. for in the da.Y that 
YOU eat of it YOU shall surelY die ... 
1a And the LoRD God said. "It is not aood that 
man should be alone; I will make him a helPer 
corru>arable to him." 
19 Out of the around -the LoRD God formed 
even' beast of the field and even' bird of the air, 
and brouaht them to Adam to see what he 
would call them. And whatever Adam called 
each livina creature, that was its name. 
20 So Adam aave names to all cattle. to the 
birds of the air, and to even' beast of the field. 
But for Adam there was not found a helPer 
corru>arable to him. 
21 And the LoRD God caused a deeP sleep to 
fall on Adam. and he slept; and He took one of 
his ribs. and closed UP the flesh in its Place. 
22 Then the rib which the LoRD God had taken 
from man He made into a woman, and He 
brouaht her to the man. 
23 And Adam said: 'This is now bone of mY 
bones and flesh of mY flesh; she shall be called 
Woman, because she was taken out of Man." 
24 Therefore a man shall leave his father and 
mother and be foined to his wife, and they shall 
become one flesh. I i 
25 And they were both naked; the man and his 
wife. and were not ashamed. 

The Temptation and FaD of Man 

3 Now the serPent was more cunnina than 
any beast of the field which the LoRD God 

had made. And he said to the woman. "Has God 
indeed said, 'You shall not eat of even' tree of 
the garden'?" 
2 And the woman said to the serPent, ''We 
maY eat the fruit of the trees of the garden; 
3 "but of the fruit of the tree which is in the 
midst of the 11arden, God has said, 'You shall 
not eat it, nor shall you touch it, lest you die.' " 
4 And the serPent said to the woman, "You 
will not surely die. 
5 "For God knows that in the day You eat of it 
your eyes will be opened, and You will be Like 
God. knowina good and evil" 
6 So when the woman saw that the tree was 
11ood for food, that it was Pleasant to the eyes, 
and a t ree desirable to make one wise, she took 
of its fru it and ate. She also gave to her husband 
with her. and he ate. 
7 Then the eYes of both of them were opened. 
and they knew that they were naked; and they 
sewed fl11 leaves together and made themselves 
coverings. 
s And they heard the sound of the LoRo God 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, 

I Or Tiaris 

2 

and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the 
presence ot the LoRD God amona the trees of 
the aarden. 
• Then the LoRD God called to Adam and said 
to him, "Where are You?'' 
10 So he said, "I heard Your voice in the 
aarden. and I was afraid because I was naked; 
and I hid mYself." 
11 And He said, "Who told YOU that YOU were 
naked? Have You eaten from the tree of which I 
commanded You that You should not eat?'' 
12 Then the man said, 'The woman whom You 
&ave to be with me, she &ave me of the tree. and 
I ate." 
13 And the LoRo God said to the woman, 
''What is this You have done?'' And the woman 
said, 'The serPent deceived me. and I ate." 
14 So the Lom God said to the serPent: "Be
cause You have done this. You are cursed more 
than all cattle. and more than even' beast of the 
field; on Your bellY you shall ao. and you shall 
eat dust all the da.Ys of Your life. 
15 "And I will put enmity between you and the 
woman. and between Your seed and her Seed; 
He shall bruise Your head, and you shall bruise 
His heel" 
16 To the woman He said: " I will areatlY 
multiPIY Your sorrow and Your conception; in 
Pain You shall brina forth children; your desire 
shall be for Your husband. and he shall rule over 
YOU." 
17 Then to Adam He said. "Because you have 
heeded the voice of Your wife. and have eaten 
from the tree of which I commanded You. 
sayina, 'You shall not eat of it' : Cursed is the 
around for Your sake; in toil You shall eat of it 
all the da.Ys of Your life. 
1 s "Both thorns an(! thistles it shall brina forth 
for You. and You shall eat the herb of the field. 
19 "In the sweat of Your face You shall eat 
bread till You return to the around, for out of it 
You were taken; for dust You are, and to dust 
You shall return." 
20 And Adam called his wife's name Eve, be
cause she was the mother of all living. 
21 Also for Adam and his wife the Lom God 
made tunics of skin. and clothed them. 
22 Then the LoRD God said. "Behold. the man 
has become like one of Us. to know good and 
evil. And now. lest he put out his hand and take 
also of the tree of life. and eat. and live for
ever"-
23 therefore the LoRD God sent him out of the 
garden of Eden to till the around from which he 
was taken. 
24 So He drove out the man; and He Placed 
cherubim at the east of the garden of Eden, and 
a flaming sword which turned everY waY, to 
guard the waY to the tree of life. 

Caln Murden Abel 

4 Now Adam knew Eve his wife, and she 
conceived and bore Cain. and said, "I have 

gotten a man from the LoRD." 
2 Then she bore again , this time his brother 
Abel Now Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain 
was a tiller of the around. 
3 And in the Process of time it came to pass 
that Cain brought an offering of the fruit of the 
ground to the LoRD. 
4 Abel also brought of the fl rstlings of his 
flock and of their fat. And the LoRD respected 
Abel and his offering, 
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Egyptian lVIyths, T ales, and Mortuary T exts 
TRANSLATOR: JOHN A . WI L SON 

Creation and Myths of O rigins 
THE CREATION BY A TUM 

The following text served in the dedication ri tual of a royal 
pyramid by recalling the first crea tion, when the god Atum of 
Heliopolis was on a prime1·al hillock arising out of the waters 
oi chaos and there brought the first gods into being. In like man
ner, the god is now asked to bless the rising pyramid, an ana
logue of the hillock. 

The text was p rved inside the pyramids of Mer-ne-Re and 
Pepi II (Nefr r-ka·Re) of the Sixth Dynasty (24th century B.c. ) , 
from which the following translation is made. Parts of the text 
were popular in later times, to promote the immortality of 
individuals.' 

The hieroglyphic text appears in K. Sethe, Die altiigyptischen 
Pyramidentexten, 11(Leipzig,1910), §1652-56. Extracts from the 
whole utterance ha1·e occasionally been translated, for example, 
J. H. Breasted, Development of Religion and T hought zn 
.4.ncient Egypt (New York, 1912), 76 f.• (Sec Addenda). 

0 Atum-Kheprer, thou wast on high on the (pri
meval) hill; thou didst arise as the ben-bird of the ben
stone in the Ben-House in Heliopolis ;2 thou didst spit 
out what was Shu, thou didst sputter out what was 
Tefnut. 3 Thou didst put thy arms abou t them as the 
arms of a ka, for thy ka was in them.' 

(So also), 0 Atum, put .thou thy arms about King 
Nefer-ka-Re, about this construction work, about this 
pyramid, as the arms of a ka. For the ka of King Nder
b-Re is in it, enduring for the course of eternity. 0 
Atum, mayest thou set thy protection over this King 
Nefer-ka-Re, over this his pyramid and this construction 
work of King Nefer-ka-Re. Mayest thou guard lest any
thing happen to him evilly throughout the course of 
eternity, as thou didst set thy protection over Shu and 
Tefnut. 

0 Great Ennead which is in Heliopolis, Atum, Shu , 
Tdnut, Geb, Nut, Osiris, Isis, Seth, and Nephthys,5 

whom Atum begot, spreading wide his heart (in joy) at 
1 For example, ir appc:ars in the 13th century B.c. , in ex tracts, in 

Papyrus Chester Beatty IX, recto, viii J-O r (Hieratic Papyri in the Britith 
.\f:urnm. Third Saia. Chetter Beatty Gift, ed . by A. H. Gardiner, Vol. r 
[London, 1935], 91). 

'The god of Heliopol is was compounded of two phases of the sun, 
Arum and Kheprer (later Atum and Re). The sanctuary at H eliopolis 
had a stone of sacred recognition. Associated with this stone was a bird , 
~hich was much later to be taken as the phoenix. This part of the texts 
" full of plays on words. such lS weben "arise." and ben-bird, ere. 

•The cre2tion of Shu, god of air, rnd of Tefnut, goddess oi moistu re , 
\i.•as as explosive as a sneeze. cf. p. 6 below. 

' The ka was the alter ego, or the guardiln spirit, or- porhaps better
the va2l force of a personality. Pictorially it was depicted as the shel tering 
arms. The creator-god Arum put his own vital force into his first crcarures. 
•Th~ fuse nine gods. the Great Ennead, are here given, in their four 

genent1ons: ( 1) Arum, the creator; (2) Shu, god of air, and Tefnut, 
goddess of moisture; (3) Geb, god of earth, and :-<ut, goddess of the sky; 
(4) the sod Osiris and the goddess !sis; ·the god Seth and the goJdcss 
Nephthys. cf. p. 6 below. 

his begetting (you) in your name of the Nine Bo\\"s;' 
may there be none of you who will sepJr:ite himself from 
Atum, as he protects this King Nefer-b-Re, :is he pro
tects this pyr:imid of King Nefer-ka-Re. :is he protects 
th is his construction work-from all gods anJ from :i ll 
dead , and as he guards lest an ything happen to him 
evilly throughout the course of eternity. 

ANOTHER VERSION 
OF THE CREATION BY A TUM 

An ancient Egyptian's ti tle to eternal happiness was often 
asserted by associating him with various superhuman forces, 
including the greatest gods of the land. T hus he secured their 
invincible immortality. The following extract from the popular 
17th chapter of the Book of the Dead sets the deceased Egyptian 
in juxtaposition with the crea tor-god Atum, implic itly secu ring 
renewed creation of life. 

Thi s text w:i.s used all over Egypt fo r many centu ries. The 
following translation is taken from the Eighteenth to Twenty
First D ynas ties version of the Book of the Dead ( 1500-1000 
B.c.). The text goes back at least as far as the Middle Kingdom 
(2000 B.c.) , when it was inscribed in the coffins of nobles. By 
the Eighteenth D ynas ty, the text had been amplified with ex
planatory and confirmatory glosses. 

The cu rrent translation of the opening lines of the 17th chap
ter is made from H. Grapow, Religiose Urku nden ( Urk. v, 
Leipzig, 1915-17), 4-13 , including a transl ation into German. 
T ransla tions into English are needed for the Book of the Dead:' 
A rendering into German will be found in G . Roeder, Urkunden 
zur Religion des a/ten Aegypten (Jena, 1923), 237 ff. 

T itle 
The beginning of exaltations and beatifications; go

ing up and down in the necropolis; being an effective 
spirit in the beautiful west; being in the retinue of 
Osiris; being satisfied with the food of W en-nofer.' The 
spell for coming forth' by day, assuming any forms that 
he may wish to assume, playing at the draughtboard, 
sit ting in the arbor, and coming forth as a living soul, 
by X, after he moors. 3 It is of benefit to him who may 
do it on earth,' when the speech of the Lord of All takes 
place: 

Speech of the Creator, with Glosses 
"I am Atum when I was alone in Nun:' I am Re in 

r·. :~ (first) appearances, when ' he began . to rule that 
which he had made." 

6 The Nine Bows w ere the: nine traditional, poten tial enem ies of Egypt. 
Tl-ere is a pl ay on the "Nine (Gods)" Jnd the ">line (Bows)'" here. The 
hiagic of the spell protects aglinst rhe potentill enmi ty of these gods. 

1 0siris. 
'The magic spell which enables the dead to come fo rth from the tomb. 
3 At X arc inserted the title and name of the dcc~scd. "~oars" is a 

eu phemism for '"dies.'" 
'There is a promise of benefit to any living person who recites this spell 

on behalf of the decelscd. 
'The waters of chao,, out of which life arose. 
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\ \'ho is lie: ? This .. Re, when he bcg:i.n co ruli.: th:i.r 
wliid1 he hJJ :nJJc" ;nnns tlur Ri::: bcg:Jn w :i.ppc:i.r :is 
J king, :i s 011c: who \\'JS before the liiung> of Shu h:i<l 
r:.ikcn pb..:c ."' when he w:is on the: hill whid1 is in 
Her:nopulis.' .. . 

.. I am the: gn:Jt god whoc:imc into being by himself." 
\Vho is he .: "The ~n:::it goJ who c:imc inw being by 

h:msdf' ' is w:i.tc:r ; he is ~un, the farhcr of the goJs. 
Another version: He: is Re. 

'· He who crc:i.tcd his names. the Lord of rhc Ennc:iJ."' 
\Vho is he? He is Re, who crc:itcd the n:imcs of the 

p:i rts of his body. T h:it is how these gods who follow 
him came into being.' 

" I am he among the gods who cJ.nnot be repu lsed." 
\\'ho is he? He is Arum. who is in his sun Jisc. An· 

other version: He is Re, when he J.:iscs on chc CJ.ste rn 

horizon of hc::i\'en.' 
"! :i.m ves\er<l:i.v , while I know tomorrow:· 
\Vho i; he? A~ fo r ''yesterda.y," tha.t is Osiris. As for 

"tomorrow," that is Re on rh:i. t day on , ... ·h ich the en
emies of the All-Lord a.re annihib.red and his son Horus 
is ma.de ruler. 1 ~ ••• 

THE THEOLOGY OF ME!Y[PH!S 

\Vhen the First D ynany established iu capital at Memphis, 
it w;is necenary to justify the sudden .mergence of this to wn 
to centr:il importlnce. Tnc Mcmphite god Puh wJ.s there fo re 
proclaimed to hlve been the First Principle, uki ng precedence 
o\·er other rccogni:.ed creltoc-gods. ~1ythologic3l ;irguments 
wer : presented th3t the city of ~femph i s WlS the "pbce where 
th: T wo L;inds ;ire un ited"' ;ind th.lt the Temple of Pt1h w3s 

the '"b.liance in which tipper ;ind Lower Eg)'pt h3\'e been 

we ighed." 
The extncts presented here w:: puticub.rly interesting, be· 

c.luse cre.ltion is tre.lted in .ln intdlcctu.ll scme, whcrcls other 
cre:nion stories (like pp. 3·~ abo \·e) are given in purely 
physic;il terms. Hc:e the god Ptlh conceives the clements of the 
un iverse with his mind ("he3 rt") and brings them into being 
by his comm;inding speech ( "tongue" ). Thus, .lt the beg inning 
of Egyp:ian hinor~· , there w;n an approach to the Logos Do.:· 

trine. 
The e:<t1nt fo rm of this doc ument dltcs on ly to jOO a.c., but 

linguistic, phi!olog ic:il, and geopotit ical nidcncc is co nclusive 
in support of its de rivl: ion from an origir.ll text more tiun two 
thousand ye.ln older. 

The so-o.lled "ShJbab S;:one" is !"o. ~ 9S in the Br itish 
)foscum. It was published by S. Sh:irpc, Enpria n /nJcriptioflf 
from 1h~ Briti1 Ja .\fouum and 0th" Souru1 llondon, 1837), 1, 

Ph. 36-3S. The ittn undcrsunding of iu contents was th.ll of 
J. H. Breastc<l, in Z..td, xu rx ( 1901), 39·5~ , followed by A. 
Erm.ln, Ein Dcnkmal m~mpiii1i1ch" Tiuolori~ (SPA W, 19u, 

'Sc forc the :JH · iod S~u ~ :a d l if~d: hc·ucn :tp:trt from nrth. 
: Atum ·Jlc bcr:an hi1 crution upon :a prlrnc•·1l hillock ar i1inr our of 

the aby1mJ\ w11en. Sun. In thi1 vcnion thi1 bil!ock l1 louted in the 
ancie:u cuit<cntcr of He:mopoli1.. Any important cuh<cntcr w:u rcrudcd 
b)· the E~~('li 1n 1 :t• po1cnri a ll ~ 1 pbcc of cre1rit'ln and therefore had iu 
c:.wn hill 11i ~rutiot1. l ) m~liuJ in in holy of holies. ci. pp. 1: S; 31. n.10. 

J The flrll utterance <"I f a name i1 an a,1 oi cre1uon. \Vhcn .-\n.im·Rc 
ramcJ the ~mt1 oi hi' boJy, hn Enr:ud. t.'\e :iine ,001 of hi1 immcJiuc 
bmi!>·· u mc into bcini; . 

'"P.le eternally ri1in11 1un cannot be dc1trorcd. 
10 T"lc ")Ulerd:av" of Juth i1 Jto«iued with Owi1, the &00 of 1,;c 

c:!C'Jd. The "' ton1orrow" of rebirth it J•~i HeJ wi1h the e1·cr-ri1it1r sun 
1nd with 1hc 1ccn1io n of Hotu ' ro the rule vf hi1 f~thcr Omi1. The 
continu l flOll of 1hc tc11 i1 not u1n1lucJ here. 

91G-5u). K. Scthe Je\'Oted J m.lste riy nuJy to ns contents . 
DramtJ:11d:e Tau :u ai:.i1yp1i1dun ,\/y;:enn11pulo1 l l"ntrr· 
1:1clt., x, Lc ipzis. 19:S). followe<l by H . Junker. V .e G1im·rlc-ii r, 
11011 Mcmpir:s {.·H'.1 W, 1939, l'.'r . .:3, Berlin. 194v). T he 
present plrt o[ the t::xt hJs been studied b~· J. H. Breastt:'J, The 
Daum of Cofll:iena {:"cw York , 1:HJJ, :9'.;::. and in H . 
Frankfort et 11/ ,, The Jnull~cwa./ .-ld:tui:ure of ,-/ncienl .\/11rs 

(Chiclgo, 1946), 55-6o. 

(t} Live the Horus: \\'ho Prospers the Two L:inds ; 
the Two GoJdcsscs: Who Prospers the Two L:i nds; the 
Horus of GolJ: \Vho Prospers the T\\.'O LJ.nJs ; the King 
of Upper :ind Lower Egypt: Nder-b-Re: the Son of 
Re : Sh:i-[ b:i-b]. beloved of Pt:ih-South-of- His-Wall , liv
ing like Re forever. His mJ.jcsty copied th is rcxt :incw 
in the House of his father Pt:ih-South-of-H is-Wall. l'ow 
his majesty ii:id found (it} as (something) which the 
ancestors hJ.d mJ.dc but which was worm-cacen. 1 It \\'as 
unknown from beginning to end. T hen (his m:ijrny J 
copu:d [ ic J anew, (so thJ.c) it is better ch an ics st:ite 
formerly, in order that his name might endure and his 
memori:i l be m.Jdc to last in the House of his father 
Ptah-South-of-His--Wall in the course of eternity, through 
that which the Son of Re: (Sha-ba-ka] did for his father 
Ptah·tenen, so th.Jt he might be gi'"cn life forc:\"er . . .. 

(7) The Enne:id gathered themselves to him, and he 
judged Horus and Seth.' He prevented them from 
qu:irrcling (further}, and he made Seth the King of 
Upper Egypt in the !:ind of Upper Egypt, :it the place 
where he was (born), Su. Then Geb m:ide H orus the 
King of Lower Egypt in the land of Lower Egypt, :i: 

the: place where his father, was drowned, Pc:zshet-T:i·.vi. 
Thus Horus stood in (one) place, and Seth stood in 
(another) place, and they were reconciled about the 
Two Lands .. .. 

'(10) Words spoken (by) Geb (to) Seth : "Go to the 
pl:ice in which thou wen born." Seth-Upper Egypt. 

Words spoken (bv) Geb (to) Horus: "Go to the pl:ice 
in which thy father was drowned." Horus- Lower 
Egypt. 

Words spoken (by) Geb (to) H orus and Seth: "! 
have judged you." Lower :ind Upper Egyr t. 

(But then it became) ill in the heart of Geb th:it the 
portion of H orus was (only) equal to the portion of 
Seth. So Geb gave his (entire) inher itance to Horus. thJt 
is, the son of h is son, his first-born.' . .. (Thus) H orus 
stood over the (entire) land. Thus this !:ind was united, 
proclaimed with lhe great name: "Ta-tenen, South-of. 
His--\Vall, the Lord of Erernity.''e The cwo Great Sor· 

l Tne origina l, r:cfoco•·crd in 1!te time oi Sh1-bJ-ka. was prciumabiy 
on papynn, wood . or leuher. 

: The nine ;rc:a1 rocJs .mcnJro Gcb. the ort~·(?d, for his juGici1\ 
rulinJ on the contc1t between HoruJ and Seth for t.ic ru!c of Epp1. 

' 01iri1. . 
• Hoc the 1e11 uhibiu mon clculy ju fu:r~ for dumaric put;"OKJ. 

A nimtiol'I ii uKJ for 1pc1i<en anJ for UlJC dir«::1onJ. "Sct.;-t:p;>e~ 
Ea)·pt '" muni cit.her thu t.ic pricsdy :a~ 1., r ph rinJ the p1rt of Gc':i 
P"'na out t.hc dir~tion 10 the actor "'·ho p! a ~:d Seth or 1hu che Seth· 
JCIOr WIJ to so od lO the lOUt.i. 

s Gcb rcv1Kd hi1 first decision 10 divide and p •·c all of bi1 dominion. 
the nrch . to Ho1u1. 

' .-\ form of ruh was Ti -tcnen , "'the bnd :ari1ins'' (out of the pfimcnl 
w:ttcn . ,,o thJt creation might iikc place). 

I 
; 
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cercsscs grew upon his hcJJ.: So ic WJS th:n Horus 
:ipµc:ueJ J S King of Upper :inJ Lower Egypr, who 
uniccJ che Two LJnJs in \\" :i ll Nome,· in the pb(c 
in which rhe Two L:in<ls arc unitc:J. 

( 15c) Ir IJJ.ppcned rh;:a rcc::J ;1nJ pJpyrus were set :it 
the grell double Joor of the House of Ptah. ' That meJns 
Horus :ind Scrh, who were reconc ikJ :inJ unirc:J, so thlt 
they associ:ireJ and their qu:irreling ceJsed in the pbci: 
which they reaclied, being joineJ in th e House of PCJh, 
"the BJ!Jnce of the Two Lands," in which Upper rnd 
Lower Egypt ha\·e becn wcigheJ ... 

(;8) The god s who cJme into being JS Ptah:-" 

Ptlh who is upon the GreJr Throne ... ; 
Ptah-N un, the fa ther who [begm) .~:um ; 
Pt:ih.Nauner, the mother who bore Arum; 
Ptah rhe Great, thJ C is, the hcJrt and tongue of the 

EnncaJi 
[Ptah] .. . who gJYe birth to the gods; .. . " 

(53) There c.Jme into being :is Lrie he:irt ar:J rhere 
cJme into being J S rhe tongue (something) in the form 
of Arum. The mighty GreJt One: is Ptah, who tr~ns· 
mined (life to Jll gods ), JS well as (to) their ka's, 
th.rough rhis he:in, by which Horus bec:ime Pr:ih, ::ind 
through this tongue, by which T hoth became PtJh." 

(Thus) it hJppened :hJt the heart Jnd tongue gJined 
control over [every] (other) member of the body, bv 
te:iching tha t he:l is in every body ar.d in e\'ery mouth 
of ail gods. JI! men, [all] cattle, all creeping things, 
and (cvervthing) thJt lives, by th ink ing and commJnd
ing nc: rything that he wishes. 

(55) Hi s Ennead is before him in (the form of) teeth 
and lips. T hJ t is ( the equ ivJlcnt of) the semen and 
hands of Arum. \Vhere :i s the Ennc:id of .\tum came 
into being by his semen and his fingers. the Ennead 
(of PtJh), howe\'er1 is the teeth :ind lips in th is mouth, 
which pronounced che name of e\'ery thing. fro m which 
Shu and Tcfnut came forth, and which was the fash· 
ioner of the Ennead.14 

The sight of the eyes, the heJring of the eJrS, Jnd the 
smelling the air by the nose. ~hey report ro the heart. 
le is this which causes n ery complered (conce pt ) to 
come fo rth, and .it is rhe tongue which :innou nces what 
the heart th inks.:' 

: The: crow n. of L1ppc: r and Lo,,.·er Ei)"p!. 
1 The pro•·in~c lnomc:l of M"c:riph:1 "'"a1 named "Whi:c: WJ1t:· 
'The: in:u1wi ning tutcliry j) lat.u of l';;>c:r and Lower Eg~;> t. the 

ft'Cd( !) and the par)"fl.n. 1ymbnlir.c: t!-ic: rcc:onoiiat:on of the t"'"O pnu llf 
Egy rt and of duir ~odL 

io Or, v.·i1h Junker: "who ha .. c: <the ir) for m in Puh.'' 
a Tb1cc other !orm1 of Ptah appur in ba~tr brokrn contu.L Thu~ 

form1 of Pu h apply 10 lhc 1mcmenf :hat follo"'' I. !'uh ..,.n both :"un, 
the abv1mal ..,.atcr1, and hi1 conloOn S"aunet, and in thCK apacitic-i he 
brough1 fonh .o\ru m, the creatot·&od of the Hc.ltopoliuo d1 t'Olo~y. 

12 Pub 1hou~ht of and c:ened by 1~h tlic cru tot ·&od Arum ("To-
u !i ty" ), 1hu1 u an1m iuiri1 the di•·inc: po• .. cr of Pnh to ill other • od1. 
The JO!h H oru1 arid Tho1h, J commonly 1uoci1tcd pJi.r , arc equ 1ted 
wit h tlic otiJnl o( thouaht and 1;x~h. 

11 Pu h, a1 hun and ton!": uc, 
14 .o\ di.oinc1ion i1 m1d c: be'""'·ecn the act of trn ti<i n b~· .o\ ru m !h rouch 

1Jn1ni>m <d. p. 6 below ) Jnd tht cre111on b;r Pnh throu~h commanJ in jt 
1Ptteh with rtt!h and lipl. Pronou ncini' a nJmc wu crea1in. Shu and 
Tefnut were the ll:it tieitie1 10 be 1pokcn. 

u The 1cn~l re-port ro 1hc hciri. \\' uh 1hi1 reported mitrri~I. 1he 

Thus :ill the goJs were: form eJ Jnd !:is E nneJd w:is 
comp!c: tcJ. lnJccJ , :i ii th.; Ji vinc orJcr ~ " rc:illy ome imo 
being through wh:it th c hc:irt thought JnJ the tongue 
com mJnJeJ. Thus the ka- $pirits were m:iJc J!;J ~he 
riems111.spirits wen: Jppoincc:J, cht:y who nuke :ill pro· 
\' isions anJ Jll nour:shmcnt, by this speech. ( Tlta; 
juu ice u.Nu given 10) him who Jocs wlJJt is likcJ, (.md 
injuuia to) him who Joes wh:i c is Jis likeJ .:· T hus life 
was ginn to him who hJs pc:11.:e JnJ Jc:ith w:is gi.,·en 
to him who JJJ.s sin. Thus wcrc: m:iJc :i ll work :ind :ill 
crafts, the JCtion of the :irms, the movcmc m of the 
legs, :ind the Jcrivitv of e\·erv member, i:i conform:rnce 
with (this) commJ~J whicl; th: he:irt thought1 whid1 
c:ime forth through the tongue, :mJ which gives v:i lue 
to everyrhing. ~j 

(Thus) ic h:ippene<l thJt it WJS saiJ of Pt::ih: "Ht: w i10 
made all Jnd brought the sods into being."' He is 
indeed Ta·tenen, who brought forth the gods, for everv
thing c:imc fort h fro m him, nourishment anJ pr~ 
"i.sions, the oiferings of the gods, and e\'ery good thing. 
!hus it was disco\'ered and unders1ood thJ t his strength 
IS greJtcr thJn (thJt of t11e other) gods . • \nJ so PtJh 
was sati sfied,1 ' after he had made everything, as well 
JS :ill the divi ne order. ;~ He hJd formed the gods, he 
had made cities, he had founded nomes, he had put the 
gods in their shrines, (6o) he had cstJblished their 
offerings, he had founded their shrines, he had maJe 
rhei r boJies like ch:it (with which ) thc:i r heJrts were 
SJtisfied. So the gods emered into their bodies of even· 
(kind of) wood, of e'"ery (kind of) stor.e, of ever y 
(kind of) cb y, or anyching which might grow upon 
him,~ 1 in which rhey h:iJ taken form. So :i il the gods, 
as well as their k.a's gathered themselves to him: comenr 
Jnd :issociated with rhe Lord of the Two La nds. 

The Great Se:H. which rejoices the heart of the ~ods. 
which is in the House of Pt:ih, the miureu of all /;fe, i;; 
the Granary of the God,:: through which the sustena nce 
of the Two LJnds is prep:ired,=1 bec:iuse of the fact thJt 
Osi ris drowned in his water. whiie Isis and Nephthys 
w:itched. They sJW him :ind they rvere diureued at 
him. Horus cornm:inded Isis :rn<l Nephchys repeatedly 
that they lay holJ on Osiris :ind prevent his drowning. 
(63) They turned (their) heJds in time. So they brought 
him to land.=• He entered the mysrc rious pon:i ls in the 
glory of the lords of eterni ty. in the steps of him who 

hc:J rt concci•·n ~nd rc!c:J ~Cl thoui;:ht, wh ic h t..l.ie !Ol"li: UC, J ' a hc:u:d. pu a 
i:i:o (fi:cct1•·e u1;crJncc. 

l t Literall y, "c-•·err word of the- i:od .'" 
H Followlnt prcvio1.11 tnMlaron, ... e ~uppl y loOmethinli whi :: ?-1 

to hi •·c Cro::-rcd ou1 of :he tCl!L The ~l!Jct wNJ1 arc uncuuin. 
11 ''The di!O':nit y (or won.h c. . ren1cncc) of e•·cr)·1hing:· 
II Or. "i.o Puh re11ed." 
:ocf. n. 16 above. 
: 1 ll;>on P~h. in hi1 iorm l'lf lhe "ri1ine land ." :"'otc tha1 rli•·inc 

ima ~u ... ·ere not the ~ods 1hc:m~i•· e1, but ~n l y p!acn in ""• hi~h !he y 
misiu H'ume 1 ;i ;:>cJ ~ J nc c. 

:: The dctcrf:"lina ti •·e 1how1 tb t "the: God .. .. ·at Ptah Ta ·lcncn. 
:'The 1Cmp!c of Ptoh ~ t !-frmphi1 wJ1 cJHcd the "Grea t Snt." 

or throne. and the r ran:iry .. ·iiic h kcrc E i;~· p 1 l li•·c. 
=•The: rc1'Uc oi O..i ri1. the p ain·cod, frnm drowni n!": is iri>cn in 

u ol anuion of 1hc po~irion nf !-lcmphis 11 chc ~rana1y of EHO:L 111 the 
follo wing confut. one mun uncicruanJ thJI O,iri1'1 ion wu Horu1 
and th1t Hor u1 ,,..,, the kins of Ei:; )·pt. Hence Horu1 ,. . ., contttl~· 
locJtc-d JI Mcm phi, . 
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sh ines forth on the horizon, on the wavs of Re in the 
Great Seat. He joined with the court. and associated 
w ith the gods of Ta-tenen Ptah, the lord of years. 

Thus Osiris came to be in the land in the .. House of 
the Sovereign"' on the north side of this land, which 
he had reached. H is son Horus appeJreJ JS King of 
Upper Egypt and appeared as King of Lower Egypt, 
in the: embrJce of his f:i.thc: r Osiris, toget he r with the 
go<ls w ho were in front of him and who were behind 
him. 

THE REPULSING OF 
THE DRAGO;-; AND THE CREATION 

This rext employed myth for ritu.:il :ind magical recitation. 
In Egypti ln bc:lic::f the ship of the sun.god Re made a journey 
th rough the skies above by dly and the ~kies bdO'-\' by night. 
E\'ery nigiit this ship faced the peril of des: ruct ion from a demo n 
lu rking in the underworld, Apophis. An imponant parr of the 
ritual of Egyptian temples w:is the re pulsing of this drJgo n, 
and thus the repulsing of the peril s which m ight face n:ition 
or people. The following ritu:il is .an ext r:ict from .J. papyrus 
containing a group of texts , fo r which the gencr.J.I he.J.ding is: 
· ·THE ~ECl!"!"l!"C Of 7H£ 80".lK Of Q\' tllTHROWl!"G :\POPHI~. T!IE 

t!"E.MY OF Re A:-.:D THE E!"ntY OF King \Ven-nofer-life, pres· 
pe rity, he.alth !-the justified, performed in the course of C\'Cry 
dJ.y in the Temple of :\mon-Re, Lord oi the T h rones of the 
Two Lands, Presiding O"er Karn:ik." 1 The particulJr interest 
oi the section given below is that it adds to these spells against 
Apophis J statement about creatior.. 

The text is oreser\'ed in the PJ.pyrus Bremner-Rhind (British 
>.Iuseur.i to1 88), which m:iy have come from Thebes. The 
present rr.:inuscript is dated :i bout 310 8.c., bU[ the text makes 
a deliberate attempt to prese rve a lang u.J.&e two thousand ye:irs 
cider than that date. There is no doubt i.h.J t t he b:isic :n:iteriJI 
de ri\"C:s from :i relatively early period. 

Photogr:iphic facsim iles oi tl:e p;ip~· rus were publ ished . b~· 
Buc.l&e in Eg)'ptian Hiuaric P.ip)ri in d:e British .\fosrnm. First 
Sain ( Lon~on, 1910), P!s. 1-x1x. f3u lkn:r ga"e 3 transcr iption 
irom hieratic into hieroglyphic in T f: e P.:p~·ru1 Bremnu-Rhind 
(Bii:liorhcca Aegyptioca, 111, Brussels, 1933). The latest study 
:ind t::insiation of the en tire p•pyrus w.;.s given by Flulkncr in 
/£A, XXH (1936) , 12 1 fi.; XXlll (19JJ), IO ff., 166 ff.; XXIV 
(1938), .;r ff .; with the sectio n be low (xxvi :::-xxviii ::o) 
tre.:lted in xxm, 172 ff. 

For ar.other reference to the repulsing of :i monster at cre.J.tion. 
sec p . . p;, n49. For another Jccount of t he Repulsing of the 
Dragon, sec pp. 1 I-1 ::. 

(xxvi 21) .•. THE BOOK OF K'.'O\'v"t SG THE CRE.H1oss 
of Re and oF O\"ERTHR0\\·1~c AroPHIS. TH E woRDs TO 2r 

SPOKES.~ 
T he All-Lord said, after he had come into being: 
I am he who came into being as Khepri.' When 

had come into being, being (itscif) came into being, 
and all beings came into being after I came into being. 
~fany were the beings which came forth from my 
mouth ,' before heaven come into bei ng, before earth 
come into being, before the ground Jnd creeping things 
had been created in this place. I put together (some) 

1 Plp~Tus Drc:mnc:r -RhinJ ::uii 1. Wc:n·nofrr ii l n3mc: for 01irii. 
: Cip iul lcnc:n ihow worcli rubr iciz.cJ in 1he mlnus.cr1p1. The folluwi n; 

worc!s J re 10 be 5pokc:n n ihe ml giell ri1u3!. 
! Khc-;:i:i wn 1!-ic- morr.:n:: ~un-~od . .:nn..:c-i,c:d JI l ~.: anb bee tl e. Jn th: 

follcn•:i ni;: contc:.'Ct t!ierc: is l plJ~· nn 1h: nJme Kh1· ;•:1 J:i.J tht: w"r•I ~l:rrrr 

"'.: ·;~~e~::nt:~~~ ·;~wc:J b~· the: cc•mmJnd:n:: urter:n.: c: ,.; Re. 

of them in Nun as weary ones,' before I coulJ find J 

pbce in which I might .rand.' It (seemed) advantageous 
to me in my heart; I planned with my face; and I made 
( in concept) eY<ry fo rm wh<n I was alone, before I 
had spat out what was Shu, before I had sputtered out 
whJt was Tcfnut,' and before (Jny) other hJd come 
into being who could act with me. 

r planned in my own heart, and there came into being 
a multitude of forms of beings, the forms of children 
and the forms of their childre n. I was the one who 
copulated with my fist, I masturbated - (xxvii r ) with 
m y hand. Then! spewed with my own mouth:' I spat 
out whJt was Shu, and I sputtered out whJt was T cf nut. 
It was my fath er Nun who brought them up, and my 
Eye followed after them since the ages when they were 
disrant from me.' 

After I had come into being as the sole god , there were 
three gods beside me." I came into being in this land, 
whereas Shu and Tcfnut rejoiced in Nun, in which they 
were. They brought co me my Eye with them. After I 
hod joined together my members, I wept over them." 
ThJt is how men came into being from the tears which 
came forth from my Eye. It was angry with me, Jft<r 
it returned and found that I had made another in its 
place, hJving replaced it with the Glorious Eye, which 
I had made. Then I advanced its place on mv head ," 
aml afte r it had ru lcJ this entire land, iu rage fell away 
to iu roots. fo r I had replaced what had been taken 
d.\'l.'J\' from it. I came forth from rhe roots,:3 an<l I 
created all creeping things and whatever lives among 
them. T hen Shu and T cfnut brought forth (5) Geb 
and Nut. Then Geb and Nut brought forth Osi ri s, 
H orus Khenti-cn-irti , Seth, Isis, and Nephthys from the 
bodv, one of them after another ; and they brought forth 
their multitudes in this land." 

When (these gods) rich in magic spoke, it was the 

~ Thi:r c is J ;-by on 1hc: r.Jme '.':.in. the: primord ill wa ters in which 
cre4tion took pilec:, rnJ r:u:u '"the wury."" usulilr a ~es i i.nl uon of ihc: 
Cc:Jtl. but ~c:r: thoi c: in mcho~t: pluse. 

' Other texts loclle the c:rc:Jtion on a primc\·ll hillock ari5in g out of 
the: ""l tcn of !'un. ci. pp. l• °" ' and 8. 

r The firu two ch1lGtc:n of the crc:l tor·god were: Shu. t!-ie ait ·God, Jnd 
T c:fnut, the godJeu of moisture. The: Ullc:mc:nt of :he~r c: ic-ction into being 
cnnu im pbys on chc: -..·orCs 11/ush. ' 0 1pt'" rnd Shu, lf"lli :r f ··s~u11cr" ' rnd 
Tc:fnut. cf. p. 3 Jb.o\·e. 

\There is here 3 iu~io n uf two m yt hs. creJtir..n by seif·pollution Jnd 
cremon by e jec:1ion from the: mouth. d . p, 5 abo\·e. 

t. Rc iere nce to Jnoihcr m~ i h. 1n whi..:h. howc\·c:r. it wu Sh u Jnd Tdnut 
who went out lilcr :h: w3nJl·1ing Eye of Re. Sec H. ju !"lkc:r, Du Ori11r11· 
lt;r r: c·r ( Vic:nnl. 191;). 

to '.'un. Shu, Jnd Tc: fnur. 
11 .\ pjllTcntly Re wept when he: found thl t his Eye: wJs missi ng from 

h11 bod\'. He m.aCe .a sub(mutc: c: yc:. which d ispkncd his m1•sing f.yc: 
when 11 rc:turnnl to h i ~ . The bborcd poin1 of the ,;on!n.t j5 3 plly on 1hc: 
-..·ord s 'cm il ··tun:· JnJ romei .. mJnkind:· in c: xp!JnJ1ion of humln 
crc:1l:on. cf. pp. Ea, n.6; 11. n.6; 366. n.17. 

i: Re: Jopc-ued his wrJthful Eye by r:1Jkrn;: ii t;;c: uncus on his brow , 
1hc: 5\·mbol of rul e: . 

1: ·.\n .>bKur c: or corru pt st Jl t""m<·nt on the crc-Jt ion oi \"e,ct.ation. In 
1hc: nu.1 s.c:ntc:nee. 1hc: ··~mn ne them .. may rc:fc:r 10 pbnt li fe:. 

H Shu and Tcfnut. the duiJrcn of A1um·Rc:. were m inculou5!y brou!!hl 
irao bc:mg. But thc-ir ch1l•irc:n. Gc:b ( c::mh ) and Nut (sky), we re: normally 
bt.rn '"from the: ~' :· 35 we re Jho the J i\·inc: chi!drrn oi Gc:b Jnd Sul. 
Thui W t" hJn: 1hc EnnnJ. :::c: nine rulin~ E'.nd s. wi1h Hnru1 .u :in Jrlded 
mf mher. cf. p. j abo,·c. The: contr~t now continues t-y poi n:ing r>ur 
hnw 1hn c: (rrltl"J bc-1n&s we~c: 10 u~c: 1h.·ir m:ii'- ic ai;l inn the dcmnn en( m y 
o{ Re: . 
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(very) spirit ' of magic, fo r they were on.kred to annihi
late my enemies by the eiiccti,·e charms of thei r speech, 
and I sent out these who came into being from my body 
TO OVERTHROW THAT EVIL ESE:'-l 'l°. 

H i:: 1s osE F.'i.LLES TO TH E FLA:'-tE, Aro PHIS with J kn;f~ 
on his head. He cannot sec, and hisriime is no (more) in 
this land. I have- commanded that a cur;e be cast upon 
him; I ha-·c consumed his bone;; I have annih ilated his 
soul in the course of eve ry day; Lha.l"li\I[ hi s_~e.rt~brac 
at.Jiis neck, severed with a knife which hJcked up his 
A~sh .and-pierced· inro- lris-hidc."_'.;,::;::- (fr} : . . I hJve 
taken away his heart from its place, his seat, and his 
tom b. I have made him nonexistent: his name is not; 
his children are not ; he is not and h is family is not; 
he is not and his false-door is not; " he is not and his 
heirs are not. H is egg shall not last, nor shall h is seed 
knit togecher-and vice vcrsl. His sou l, his corpse, his 
state of glory, his shJdow, and his magic arc not. His 
bones are nm, and his skin is noc. He is fallen and o,·er· 
thrown. 

(xxviii 4) ... See thou, 0 Re~ Heor thou, 0 Re! Be
hold , I have driven away thy enem y; I h.-·e wiped him 
out with my feet; I have spat upon him. Re is trium
phant o,·er thee-variant reading: over his every fallen 
entmy.: 1 

••• Drive t..hou away, consume thou, burn up 
every enemy of pharaoh- life, prosperity, health'
whether dead or living." .. . 

(Thus) th ou shalt be in (q) thy shrine. thou shalt 
journey in the evening-barque, thou sha lt rest in the 
morning·bJrque, thou shalt cross thy two heavens in 
peace," thou shalt be powerful, thou shalt live, thou 
shalt be healthy, thou shalt make thv sta<es of glory to 
endure, thou shalt drive away thy every enemy by thv 
command ; for these have done evil against pharaoh
lik prosperity, health 1-with all evil words: all men , 
all folk, all people, all humanity, and so on. the eastern
ers of e,·ery desert. and every enemy of pharaoh- life, 
prosperity, health !-whether dead or living, WH0'1 1 

H AVE DRIVE?' AWAY A~"D AN~IHILATED. THOU DlSSOLVEST, 

F.-\L LES, APOPHis. Re is triumpha nt over thee, APOPHIS

{to be repeated) FOL'R n'!E.s. Pharaoh-life, prosperity, 
health!-is triumpha nt over his enemies-{to be re
peated ) four times. 

THIS SPELL· lS TO BE RECITED OVER APOPHIS DR.\WS o~· A 

!'OEW SHEET OF PAPYRUS I N CREES COLOR ASO PtiT ISSIOE .\ 

BOX ON WHICH HI S !'-o"A~fE IS SET, HE BEt;-.."G TIED ASD BOU SD 

ASO P UT OS THE FIRE every day, WIPED OUT WITH THY 

LEFT FOOT A~'t> SPAT t!PO~ FOUR 11)..IES IS THE COL.RSE OF 

1' Th: f gypiirn word is k"· du J"om;:i;inying sririt or vitJI force o: 
;i pcnonliit~. 

u T he dctJilcd n.;irrl :ion 0£ the destruction of :\;)Ophis cnnrinu-:s ad 
n::uuam . i:lcluding 1hc: ;ictivities of urious gods in d~·fem< of Re . ExtrlCU 
onl v uc: given here. 

l~ Destructio n invoh·cs killi ng Jnd 21so the proh ibition of ml in1enl m:e 
otlt"rin~s lt 1he fa lse.Coor oi l tomb. 

Jt LitaJ!ly: '"The voice of Re: i.s m;ide t:i.: : :::ipi nu thcc:- lnotha u y· 
ing : ap inst his c:vC"ry flll:n C" ncm y. " The uci1cr is pc-~min:J a. nrilnt. 

:t These c.,orcisms agJ inn the: enemy of t~ C" supreme: bod were: deemed 
tO be t'f°!ecti\·e J \W l!j:l in.n the t' nt'ffi iCS of the soJ·\.:in~ . 

: o ThC"re wJs Jn un~:~ ·hrl ven to corrnpoml to chc hC'JVC'n Jbo\·e. In 
the prrccdins chu<C's, the two bJ rqut's of the su:'I hl\'C' het'n re vea ed: th: 
sun should ~o to fC'~t in the even in; ·bJrqu:. for his jl'>urn c:)' through the 
undc:·hC'l \'en. 

cvc:rv Jav. T Hot.: SHA LT 5.\Y AS THO!.." PLTl'E.5T Hl~l o~ THE 

flRE ~ "R~ is criumplJJnr over chc:c, 0 AroPHI~ !"- r:ocR 

Tl:'- IES, anJ ·· H orus is triumplunc O\'C:r his cnc:m y ~· ·
four times, and '"PharJoh-life, prosperity, health '-is 
triumphJm on:r his enemies !"'- four times. 

Now WHES THOU HAST W RllTES THESE ~A~lES OF 

EVE..R\0 :'-L\LE ASD FE~L\LE WHO IS TO BE OVERTHROW~ . 

(18) Of WHO~[ T HY H E.-\RT IS AFR.\101 TH.\T JS , EVE.'\" 

Et--n1Y OF PhJraoh- life, prosperity, health !-whether 
dead or ali'w·e. :ind the nJmcs of their fat.hers, the nJrnc:s 
of their mothers, and the names of {their) chiiJrcn, 
inside the box, they are to be made in wax and put on 
the fire following the name of Apophis and burned U!J 
a t the time when Re shows h imsdf. Thus thou shalt do 
the first time at the height of the sun and (again) when 
Re sets in the west, when the sunlight is fleeing from the 
mountain. These things arc in truth more advanD.geou s 
to thee thm anv {other) procedure. It will go well with 
him who docs them on earth or in the necropolis." 

ALL MEN CREA T ED 
EQUAL IN OPPORTUNITY 

The Middle: Kingdom was a period in which social justice and 
the rights of the common man were emphasized . The: tc::-;t which 
follows purporr.s to give the words of the cre::ttor·god in making 
all men equal in access to the basic necessities of liie. 

Tne text is inscriXd on four wooden coffins from el.:&rshc:h 
in ~liddle Egypt and da tes to the: Middle: Kingdom {zooo B.c.). 
Thus far. it is known only from tha t period. 

The hieroglyphic text is :u ye t unpublished. e:w::pt for the 
reference and uans!Jtjon gi\'en by J. H . Breasted. The D.:wn 
oj Conscience (New Yor:..:, 1933), 221 f, It will be: published in 
the volumes b\' A. d:: Buck, Tire E5yptian Coffin Ta: ; (O IP ). 
T he: prc:sc:nt t~ansb.tion wa.> made from photogra?hs for Cof,;:1 
B3C (Cairo ~fuseum 28085) and B6C (Cairo :8094) Jnd- in 
parr.-BtC (C:i iro zS083). The text also appears on B1Bo 
(Boston ~fu seum zo.18z::<'.;' ) ~ (Sec: Addenda). 

Other texts bdo\ ... de:il with crc:Jt ion and or igins. For ex· 
ample. Amon :is cre:itor is presented in lhc: text oi pp. 368.369, 
:\ tO n as crc:a co r in pp. 3i°"'37J. Other myths of origins dc::il wi1h 
the founding of the: city of Tan is ( pp. z52·253 ) or the sett ing up 
oi an estate of a god ( pp. 31·3-i). 

The All-Lord says in the presence of those stilled from 
tumult on the journev of the court:' "Pra\", be prosper
ous in peace 1 I repeat for you four good deeds which my 
own heart did for me in the midst of the serpent-co!! , 
in order to still e,·il.' I did four good deeds within the 
portal of the horizon.' 

"I made the four wind s that e,·cry man might breatho 
thereof like hir fellow in his time. That is (one) deed 
thereof. 

!l These innructions for th: mrnuJI J.:ti\·ity l:compln \·in; the r ~ir..i· 
rion show thlt the inr:-rC'~t of the exorci sm is the l p11liution oi mlgic 
a.pinst the- Jrl~On·Jemon to the dlr.tnltinn of 1hc cnrmics oi the riurJoh. 

1 In the cn tourli;:: of the rnn ·i::'"! "'" the JJ ily 0urncy of hi1 bJrq•Je 
l rc the dcJt! whu h:t\'(' been rd cl .... ·J fr .:im the ClfC'S nf thn wo~ld. 

! Creltion u l Jl'lrt o! rc-lr;i: ~c fr ...- m il'll·ni•·C'mcnt. Herc t:iC' cr:J:o~·;od. 
who i1 l lso the sun.goJ. h;n frreJ h : m~li fr,.. m t!ic sapc"nt·drJgon whic h 
thrc:ltC"nc<l his t!Jily >ournc:y; sec pp. 6·7 l bo•·c .. \p;urentl y, ihc go<l' i 
i;oo<l Jrc1i1 were the me-Jn1 "' his ri:!C'JSC", mlhns th: C\'ll of thC" >C"fpc'l'lt 
b~· ud!in; in.·~1.ulicy in this wnrl.\. 

l ThJr is . Jt dJwn or ;1:1 the b..·~ i nn in~ . 
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"I moJe the gr<>t inunJ:i< io n thot the poor mon 
might have rights therein like the great mon. Thor is 
(one) JceJ thereof. 

" I moJe e\'cry mon like his fellow. I JiJ not commanJ 
thot they do e\'il, (but) it was their hearts which "iobtcd 
what I hod soiJ.' Thot is (one) JccJ thereof. 

"I made their hcons to cc>Sc from forgetting the 
West, in order thot divine offe ri ngs might be given to 
the goJs of the names.' That is (one) deed thereof. 

"I brought into being t!ic four goJs from my sweat, 
while men arc the tears of my eye."' 

THEBES AS THE PLACE OF CREATION 

E\·ery importanc cult.center of Egypt asserted its prim•cy by 
the dogma that it was the site of creat ion. The following is an 
extract from 3 long hymn extoll ing Thebes and its god Amon
Re. It is dated shortly after the Am:irna Revolution and is a 
re newed confirm.ation. of Theb.an domination. The m4.nuscript 
is dated 10 the reign of Ramks II (abour 1301-1234 B.c.). 

The hieratic text of Leyden Papyrus I 350 was published by 
C. Leemans, Monumrn1 igyptien1 t!u musie d '11m iqui1h des 
Pay1-Ba1 a U ;.de ( Leyden, 184r-82), 11, Pis. CLIX·CLXlll . The 
text was studied by A.H. G;irdiner in Z.-frS, XLll ( r905), 12·42, 
and by A. Erma.a , Der L:idener Amonshym nus (SPA IV, 1923, 
62-81). It is translated in Erman, LAE, 293-302. 

TE~IH STA..'lZA. 1 

Thebes is normal beyond every (other) city. The 
water and land were in her from the first times. (Then) 
(ii u) sand came to delim it the field s and to create her 
ground on the hillock; (thus) e>rth came into being. ' 

T lien men came into being in her, to found C\'er)' city 
with her real name, for their name is called "city" 
(only) under the oversight of Thebes, the Eye of Re.' 

Her majesty come as the Sound Eye and the Beneficial 
Eye,' to bind the land thereby together with (her) 
ka. coming to rest and alighting in l shru in her form as 
Sckhmct, th e Mistress of the Two Lands.' "How rich 

4 The juxuposition of thi1 m11cmcnt of sod's cqu:aliurian creation and 
this sutcmc: nt of rnan 's d isobedience oi sod's comm rnd means thH m:in
rnd no: god-is rc-sponsibl c: for s.ocial inc-qu ality. 

) The riou s sen·icc of IOCll god s would provic!c c~«lit for contin ued 
life: in the Wot, the realm of th e c! cad. T his ic!u is rc!:a ied ro the cqu:afi. 
uri:.n su1cmcnt1 which rrrc«:! c if. 8)' th e J..li<l c:i!c Kin;dom. 1h: :i.:!! and 
powerfu l ;aficrlifc, ...,,hich had prc ,· ious!~· ~en the prcrogHi,·c o! kings 
alone, !u.d !xcn u:tcr.ded to .all worthy r.icn :and might be won locally, 
with?u t Huchmcm to the ropl court. "The nomcs. " were the EiYPti.an 
;:-ro,·1nccs. 

• Tbuc arc two puns: Jrdu ••four·· and /t1!rr ·· swr:a t": and , orr.n '"men ·· 
lnd nmi1 "tears. " cf. p. 6, 0.11 l bo,·e. Jn somewhat unccn:i1n terms 
there is :a rd:ation of che Crt Jaon of ;ocis 10 1he crt:111on of hum.11ns. b-.>th 
n.udl1 ions of 1he crc.11101-god. The :mC"m pc is clums~·. bcclUK one ;:iun 
u. lh for four gods. irate:ad of th C" UJU .11 ! nine. Thew: m:a~ be 1he iour godt 
who .11 uis1 the Je:ad m:an nn his :arri<v:il in 1he no:t .... •orlJ (e.,. K. Sc:hc, 
Dir 4!10tyftiulun Pyft:mil!rntuu, 11. ~ 1.,56-s;) . 

t T he m:a nuKript is di vidi:d into a k tiu of numbered "housu : · i.e. 
'\:h:apten" or .. sUnL2s:· The present s::anz.; i.s ii 10- 15 oi the p:i;:iyrus. Each 
u:anu. begins and ends ""'·ith .11 pun b;a.cd on the num~r . Herc the word 
,.,,,J '0

tcn ·· is pid:~ up b)' the word mrttT , which prob.ibl)' mnns ··nor· 
m:a i" or "u.ind:ard." 

: Thus the primev:al hillock, upon wh kh crC":i1ion took pi:icC", is loc:i tC"d 
in Thebes. ci. pp. 3·4 above. 

• One dcsi1;n.111ion of Thebes wa1 "The Cit y•• ( biblic:il /\'o) , resuhlng 
in 1his curious cbim thu .11\1 other ei:iC"s were perm itted to U1oC Wt t.itle 
under her domin:a1ion. 

• .\llusion 10 the m~'th of 1he rntored eye of 1he sun -,:od . 
s lshru. nt::ar l\un.11k. wu a culr· sc:ai of the s-odd c~ s ~1ut , here equa.1ed 

with the 1oddC"Ss Sclc:hmct. 

she is," thev sav >bout her, "in her nome vf Thebes!"' 
She remain·, so~nd in her name of the Sound E\'e, the 
e)'e :vi1liin, which is in his sun disc ; Oppositc-he;·Lord, 
appearing and appoin ted in her pbcc in her mmc of 
Appointcd -0f-Pbccs, without her peer.' E\'cry (other) 
city is under ( her) shadow, to magnify thcmscl \' cs 
through Thebes. She is the norm. · 

THE ASSIGNMENT OF 
FU NCTIONS TO THOTH 

The Egyptians, like the Hebrews, wc::re fond of punning ex
planations of names and phenomena. The followin g texr pro
vides the explanation of a number of cosmologic.11 or mytho
logical phenomena. The sun -god Re here assigns rc:sponsibll ity 
fo r the moon to the god Tholh, who thus becomes lhc "place
takcr" for the sun, an adjut.1m oi the gods. 

The text is found on the: Tut-ankh-:\mon shrine, now in the 
Cairo .\fusc:um, and in the Theban tombs ol Seti I, Ramses II , 
and Ramks Ill. Tl thus r.lnges from the middle of the 14th 
century to the middle of the i2th century a.c. H owc,•cr, its 
original w.as probably much earlier. The par.a.lid texts a.re 
presented by Ch. ~!ayme ;n BIFAO, XL ( 1941) , 93-98. The 1;ne 
num bers, 6a·7·h follow c.he Sctj J version. There is a t ranslation 
in G. Roeder, Urkunden :ur Religion do aitcn Aegyp1au 
(Jena, 1923), 147-48' (Se< Addenda). 

Then the majesty of this god' said : "Pray, sum mon 
to me Thoth!" T hen he was brought immediately. Then 
the majesty of this goJ said to Thoth: " Behold yr,' 
I am here in the sky in my {proper ) µbee. Inasmuch 
as I (65) sha ll ac t so that the light may sh;nc in :he 
Underworld and the Island of Babo,' thou shalt be scribe 
there and keep in order those who arc in them,' tho1< 
tVho may perform dadJ of rebellion ... againit me, (; o) 
the followers of 1hiJ diuaJiJ.ficd being.' Thou shalt be 
in my place, a place-taker. Thus thou sho lt be called: 
'Thoth, the place-taker of Re.' MorcoYcr, ( !) shall ha\'c 
thee tread upon those greater than thou ." That is how 
the ibis of Thoth came into being.' "'.v!oreo\'cr, I shall 
ha\'c thee stre tch out thy hand' in the face of the pri
mcvol gods, who arc greater thon thou. My Jpach iJ 
good, if thou actcst (so)." That is how the ibis of Thoth 
came into being.' ":-.foreo\'cr, [ shall have thee en
compass the two he>,·cns with th y beouty and with thy 
rays. " That is how the moon of Thoth cam e into being.' 

•Pun: wcitT ··ricn·· ~nd 11. •.vrt ··T hebes." 
~ "Oppo,i1c ·hcr-Lord" (i.e .. .\mon1 was ;n epith cl o{ Thebes. "Ap· 

poin1ed·oi-Pbces·· w:s the n.imc of the Temple of Ka.rr:a.k. 

1 Re. 
: Re ·s commands a.re for a ll the a. ttcnd ; nt s-ods. 
1 

An otherwi~ unknow n dcsign:a lioo ior :a pu1 o{ the Unduwodd . lt 
m1v mea n a subur: Jnn.n cn ·ern. 

; Re c:annol do fu ll justice to the dcniz.cns of th e world and to the 
denize ns o{ the Unc! c.'""\O.·orld. Since he {~Is a. responsibility to illumine the 
l:ncr, he ;uis-ns 1he moon. T ho1h, to be his deputy there. 

J .\ corru;:i1 p:asu;;;c. In 1he fun put there m :a ~· be reference 10 mac
\.: irKi's rcbclli.J.i. u 1n the punse on the deuruction o ( min.k ind, pp. JO·I J. 
T hC" ~C"ond ;>art may ref.er 10 :he .... pophi s de:non, th e c~emy of 1hc sun· 
sod : ct. pp. 6·7, 11·12. 

' .\ pl:iy on \O.'ords : /iJh: ··ucad upo n" and Jiih "ibi1 .. ihe bird ucred 
lu Thoth. 

~In comma.nd. T he so01 o( primC\·:al chaos were :a u.oci:atcd wit h lhe 
underworld. 

• .... nothcr play on word s: f iit'11 "spccch" and tr~lteni , a.nether 1crm for 
the ibis. 

t .... not her pb y on word s: indt ··cncompau ·• and it1lt ·· moon,'' 
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"~forcover, I sh:ill have thee go all the way around the 
Hau-ncbu t." That is how the baboon of Thot h came 
into bcing.10 Th:u is how he becarrc rhe vizier. n "~iorc
over, thou shalt be my place-take1 , :ind the faces of all 
who see thee shall be opened through thee," so th:it the 
eye of every man praises god for thee."" 

THE PRIMEVAL 
ESTABLISHMENT OF ORDER 

:\ rcsponsibilily of the crearor-god . Atum was to bring the 
world into order :md to assign places and functions. The ~on
qucsr of hostile forces and the dclimiution oi the next world 
arc themes of the following tex t. Insofar as it deals with the 
place and functions of Osiris, it hJ.s bc:cn used as a m::.gic spell 
for the preservation of the dead man, himself an Osiris. 1 

Herc translated from the 175th chaptt:r o( the Book of the 
Dead, as in the Eighteenth Dynasty (1550-1350 a.c.) Papyrus 
of Ani (British !<.fuseum ro4io; The Papyrtu of Ar.i, ed. by 
E . . \. W. Budge [London, 1913], 111, Sheet 29). 

T itle 

(1) SPELL FOR 2'0T DYISG A SECO?--"D TI;<..iE. \VoRDS TO BE 

SPOKEN BY Ani, the triumphant. 

Atum'f Queflion 

"O Thoth, what is it that has happened? It is among 
the children of Nut.' They have made an uproar; they 
have seized upon qu:irre!ing; they ha1·e done ev il deeds; 
they have cre:ited rebellion ; they have made slaughter
ings; (5) they hove created imprisonment. ~!oreover , 
in everything which we m ight do, they h»'e made the 
great into the small. Give thou greatly, Thoth!" Thus 
spoke Arum. 

Thoth'1 Reply 

"Thou shalt not see (such) evil deeds, thou shalt not 
suffer, (for) their years are cut short and thei r months 
are curbed. inasmuch as the destruction of hidden things 
was made for them through all that thou host done.~" 

Word! of the Deceased 

"I am thy palette, 0 Thoth, and I ha1·e offered up to 
thee thy inkwell. I am not omong those ll"hose hidden 
things should be damaged. Damage should not be done 
co me:''4 

WoRos SPOK.EN BY the Osiris Ani (ro): "O Atum, 
what is it? I am departing to the desert, the silent 
land! '" 

io ... no1her p);iy, ~~.:n "turn back:' pouibly "go around." and arian 

the baboon 5le!C'd 10 Thoth. The: Hlu·ncbut were peoples 10 the: nonh o f 
Esrpt. thus in ln outer rlnsc: of circu it. 

11 The pl:i.y on .... -ords "'·hich led 10 1his idrn1ificltion hll droppc:-d out. 
Thoth wll the ,-jzier of the: gods. 

i: In 1hc lbKn~ of the sun , men Cl n K C bco1.a.c: of the moon. 
11 ~fen a.re gtlteful 

l The concc;n wu origin;;ill y rd:ucd to 1hc lti:'lgship, 1hc dead pharaoh 
bccommg Osiris. while: his J.On and ~ucccnor bccamc Hnrus. 

2 That is. lmong 1he puti~ns of Seth. who wu the .. son of '.'ut."' 
1 This ~ms to be: the answer of Tho1h. luu ring .'\tum that 1hc puni~h · 

mcnt of C''"il resides in the sym:m which Arnm crc:ucd. 
4 f\y iJcn1 if)·inj hims.elf "''il h the 1oerihal «;uipmcnt of Tho1h. the <le· 

ccued disW'CiltCS himse lf from the rcbcllit'>Us bcin§::s. 
'The dccel5cJ aslra the crc::nor-J:'ocJ to docribc the bnd of buriJI. 

Arum'i rl11nt1a 

.. It h:is no water, it h:is no air~eep, Jeep, J:uk ~ d:irk ~ 
boundless, bounJlcss-in which thou li1·est in :he peocc 
of heart of the silent land. Sexual pleJsurcs Jrc no• 
enjoyed in it. (but) a blessed stJte' is giren to (thee)' 
in recompense for water, :iir, and s::xu:.il p~e:isure: :in<l 
peace of heart in recompense for bre:iJ and b<er." Thus 
spoke Arum. 

Prote11 of the Draaud 

"In the sight of thy face: InJceJ , I c:innot bear the 
lack of thee!' Every (other) god has •Humed his piace 
in the forefront of (the sun barque) Millions-of-Years !" 

Atum'1 Reply 

"Thi· place belongs to thy son Horus"-thus spoke 
Atum-··Jndeed, it sha ll be that he ;ends fort h the greJt, 
( 15) while he also sh:ill rule thy pl::ce, and he 'hall 
inherit the throne which is in the Island of Flame.' It 
is further decreed that a man shall see his fellow, ( so 
that) my face shall see thy face."" 

Que;tion of tl1t Dec:aud, a; 01iri1 

"O Atum, what is (my) duration of life?"-thus he 
spoke. 

Atum's Answer 

"Thou art (destined) for millions of millions (of 
yeors), a lifetime of millions. I have caused th::t he u nd 
out the great ones." Further, I shall destroy ail that I 
have mode, and this land will return into Nun, into the 
floodwaters, as (in) its first state." I (alone) am a 
survi\'or, together with Osiris, when I ha\'C made my 
form in another state, serpents which men do not know 
and gods do not see." 

"How good is what I ha1·e done for Osiris, distinct 
from all (other) gods! I have given (20) him the desert , 
the silent land, with his son H orus as heir upon his 
throne which is in the Island of Flame. Further, I have 
made his place in the barque of Millions-of-Years. Horus 
remains upon his throne, for the purpose of founding 
his monuments also. The soul of Seth has been sent 
apart from all (other) gods, because I have caused the 
restrJint of his soul. which is in the (su n) b:irque, be
c:iuse he wishes to fe:ir the divine bodv."" 

; ~;::·: \s:~c~'~ "c!iecti,·c bcins:· or "bcltitodc." 

1 Osiris-here i:i 1hc pc:nnn of the dc<cl.s.c<l-is bcin; J ni~nc-d 10 the 
1egio n of the cicld. He o~ i C"cts thlt he w ill not sec the: face o! the sun 
1herc . In the rqly :\1um oF.ca him Cl"lr.ipcnutions. 

•The pb cc .... ·here the )U:'I wJs born ll da wn . 
~o The last sentences unceruin. since: the litcr:il runs: "Further ii is 

decreed th:a I 1oee his fellow, m y flee 10 KC: 1~c flee of ihc lo~d." Ar-~m 
~ccms to prom is.c: Osiris thl t 1hcy two "·iii not be cu1 ofi from c<ich other. 
cnn rhcu•h Hon.a ukc-s o,·er the rule of his h thtr in the upper world . 

l1 So litcrl!l y, bu1 unccruin of mclnin~ rnd pcrhl?J corrupt. 
i: .\1\;m "1 rur;-o-.c 1n dttt:'C'yin~ hit c:tation and rcrurnini it 10 primeval 

ch:os is no1 lt ltcd hert. It problhl~· hls to do with the slmc kind of l 
Jnuuction oi mlnk ind as io 1hc text of pp. 10-11 below. The point here 
i~ thlt Osiris. 1n the rea lm of 1hc: <lcld. n.cl pn such destruction. 

IS .\:um. "'Toll liry."' incluJc.J 1!'ic .-od s of primenl chJos. who wc~c: 
dcpic1~..J in w:r;:>cn1 form. 

H Arum :imircs Osiris 1bt the bncr nC'C'd no1 Cur his enemy Sc:1h, 
bccluse Seth is sufficiently unJct 1hc lulhority of 1hc supreme god to 
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Word1 of Hom1 

"Om)' father Osiris , mly<st thou Jo for me whlt thy 
fa ther Re d id fo r thee! I remain upon elrth, so d1lt I 
may estlblish m y pbce.' '" 

1Vord1 of Osiris 

"'.\!y !:cir is hellthy, my tomb endu res ; thev lre my 
adherents (still) on earth. (25) ~fy enemies hlve been 
given into wo:J, for Selqet is binding them.''' I lm th y 
son, my father Re. Thou dost these things for me for 
the sake of life, prosper it:i, lnJ health, while H orus 
remlins upon his throne. Mlvest thou Cluse thlt this 
my time of passing to a state of reverence m:iy come." 11 

THE :Y!YTHOLOG!CAL ORIGIN 
OF CERTAIN UNCLEAN AN l\fALS 

T he: Egyptians \'ic:wc:d certl in .rnimals :JS devoted for a dc:S
nitc: purpose: and thc:rc::forc: taboo for olhc:r pur?osc:s, specifical ly 
3S unclean for eat ing. Th e: iollov,1ing text is a mythologicJ.l ex· 
pl.anal.ion of a uboo aga inst eating pork. Not .Jl of the text 
is clear, but it docs involve: t...,.o well-known c: lc:mc:nts: th e: 
conBict of Horus and Sc:th for the rule, and a damage to one: 
oi Horus' eyes, which were the tv.·o heavenly luminaries. 

Th: text lirst occurs in the: coffins of the Middle Kingdom, 
from which it is hc: re translated, :ind is cont irlued into the Book 
of ;:he Dead, being used for many centuries. 

The hieroglyphic text is given by A!"de Buck, The Egyptian 
Cc;f.n Terr;, 11 (O IP, XL IX, Chicago, 1938), Spdl I)i 1 pp. 326 ff. 
Ir bter '.:>ccame the In.th ch:ipter of the Book of th e: Dead 
and is studied and translated by K. Sethe el cl. in ZAeS ( 1923 ), 
L\' 111, ! a .- one .\fiddle KingCom coffin, which tnats Spells I)i 

and I 58 conseci.:tivdy withom break, has an instruct.ion at the 
end ci Spell 158: "~ot to be spoken while eJting pork."1 

T he Efficacy of T his Text 

Br1>-·c orsn>-·ro FOR FOOD IS THE ~ECROPous. BEisc 
F.'i.VORED A~D LO\"E D UPOS £..\.RTH. BEI!'G .\~.fO~G THE FtOL

LOWEJtS OF HoRL'.S A:-.."D HIS Rrn :-..vE. A ~IYSTERY WHICH 

o~E tr . .-..Rsrn 1~ THE HOUSE. KX"owisc THE SouLS OF 

Bno.' 

The Claim of E:::ccptio11al Knowledge 

0 Batit of the even ing, ye swamp-dwellers, ye of 
'.\!endes, ye of the :\fendes nome, ye of the Butine H o111c 
of Prai1c, ye of the Shlde of Re w/1ich know! not praise, 
ye who brew s:oppcred bccr'-Jo ye know why Buco 
was gi\'en to H orusi Ye do not know it, (bu t) I know 

rc:m•in in th: nin barq ue, .... ·he:c: he: h:.d 1hc: ifn;ion3nt du1~· of fighting 
th c: ;\po?his dc:i.lOl'.I. ci. Hl. 6-7 .ibo,·c: and pp. 11 -12 bc: !ow. 

:.5 Hcrus, th e: son and s~ccnsor of the dc:cu~. lS~na to chc: dispo
s::io:'ls oi rhc: niprc:mc: ,od. 

11 Ju n how Sclqc:t, a Korpion godJc:ss, fuoc~ionc:d is uncen .a in. 
: ~ ~hy Hon:L :he: succcuo r o n unh , .tid in the: bc.ttificat ion of Osiris, 

the d«c:.t~ . Jn L~ is spc:«h , Osi: is accepts 1hc: dispositions made: by 
. '..n: m-Re.. 

1 De Buck. op. cfr .. 56:.. 
: T!'i.c: initiai i.:.ttc:mtnt is rn bricizc:tl. EJ.ch of :he: ~;:-dis, Cr.i!lin Tcxu, 

S;x:;, 154· 60. urric:s a ti tle. "K nowing :he: Sou ls of X." X l-cing .t cu lt· 
ce:i:c:r or J. tc:I:ion. T hese "Sou ls" wc:rc: the: rc:,· c: rlC'd dc:ad . oiun ti::i c .tncic:nt 
k inp who h:1d rulC"d .it 3 cuh-<c: t\\c:r. ;\cqu.tinuncc: wi1h such high pct• 
son:ii iti c:s wQuld faciiitl!C: the fC'Cc:puon eif the: dc:cc::uc:d E;yp ti an in the: 
OC':<t 1o1.·or\d . d. pp. 11 ·I!, J.3• 

l :\p;:arcn ci)· all forces in or )round Eu10 in ihe EgypriJ.n ~b. who 
1A'J ut'd hat·~ knou.·n the: m r1holoi;:c.:il liiuo rr o f : !'Il l utc:. 

ir. le WJS Re: who gJ\"C it to hi m in recompense fo r the 
in jury ir. his eye. I know ir. 

T he Jl y1/i 

It w3s Re- he slid to H orus: "Proy, let me sec thy 
eye since this hls hlppened to it.'" ' Then he slw it. He 
slid : "Pray, look l t thlt ( black) part, while thy ha nd 
is J covering O\'er the sound eye which is there." ~ Then 
Horus look ed at thlt (black) part. Then H oru s slid: 
.. Now I see it quite white." That is how the oryx Clme 
into being.' 

Then Re Slid: "Prlv, look another time at thl t bbck 
pig."' Thereupon Ho~us looked at this pig. Thereupon 
H orus shrieked because of the sta te of his eve, .which 
was stormv.' He sa id: " Behold, mv eve is as · (at) that 
first blow \~hich Seth made aglinst ;,,)-'eye !" Thereupon 
Horus swa llowed his heart before him.' T hen Re said : 
"Put ye h im upon his bed unt il he has recovered. " 

It was Seth- he had lSSUmed form againH him as a 
black pig; thereupon he shot a blow into his eye. Then 
Re Slid: "The pig is an abomination to H orus." "Would 
thlt he migh t recover I" said the gods. 

THAT tS HOW THE P IG BEC.\.ME A~ ABO!\.!INATION TO THE 

coos, .-\ SWELL .'o.S IB EIR FOLLOWERS, FOR HoRus' SA KE. lo •. 

D eliverance of Man kind 
from Destruction 

The themes of this mnh a:e the sin oi mank ind, the Ce
structi,·e d is;ippointmc: nt 

0

of th: i r creator. ;;.nd the: dd iveran.:e 
of mankind from annihilation. Ha, .. ·c: ...-er, the setting oi the 
present text shows th:a t its purpose was magical protection 
rather tbn mor:al tcachir.2. On the wa lls of three roval tombs 
of the Empire. it accompa;ics cerrain charms to protect the body 
of the Cead ruler. This implies th:it the former deliverance of 
mankind from destruction ~ .. ·iJ!. be ,·aJid also in th is ind i"idual 
case. 

The text appears on the "-'alls of the tombs of Seti f, Ramses 
II, and Ramses III at Thebes. Its date is thus 14th-12th centuries 
B.c., although the language used and the corrupted state of the 
text show that :t followed an older or iginal. The texts were 
published together by Ch. '.\fayst re in BIF.-10. XL ( J9.p ) , ; J-;3. 
T he li ne numbers below are those of the Seti I ve rsion. T nere 
is a tr:i nslation in Erm.an, LAE. 4j·49 ~ 

Other referen ce to man·s rebell iousness and the god's ?Unish
mcn t oi men will be found in pp. 8-1 0, ~ 1 7 . 

1 Horu1'1 eye: wu i ni ~rc:d in L'lic: fi:.: ht wi!h Sc: th for d ie: ru le: . The: 
dc:stt'>r c:d :ind rcs1orcd cyc: umc to be iclc:ntiiic:d wit~ the moon. 

) Fo llowing t~c: :-c:i~nin S' of Sc:th!'. Jn old sign for "!;,bc k" hu dc ;;c: n· 
c:ra fC"d inro J. ~ere: stroke:. :c. llowing thc: word for ·· p:irt° ' or ··mul.:." lt 
is not c\car how Horu,, co,·c:r in;: his unin jured c: yc , cou ld K C: th e: in ju ry 
i:i his wou nded cyc:. 

11 Homon ~·m s . ma · >.rdj · · ~c:c: · whiic:·· anc! ru -Jicdj "o~·x." T he or yx 
was .t bc:J.s! of Sc:h. Jnd t!'lus J. l)o i.:nclcan to Horus. The: sc:nsc of the: 
puu::c mi.: st be thJ t Horus ia i! c:d to sc:c: what Re: ~w . 

! The: words ·•4nothc:t time:·· ? c: tbps mc::io L~J.t Re: dirc:ctc:c! Hon.a' 
Jllc:ntion to th e: same: bb ck mark. but wi th .t more spc:ciiic su1emc:nt !.hJ.t 
1hc: m1 rk oi in ii.:ry l1'l0\.:.cd h i.:c: 3 ?ig, Sc1 h·s brJn. 

! Pro-1:-Jbh· :!'lrhmc-J. 
t In \·1c:w. ,, f wh4t inlln11·s. :his mun mcln th.at Horus lri)t c_o n ).: i ou~nns 

in Rc·1 prcsrncc: . 
l(I ~ l or e: litcr :.dl~· : · ' thlt is how 1hc: pi.1r brcamc: abomi na tr d for Horus 

b!' th e: i:o<l s. like: their followers," all ruhriciud. The: omincd cnnc\usion 
t>f 1he m~ 1h Hltcs :hH th e: ~1~ h:id ;irc: •·iouil y be-en :i ucriiici.tl Jnim .al fo r 
Hor us :i nJ :rb tn lhc: m v:!\ J bo:Jt P.orus to the: Souls oi Bu~o. with who m 
1ht: CrcC":isc:d is Y> well :i cqu1 1 ~'HC"d. 
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lt hoppcne<l tl1J t ... Re, the goJ who come into being 
by him self, when he wos king of men onJ goJs Jll to
gethe r. Then mank inJ ploueJ something in the (,·ery) 
presence of Re. ~ow then , his mJjcsty-lifc, prosperity, 
heoh h '- wos old. H is bones were of silrer, his Aesh of 
golJ, onJ his hoir of genui ne bpis Jnuli. 

Then his mojes ty perceived the things w hich were 
bein g plotted J goinst him by monkind. T hen his maj
esty-life, prosperitv, health! said to those who were in 
his retinu e: ':Pray, summon to me my Eyc.

1 
Shu , T dnut, 

Geb, and Nut, as well as th e fathers Jnd mothers who 
were with me , .... hen I was in Nun,= J S \vc ll .as m y god 
N u n al so. He is to br ing his court ( 5) with him. Thou 
shalt bring them ucrerly: let no t monkind see; let not 
their hearts escape.' Thou shalt come with them to the 
Great H ouse, that they m ay tell their pbns, since the 
[times] wlien I came from Nun to the pbcc in which 
I came into being."' 

T hen these gods were brou gh t in , and these gods 
[came] beside him, putting their heads to the ground 
in the presence of his ma jesty, so th at he might make 
his sta tement in the presence of the father of the eldest, 
he who nude mankind, the king of people.' Then th ey 
said in the presence of his majesty: "Spea k to us, so t!ut 
we may hear it.'' 

Then Re said to Nun: "O eldest god, in whom I cam e 
into being, 0 ancestor gods, behold m ankind, wh ich 
came in to bei ng from mv Eye'-they have plotted things 
against me. T el l me wha t ye wou ld do about it. Behold , 
I Jm seeking; I wou ld not slav them unti l I had ho rd 
what (10) ye might say about it." Then the majesty of 
Nun said: "My son Re, the god greate r than he who 
m ode him and mightier than they who created him, 
sitting upon thy throne, the fe:l.I of thee is grelt when 
thy Eye is (directed ) against them who scheme against 
thee'" T hen the ma jesty of Re said : " Behold, they have 
fled into the desert , their heons being afra id becau se I 
migh t speak to them." Then they said in the presence 
of his ma jesty : ":-,lay thy Eye be sent, that it m ay catch 
for thee the m who scheme wi th evil things. (But) the 
Ere is not (rnfficiently) prominent therein to smite 
them fo r thee.' It should go down JS Hat-Hor. " 

So then this goddess came and slew mankind in the 
desert. Then the majes ty of this god said: " \V elcome, 
Hlt-Hor, who hast done for me the dad for which I 
came!" Then this goddess said : ":\s thou livest for me,' 
I have prevailed orer mankind, and it is pleasant in my 
heJrt! " Then the majes ty of Re said: " I shall prevail 
orer them as a king (1 5) by diminishing them!"' That 

1 The c )' C: of Lhc run-god w2s 2n indepcnJcnt put of h im~df. w ith i 

com plic:md mythologic2I hhtory. 
: The abysm al wuc:r1 , in which uc:ition took phcc: . 
l Wu Re unwil lin ii th2 t mink.ind rc;>c"nt in rcbclliou1 purpos.c1: 
• U ncc:r iain. The u2ni l2:ion u 1umc1 thu Re i1 21 king :uhicc on the: 

ch an i; <"d conditions si nce crution. 
s '.'un. 
• ~a nk ind origin21cd as lhc: tc:us of lhc a c::1.1or·god. Sec pp. 6, 8, 366. 
t It w:c:m1 10 be :ariued th:u 1hc £ ;-c in iu normal form is not :1dequ i 1c 

to the work of dcstrucuon, s.o that it should 2uumc iu for m :n H:11 -Hor. 
•The inuod..ictory fnrmub of an oath. 
• Uncc:n2in. The u1n1bcion an umo th e: w:nw: tin t Re CJn rule min· 

is how St.:khmt.:t (Jmc into bc:ing, chc (be"r ) -m::ish of 
the night, to wJJe in thei r bloo<l from Hcraklcopolis. " 

Then Re said: .. Pr av, summon to me swi ft Jnd specJ ~· 
messengers, so that they mJy ru n like the shldow of a 
boJy." ' Then these messengers were br0ugh t immedi
Jtcly. Then the ma jesty of this goJ sJid : .. Go ye to 
Elephlnti ne anJ br ing me red ochre very Jbundant! y ... " 
Then th is red oc hre was brought to him. T hen the 
mJjesty of this g reat god cJused . .. , [and H e-With ]
the-Side-Lock who is in Hel iopolis" grountl u p th is red 
oc hre. When further maidservants cru shed bJrlcy to 
(roJke) beer, then th is red och re was adJed to th is 
m ash. Then (it) was like human blood. T hen seven 
thousand jars of the beer were made. So then the majesty 
of the K ing of Upper and Lower Egypt: Re came, to
gether with these gods, to sec this beer. 

1ow when day broke for (20) the sla ying of man
kind by the god dess at their season of going upstream ," 
then the majesty of Re said: "How good it is! I shall 
protect man kind with it!" T hen Re said: "Pray, CJ rr y 
it to the place in which she ex pected to sla y mankind." 
Then the ma jesty of the King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt : Re went to work early in the de pth of the nignt 
to have this sleep-maker poured ou t. T hen the fields 
were filled with liquid fo r three palms," through the 
power of the ma jesty of this god. 

Then this goddess went Jt dJwn, and she found this 
(place) Aoo<led. T hen her face ( looked) beJut iful 
there in. T hen she drank, and it was good in her heart. 
She came (back) d runken, without having pe rceived 

mankind . 
(The remJinder of this story has to do with the orig in 

of certain names and customs, such as th e: use: of strong 
drink at the Feast of H at-Hor. ) 

Heroic Tales - Exploits of 
Gods and Human Beings 
THE REPULSI NG OF THE DRAGON 

\Vhcn the boat of lhc sun e ntered the western darkness :it 

C\'Cning, ic faced the peril of • ~rpcnt or dragon, which might 
destroy the sun ; cf. pp. 6-7 abO\'C . Then it was the function 
oi the god Seth to repel this beast. so th:i:t the sun might cross 
the underworld by night .J.nd be reborn in the morning. In like 
manner, m:in should sur\'i \'c dc:nh and be reborn. 

kind if 1hc)' Jtc fewer in number. It is aho poniblc to tr :a n ~h tc: "I ~ hl ll 
p1c,·:ai l over 1hcm . 81<1 t!o not dimini~h them ( .iny further).'" .\t rn~· rltc . 
it 100n becomes d eu U\ n Re w ishes the destruc:ion to cc:ae, whetu.1 
HJt-Hor i 1 unwilling 10 hJ.lt her lu~ t ful annih 1b tion. 

10 The formu l.a by which the ori,in o f a nJ.me was ex plained. Sckhmct, 
"She Who Prenih." the goddeu oi '·iolencc. is here '1"''" .u a for m of 
HJ.t-Hor. Hcn kleopolis. "1hc Child of the King," Kt"ml lo l-c in pu nning 
rel atio n 10 the pre,,.iou.1 word, · · ~ inr.'' "The mash of the n i ~ht" i1 u'cd 
in muninsleu J.ncicipation here. as it beloflgs to chat part of the u ot)" 
whic h follows. 

ll Didi wu a red colorins m:ucri.il. bu1 it i 1 nol c.em1 in whet.her it 
wu mineral or \"etetJ.ble. Red ochre hu been found i.n lhe region of 
Elepbntine, and hcmJ tilC in the eastern dcxrL 

1: An epithet of the H ii:;h Priest of Re. 
II T he meaning of thi' phras.e is not d ear. 
1t The F.e!d1 were co,·crcd with the blood·red bt:cr, the "slecp ·makcr," 

to a height of abou t 9 inches. 
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Fig. 1 

The primeval wa ter Nun as the origi~ of the gods of Egypt. 
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Fig. 1 (a) 

Daily ritual at Abydos 
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Fig. 1 <a) cont • 

Daily ritual at Abydos 

z. 

12.. 
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FIG. 2 

THE EELIOPOLITAN VIEW OF TEE COSI.-:OS: THE SK-Y GODDESS rWT 

ARCHES HER BODY OVE~ HEit SUPilTE CONSORT THE EARTH GOD GEB 

FRm,1 vmo::I SHE IS SEPARATED 1.3 Y THE AIR GOD SHU' c. 1 JOOBC. 
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FIG. 4 

THE BENU BIRD, OR PHOENIX, MANIFESTATION OF 
THE SUN GOD CREATOR OF HELIOPOLIS. TOMB OF 
ARmEFER AT DEIR E1=MEDlNA, WESTERN THEBES, 

c. 1 300 BC. 
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FIG. 5 
The Ibis-Headed god Thoth, head of the Ogdoad of cyeatoY 

deities of HeYmopolis, in his Yole of divine scYibe at the 
judgement of the dead. Befoye him is the devouYeY of evil 

hearts and Osiris god of the underwoYld. 
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FIG. 6 

Khnum, a ram headed creator god, on a potter's wheel. 
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